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FRONTISPIECE 
View south from the village of ~ Kakopetria towards Mount 
Olympus and the north end of the Troodos study area. The 
Cyprus weather and communications station is visible at the 
right hand side of the photograph. 
ABSTRACT 
Detailed gl'ological mapping ( 1 :5,000) o( a. 16 sq. km. area was completed within 
the northw<'stern quadrant of tile Troodos plutonic complex, Cyprus. The plutonic 
cc•mplex incorporates an older, high-temperature deformed sequence of 
harzburgitt>, dunite, transition zone orthopyroxenite and layered olivine and 
hyp('rsthene gabbro that is intruded and truncated/disrupted by a series of post-
kinNnatic ultramafic-mafic (i.e.: wehrlite, (eldspathic-wehrlite, lherzolite, 
fpJdspat hic-lherzolitt>, clinopyroxenite, websterite and pyroxene-hornblende 
gabbro) plutons. Post-kinematic mafic dikes intrude both the older and younger 
rn:-~gmatic suites, markin.; the final stage of magmatism within this section of the 
ophinlit<'. 
A p('netratin•, steep to subvertical regional S 1 foliation, traced intermittently 
from the harzburgite tectonite into portions of the layered olivine gabbro 
t('rtonit<', is coaxial to large scale infolding of the dunite-harzburgite boundary. 
An <'quant granoblastic to porphyrodastic microfabric prevails in the harzburgite, 
dunite and transition zone lithoiogies whereas the layered gabbro exhibits both 
primary cumulate igneous a~J secondary ductile deformation textures. The 
sf ruct urally highest position of the high- temperature doct;le deformation, termed 
t lw d<·forrnat ion front and marked by the transition from ductile to brittle 
d(~formatinn mechanisms, occurs within the layered olivine gabbro of the Troodos 
plutonic compl<'x. 
The plutons of the younger suite represent variable sized, spatially and 
f('rnporally distinct, fault-controlled magma chambers that are focused primarily 
along th<' transition zone or the older suite. Most or the older suite transition zone 
ort hopyroxenite and part of both the dunite and layered gabbro have been 
r<'mond through raulting and intrusion or the younger suite plutons. 
The fractional cry~.tallization sequence or the older suite layered gabbro and the 
young<'r suite ultramafic-mafic lithologies is olivine - > clinopyroxene . > 
orthopyrox<'ne -> plagioclase-> +/-hornblende(+/- quartz). Textural features 
IV 
indicate simultaneOUS crystallization of the pytOXt'ne phasi'S within the gabhroic 
units. El€.'ctron microprobe studies indicate that tht> youngt>r and oldt't suitt'~ 
cannot be distinguisht.>d on thl' basis of tht'ir t€.'Spt'ctive mineral chemistry, th:.t 
fractionation trl'nds occur within both the young(•r and older suites and th:.t 
crntic chemical layNing cannot be dt.>t€.'ctt.>d on.•r a :.!0 m s!'rtion of the layert·d 
olivine gabbro. The mafic t~Jhs t.>xhibit a tholeiitic affinity (isbnd-arc thoiPiit•·) 
and an l'Xt rem ely deplet('d, ~fg-rich and Ti-poor <'hl'mi~t ry correbt iH with t ht• 
deplct<'d upper pillow lava suite and indicative of dNivation from a tt•sidual 
manti<' source that had undergone previous partial melting and m<'lt t'xtradi•)n 
en>nt(s). 
A dynamic crustal accretionary history wnsisting or multiple intrusion and 
ductile-brittle deformation is cstahlishf:'d for the Troodos plutonir compl('x . Thr 
6eometrical tf:'lat;ons betw€.'en the penetrative r<'gional foliation, infoldinr; along 
the palco-~1oh'J and orientation or the ('nveloping surfare or this folcit•ci dllni!t'-
h:mburgite 1Joundary at a high-angle to the r<'gional rl'liation sugg('st that tht• 
Troodos orniolite may rl:'present a S!'gment or diapirically flowing asthennsphN(' 
in an and\'nt ocean spreading n•gion. 
v 
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margins and t.riple point junctions. Bar scale = I mm. 
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orthopyroxme neoblasts. Bar scale= I mm. 
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xi v 
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orthopyroxene (OPX) inclusions within the olivine. Bar 
scale= I mm. 
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Figure 4-8: Part of the pyroxene quadrilateral showing analyses of 146 
pyroxenes from the older suite layered olivine and 
hypersthene gabbros. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. A Geographical and Political Perspective 
Th(• Troodos ophiolite <'ompl<'x, site of the field component for this thesis study, 
occu pi(·s the <'cntral highland r<'gion d the island of Cyprus. This island covers 
an ar<'a of n,251 sq. km. and is grographically situated along the northeastern 
margin of the Mcdit<>rranean S<'a. The closest neighbouring countries to Cyprus 
are TurkPy lo<'ated iO km to th<' north and Syria-Lebanon located approximately 
100 krn tn the east (Figure 1-l). 
At thl' prt·~Pnt time, politi<'al unr(-st has resulted in the division or Cyprus into 
two ar<'a."; th<' nnrth<'rn Turkish oc<'upicd region and the southern Greek Cypriot 
rq~ion. Th<' bordrrland brtwe('n the two states is presently patrolled by Greek, 
Turkish and l'nitNI Nations troops. The Troodos complex is situated entirely 
witllin th<' Grrek Cypriot f<'rritory. 
l.2. Regional Geology or Cyprus 
Th<' rq~ional g<'ology of Cyprus is des<'ribed in terms of the four major east-west 
I r!'ll!ling lithott><'lnni<' zones (Figure 1-2). 
From north to south, these wncs are identified as: 
(1.) The Kyreni& (Pentadactylo•) Range 
(2) The Yeeaoria Plain 
(3) The Troodos Ophiolite Complex, The Lima•aol 
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1.2.1. The Kyrenla Range 
The mountainous Kyrenia. Rangt> risrs to an t>lt•vation of 1000 m alon~ tht• 
nort ht>rn coastline of C'yprus. The range was first inh•rpret('d by Ga..;s (Hit>~) to 
rPpres('nt the southernmost t>xpr('ssion of the Tauro-Din:uir alpine lwlt whi .. h 
pass(':; through Grel'ct>, Crete and southNn Turhy. 
Th(' range consists or a srries o( rault-boundl'll blocks of Pt-rmian to IIJlJll'f 
Eocene, shallow-wat<'r. continental margin sedirnt•nts with thin sliHrs of 
nwt:-tmorphic rocks. The stratigraphy or tht> Kyrenia Hangr is t:-~bul:ttPII a.-. 
follows aftt>r Robertson and Woodcock ( 1Q80). 
FORMATION LITHOLOGY 
Kalog•ea-Ardana Calcareou1, •andy fly•ch 
and oli1to1trome melange 
Ayio• Nitolaoe Limestones. chert and 
interetatified volcanics 
Melounda Pelagic chalk• 
UNCONFORMITY 
Hilarion Limutone 
Sykhari Dolomitic limestone 
Ohitomo Thin bedded marble 
UNCONFORMITY 
Kantara Ma1sive lime1tone 
AGE 
Middle to 
Upper Eocene 
Palaeocene to 
Wid-Eocene 
Mae1trichtian 
Jurauic 
Upper Triaeaic 
Lower-Upper 
Triauic 
Permiu-
Carbonihrou• 
TIH• ,,,kanir suite of the Ayi0s :'\ikolaos Formation, occurring interstratified 
with tlu' \1:H·stri<'hli:m to Palat·ocene s<'dimcnts, consists of two distinct lava 
IYJH's. The lava." of Ma('strirhtian agt> exhibit a cak-alkaline trend (Pearce, 107.~; 
lhroz, JQ~O), while those of Pala<'ocene age show a characteristic shoshonitic 
trt·rHI (lhro7., J!i~O). Similar mature island arc, calc-alkalinE> and shoshonitic lavas 
oc·1.·ur within the pr<'s<'nt day Fiji .Arc (Robertson. 1077; Daroz, 1980; Robertson 
an rl \\' 1 '"d ('()(' k, Hl~O). 
lbroz ( Hl~O) suggc•stl:'d correl:ltion of the KyrE.'nia Range island arc volcanic 
ro('ks with the similarly aged volcanic- sedimentary flysch (Kannaviou Formation) 
of i:-;land :nc- trPnrh origin (Roh<'rtson, 1977) which unconformably oHrlies the 
Troodos ophiol ite. \'olcanism within the Kyrenia Range has been attributed to 
tiH• clt·Hiopnwnt. of a northward-dipping subduction zonE>, located south or the 
r:tngP, itllllll'diatl'ly following obduction or the Troodos massif onto the African 
plait• <luring \1aPstri,htian tirnt>. 
Tt•c·tonir cli:-;ruption of thc> Kyrenia Range by late Cretaceous to early Tertiary 
sf rih-slip faulting (RohNtsc,n and Woodcock, Hl80), followed by southward 
I hrusting in thP \fincPn" (Baroz et !L. 1076), has resulted in the dcHlopment of 
four major. stN•p northwartl-dipping, lt>nticular tt>ctonic slices. Following the 
pnst -Oiip;ur«·nt> dc\'rlopmC'nt of the Kyrenia Range, the flanks of this 
:~llo(' h t hnnous srqut•ncr WPrl' oHrlain by the 3000 m thick, mostly terrigrnous 
1-\~thrl':\ Flysch or rniddl(' ~1io<'rnr age (W£>iiC'r, IQiO; Daroz, 1Q80). 
1.2.2. The Mesaoria Plain 
Tlw \ft•s:-~ori:\ Pl:tin ocC'upi<>s th«:' <'entral lowland r('gion which S<'paratC's the the 
Troodos ophiolit(' rrom the Kyr<'nia Range. The plain is underlain by a more 
lh:tn .a,ooo m thick SU('('('Ssion or uppt'r Cr('faceous to Pleistocene, deep water 
turbiditPs, flys<'h, carbonates and unconsolidated sediments. Towards the north, 
thc> uppC'r Crl'f:\C'('OUS to Miocene sediments or thE' Kythrea Flysch are highly 
dl'f,lrtnt•d and fnldC'd, l'Xhibiting a charactNist.ically knobby, rolling topography. 
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Southward. the relatinly undeformed Circum- Troodos Sedinwntary Sth'rt•ssinn 
outcrops. These two r<'gions art> separat{'d by the 0Ygos Wrt>n<'h Fault Zon<' 
(Bagnall, 1 960). 
The base of the Circum-Troodos S<'diml'ntary Su<'r<'ssion is drlint•att•d hy tlw 
Campanian to Maestrichtian P<>rapedhi Formation (Wil~on. Hl50) whid1 <'onsists 
of thin, intermittent layers of umhN a.nd radiobrian mudstonr whirh 
unconformably on-lap the extrusive sequ<'nce or the Troodos ophiolitl'. South or 
the Troodos massif, the Perap<'dhi Formation is conformably owrlain hy the 
Maestrichtian Kannaviou Formation (Lapierre, 1968), not~d in the prN·c•lling page• 
for its island arc related vokanog{'nic S{'diments and correlated with the Ayios 
Nikolaos formation (Oaroz, H)80). Conformably up-s<'rtion, thf' Pal:t('OV:<'n<' 
Lefkara Formation, <:onsisting of cal<'areous pelagic s('dinwnts, is m· .. rlain by lnwPr 
Mioc('ne reef lim<'stone of the T<>rra Formation, and middle 1\fio<'('n(' chalky marls 
of the Pakha Formation. Th<'s(' marls are succeeded by a serond unit of r<'<'f 
limestone r('pr<'sentcd by the upper Mioct•ne Koronia Formation. Thf' Koronia 
Formation limestone is SU('C('('d('d by marls or th<' Pliocen<' Nicosia Formation 
which is followed by the uppN Pliocene to low{'r PIPisto<'t>ne hiocakarrnit('s and 
poorly consolidated sands of the At halassa Formation. 
Erosional d<'hris resulting from int('nse uplift or the Troodos m:t..o.;sir at th~ 
h<'ginning of the Plcisto<'cne ('poch yielded deposition of th(' thi<"k, unsortt•cl 
Fanglomerate Formation O\'er the pbins bordering the northern margin of the 
Troodos massif (Wilson, 1959). 
1.2.3. The Troodos Ophiolite Complex, The Llmassol Forest and The 
Akamas Peninsula 
Ultramafic and marie igneous (intrusive and extrusiH) ro<"ks outcrop within 
three regions or the the island of Cyprus: ( 1) the Troodos Complex; (2) the 
Limassol Forest and Arakapas Fault Zone; and (3) the Akama.s Peninsula. 
(1) The Troodo• Ophiolite Complez 
7 
The upJH'r Cretaceuu~ Troodos ophiolite forms an ellipsoidal domal structure 
whirh is ··xpos<•d 0\"Pr an ar('a or 2,300 sq km, rising to a maximum elevation or 
HJ!) I rn, c·Pn lt·n·d on ~fount OJ~· m pus I r;ass, 1 968). 
Th(' Troodos rornpll'X was r<'ported by ~foores and Vine ( !g71) to b<> composed 
()(a. si•!JIIf'llr<· of ultramafic-mafi<' plutonic rocks, overlain and intruded by swarms 
(,f diaba.'if' dik<>s and <>xtrusi\'e \'Olranic rocks. Thus. on the basis of the 
lit hologic·al C'OJOfJOD<'nts and stratigraphic succession, the Troodos massif fulfilled 
th<• d•·finitinn of an ophiolit(' compll'X that was adopted by members of the 
I'Pnrnsp Conf<>rl'nc<', Hl72 (Grot im<>s. 197.'1). 
('onlinuing uplift, in l'XC('SS of 2000 m (Ga..;s and \fasson-Smith , 1{)63), and deep 
«'rnsion of the Troodos ophiolite has yielded an annular pattl'rn or outcrop 
,•:.:pnsurt• with the dN'p<'st stratigraphic Ienis of the ophiolite succession exposed 
with in t h<> highlands of the Troodos Forest area and successively higher 
st rat igraphir Ienis outtropping at lower elc\'ations around ~fount Olympus. 
Following t h<' pionN·ring mapping of the Troodos ophiolite by Wilson ( H).)9). the 
n·sults of fi<'ld mapping, p<'trological, geochemical and geophysical studi<'S by 
numt•rous in\'l•stigatnrs (e.g.: \foon~s and \"ine, 19il; Greenbaum, lg72A,ll; Ga..c;s 
and ~llll'Wing, Hli3; ~fl'nzi('s and AIIPn, 19i4; 1\idd and Cann, }gi4; Allen, H~i5; 
HoiH'rbnn, Hl75; 19i6; Robertson and Woodcock, 1gso; Gass, 1gso and 
Swarllrick, Hl~O) ha\·e yi<>ldl'd a modl'l for g<'neration or the Troodos ophiolite 
along sornP type of Late Cretaceous oceanic spreading site. The lea.-;t equi\'ocal 
supporting evi(l<'n<'<' for this setting is the presence of the well-dc\'eloped sheeted 
dik<' complPx which rl'prrsrnts a large portion of the ophiolite exposure in Cyprus 
(Wilson, H)!',O; 1\:idd and Cann, 197-i and Kidd, 1977). 
The plutonic Sl'dion or the ophiolite incorporates a range of lithologies including 
harzhurgit(', minor plagioclase lh<>rzolite, dunite, clinopyroxene-bearing dunite, 
rlinopyroxt•nitP, W<'hrlite and feldspathic-wehrlite, layered olivine and hypersthene 
v;:tbhro and • high-le\'cl• pyroxE>nc-hornblcnde gabbro with minor trondhjemite 
(\foort•s and \'ine, 19il; Allen, 1975). 
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An irregular and romplt>x, multipll' intrusiH root ad ha$ bt•en rt.•portt><l bl't Wt't'll 
the upper gabbro and sht>t>tl'd dike units (\toort-s and \'int', 1971 ). Th<' !'hN'tt'd 
dikes grade upwards into the £>Xtrusin.• pillow lava st·qut'll<'l'S (Wilson, 1959). Early 
worhrs divided these extrusiHs into uppl'r and low<>r pillow la,·a suitt·~ (Wilson, 
1959; Bear, 1960; 1966; G~s, 1958; 1960) while ~toorrs and Yint- (Hl71) suggest t•\1 
that this division into upp<>r and lower pillow lava suih•s could bt' mad<' on tlw 
basis of cht>mistry and petrology. Smewing ( 197.)) and Snwwing t•t !!.L ( 107f,) 
introduced the notion of formation of the lower pillow lavas and sht•eteJ dihs 
within an axial sequt-nce in a ridg<'-median vall<'y anti g<'nt'ration of th<' upJH'r 
lava.c; within an off-axis volcanic r<'gim('. Th(' recf'nl work by Robinson Pt al. 
(1983) and ~f<>h<'gan and Robinson (198·&) has indicalt•d a d1l'mical dis<'ontinuity 
at the 500 m stratigraphic int<>r\'al b(.•tWl'<'ll th(' lowt'r arc-tholt>iitic and upJwr 
high \fgO flow TiO., • boninitic • suites . 
.. 
Gravity and magnetic surveys suggest that the northern flank of the Troodos 
ophiolite extends northward beneath the S{'diments of the Mesaoria Plain anti 
aLruptly truncatt>s ben<'ath tht> Kyrl'nia Hauge against the Ovgos Fault j:\ulu·rt 
and Borez, 1974). To the south and W<'st, the Troodos rompi('X ha..;; IH't'll 
interprl'ted by Biju-Duval f't !1 (1976) and Xenophontos and Afrodisis (in prep.) 
to be :-;, overthr·1st contact with the Dhiarizos Group and th<' Marnonia 
Form:~tion. Contrary to this, reports by Robertson and Wood<·ork ( HlXO) anrl 
Swarbri<-k ( IQ80) strongly support a modl'l of juxtapositioning of tlw Troodos 
rompll'x with its Campanian \'olcanidastic cover (Kannaviou formation) against. 
the Mamonia complex along a St>ries or high-angle faults. Thl'se faults ar<' possibly 
r<'l:lted to larg(· scale, strike-slip moveml'nt within an oceanic fault zont• domain . 
Moores et ~ (198·1) suggestl'd that gravity sliding of the M:unonia complt·x onto 
the Troodos complex occurred with uplift of the ~1amunia during oiJii(jiH' c(,Jiision 
of the Troodos spreading segment with a micro<.-ontinent. 
An in-depth review of previous work on the Troodos ophiolite 1~ pres<·ntf!d 111 
Section 1.4. 
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(2) The Limauol Fore at. and the Arakapae Fault. Zone 
Ttu· Lirn:L<.sol Forc>st compiE>x (1\('ilaki Massif) is separated from the southeastern 
margiu of the Tro<J(los ophiolite by the Arakapas Fault Zone. Outcropping within 
th(' Lilllassol r''~ion is an ele\·ated core or serpentinized harzburgite and dunite, 
syuf<'r·tonirally intrud<>d by mafic to ultramafic intrusions which are in turn 
int rudt·d by diabase dikes (~furton, 1986). A disrupted envelop of dikes. pillow 
lavas and S(•dirnc>nts surrounds the massif (Simonian and Gass, 1978). The 
sr 111 t hm1 margin of the Lima..:;sol Forest is bounded by south dipping, deformed, 
middl<• \1ioc<·nc> carhonat<'s of the Yerasa fold and fault belt. 
The ;\rakapas Fault Zone derincs an east-west trending graben, up to 1.5 km in 
wirlth and trarrablc along strike-length for 35 km. Simonian and Gass (1978) 
intNpr<'IPd the volcanogenic sedimrnts and blocks of pillow lavas within this 
gra IH·n to repres<'nt. rlast ic wc>dg<>s d<•posil<'d along the fault scarps. 
Simonian and Ga...;;s ( )978) noted the higher Mg content of the lavas from the 
.\rakapa . .; n·gion rl.'lativc to the lavas on the northern flank of the Troodos 
ophiolit<•. Th<'sc> authors attributed this chemical distinction to differences in the 
pl'l rogPn!'lir pror<'Ss<'s occurring within the fault belt. More recently however, 
~1l'IH·gan and Hobinson (unpublished data) and Robinson ('( al. (in prep.) have 
Sll!!;~<·strd that lavas occurring along the southern flank of the Troodos ophiolite 
art• rnor<' primitive than those on the northern flank and that there appears to be 
nn siguirirant. chemical differl'nce betwe<'n the lavas from the Arakapas Fault 
Zont> and those Crorn parts of the Troodos extrusive sequence. 
Th<' gt'ological f<'aturl's of the Limassol Forest. and Arakapas Fault Zone 
<'ompare favorably with the topography, magaetic anomaly, composition, 
st>dinH'ntary infill and serpentinite intrusions which are characteristic of present 
day 0('(':\Jiic rradur(' lODl'S (Simonian and Gass, 1978; Robinson et &_, in prep.). 
Thus, a numbl'r of authors (e.g. : Simonian and Gass, 1978; Bechon and Rocci, 
19S2 and Robinson t-t al., in prep.) concluded that the Arakapas Fault and 
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Limassol Forest arl'a rl'present dtffl'ft'llt parts of the saml' fossil transform fault. 
Tht.> 'n·stern Limassol For<.'st complt>x has most rl'rl'ntly be<'n intt•q.rl'll'd by 
~turton (1986) to form part of the artiH' domain on a h•ft-lat('rallt.•aky transform 
fault. Simonian and Gass (Hl78) int<'rpretcd the gl•onwtry of th(' sht>l'll•d dihs to 
indicate right-latl'ral fault ofrset (lt•ft offsl't of thl' ridgl' crt>st) of thr Arakap:l-" 
fault zont>. Alternatively, the work of Varga and ~toon•s ( 1987'>) and ~loort•s t•t !!.L 
( 198t) indicates a l('ft-lateral (sinistral} shl'ar across a right-offst't transform for 
the Arakapas Fault Zone based on the comparison of th(' pattl•rn of dihs aP:H 
this fault zone and the structure of modNn adi\'(• ridgt>/transform iul.-rst•dions. 
(3) The Akamae Peninsula 
The Akamas r<'gton is situated within the westNnmost promontory of thl• 
Cyprus coastline, located due west or the Troodos ophiolite. .Xl•Jwphontos and 
Afrodisis (in prep.) have sugg('stcd that the Akama." rt>gion may rPprPsPnt a. 
westNn extension of the Lima.ssol-Arakapas oceanic fracture zon£>. 
Within the Akamas r£>gion, quartzitic sandston<•, linwstoJH' and pt•lagit· 
sPdim('nts of the Jurassic to lower Cretaceous 1\bmonia Formation oc·cur 
in t l'rralated with lava flows and pyroclastic rods and in I rud£>d by diorit i<· or 
gabbroic sills and dihs of the uppu Triassic to Jura.ssic Dhiarizos Group. Largt•, 
dissociated sandstone blocks, up to 500 m long a.nd ·tO m thick a.nd )){'longing lo 
either the Akamas Formation (Gass, 1960; Swarbrick, Hl~O) or tlw P:m•klishia 
Formation (Pantazis, 1967), rest ('Onformably on the mudston<'S or lh<' Mamonia 
Formation . A m<'ga-boudin origin (or these discontinuous blocks w:L<> sugg<·:-.ll•ll IJy 
Lapierre ( 19i5). 
1.2.4. The Mamonia Complex 
The Mamonia complex of southwest Cyprus is composed of an imlJritat .. rl, 
highly deformed and allochthonous sequence of upper Triassic - lower Jura..<;sic to 
middle Cretaceous sediments, vokanic rocks, serpentinite, amphibolites and 
melange (Swarbrick, 1Q80). 
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The complex consists or four main units: (I) the middle to upper Triassic 
J>hiarizos Group; (2) the Triassic to lower Cretac~ous Mamonia Formation; (3) the 
Moni \-f<•lange; and (4) the S<'rp<'ntinitE'S and slices of metamorphic rocks. 
The Dhiarizos Group (Robertson and Woodcock, 1980; Swarbrick, 1980) or 
P<'tra tou Romiou Formation (Lapierre, 1975) incorporates pillow and massive 
alkaline ba.c;alts interb<'dd<'d with cht>rt, limestone and hemipelagic sediments 
(Swarhric-k, 1080). The Dhiarizos Group is thought to represent a period or either 
intercontin<'ntal (Lapierre and Rocci, 1976) or intraplate oceanic rifting (Lapierre, 
Hl75). 'f<'ctonic, intrusive and normal stratigraphic contacts exist between the 
Dhiarizos Group and the overlying :Mamonia Formation. Xenophontos and 
Afrodisis (in pn•p.) not<'d imbricated and overthrust contacts or the Dhiarizos 
(~roup and the Mamonia Formation onto the Kanna\·iou Formation and the 
Troodos complex. 
Th(• Mamonia Formation (Lapierre, 1975) or the Ayios Pbotios Group 
(Hobrrtson and Woodcock, 1980; Swarbrick, 1980) records the deposition o( 
<'ontinf'ntal margin turbidity flows, redeposition of carbonates within a deeper 
wall'r rn\'ironment and a late period or sedimentation within coeval deep basin 
and continf'ntal rise conditions (Swarbrick, 1080). 
Th<' 1\foni 1\fdange of LapiNre ( 1975) or Kathikas Formation of Swarbrick 
( Hl~O) is compos<'d primarily of rocks from the Mamonia complex and represents 
an olistostrome mf'lange which originated as a series of submarine debris flows. 
Tht• sl'rpC'ntinite sheets, consisting of altered harzburgite and dunite, occur 
imbricat<'d with both the Dhiarizos Group and Mamonia Formation and in 
ovPrthrust contact with the Kannaviou Formation and the Troodos ophiolite. 
A \'arit•ty or theories has been proposed regarding the origin of the serpentL·ites. 
Thrse include: (1} Troodo-, ophiolite derived serpentinite intruded into the 
1\famonia complex (Gass, 1{)60; Lapierre, 1975); (2} ~ea-fioor derived serpentinite 
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thrust southward over the Troodos ophiolite and subsequently incorporated with 
the ~·famonia nappes (Robertson and Hudson, }g;.s); and (3) serpt•ntinite sht•ets 
thrust along high-angle, strike--slip faults which juxtaposE'd Cretaceous oceanic 
crust (Troodos) against incipient Triassic oceanic crust (~famonia), (Swarbrick, 
1080). ~fost recE'ntly, Robinson E't al. (in prep.) ha,·e suggt'Sted an uppt•r Tria..-sic 
oceanic origin for the serpentinites which are thought to baH• be('n l'Xtrudt'd and 
imbri<'ated with the Mamonia Compi(.'X during Maastrichtian dt•formation in 
response to movement along the westward extension of the .·\rakapas Fault Zoo(' 
(Xenophontos and Afrodisis, in prep.). 
The origin of the scattered, up to 1 km X 5 km. in size amphibolit(' slinrs is 
likewise unclear (e.g.: Turner, 1071; Jg73; Woodcock and RoLt•rtson, Ul77; 
Swarbrick, 1080}. Turner (1071) suggested formation of tile amphiholitic ru<-ks 
during contact dynamothermal metamorphism or the Mamonia compll'X during 
serpentinite intrusion. Woodcock and Rob(.'rtson ( 1 gjj) favoured subduct inn 
related metamorphism or the Mamonia complex. Swarbrick (Igso) argued that 
the amphibolites represent metamorphosed Dhiarizos Group equivalents produced 
during shear heating along major strike-slip fault zones. Spray and Hoddick 
(1081), on the basis of chemistry, minl'falogy and 40.\r/3gAr geochronology, 
indicated that these slivers I)( metamorphic rocks were produced by greenschist to 
amphibolite facies dynamothermal metamorphism of alkalk and tholeiitic mafic 
rocks and associated sediments at 83-00 m.y. These authors report('d that the fi<·ld 
relations suggest this metamorphism occurred within strike-slip fault extensions of 
the Arakapas transform. Robinson et al. (in prep.) interpreted the rocks to be 
Mamonia Formation equivalents which were metamorphosed in a subduction zone 
and deformed and emplaced during Maestrichtian time. 
Early theories concerning the emplacement or the Mamonia complex as a whole, 
include boih southward-directed thrusting over the Troodos ophiolite and its 
autochthonous sedimentary cover (Lapierre, Jg75; Dorez et al. . 1g76), and 
entrainment or the complex beneath and emplacement with the Troodos 
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aii(Jrhthon (Biju-Duval<'t !!:.; H~i6). ~foores et al. (1Q84) and Robinson et.al.,(in 
vrep.), !'Uggrsted that northward subduction during the Cretaceous beneath the 
Troodos m:Lc;sif rt•sulted in the accumulation of the Mamonia complex as an 
ac<·rt·tionary melange in the trench subduction zone. Subsequent Maestrichtian 
tr<'nrh-rnicrocontinent collision (i.e.: Troodos collision with a microcontinent, 
l'nssihly thP Anatalya complex in southern Turkey) resulted in the cessation or 
this suhdurtion, uplift of the Mamonia Complex, and gravity sliding northward 
outo Troodos and its sedim<'ntary cover (Moores et.al., 1Q84). 
1.3. Regional Tectonic Setting oC the Troodos Ophiolite 
The Troodos ophiolite forms a W<'Stern member to a girdle o( ophiolite massifs 
w h i('h t•x I Ntd along the nort hero margin of the Arabian f!latCorm (Ricou, 1 Q71 ). 
This zone of ophiolites delineates just one segment or the more than 8,700 km 
long, l'ast-wC'st tr<'nding Tethyan ophiolite belt which extends intermittently from 
t hl' Alps, through •.he ll<'ll<'nides, the Dinarides, the Taurus, the Zagros and Oman 
l\1nuntains and <'a.stwards into the Himalayan Mountains (Hsu and Bernoulli, 
107~; Adamia t•t al., 1080), (Figure 1-3). 
The Alpin<'-llimahyan m<·ga-suture zone is defined by this linear arrangement or 
fragmt•nt<'d Tt'thyan oct'anic crust. The zone developed during Cretaceous to 
r:uly Tt•rtiary collision and subduction of the late Mesozoic Tethyan oceanic 
pl:ltt'. Northward movement of the African and Indian plates and coincident 
t•astward moHmrnt of Europe due to spreading of the North Atlantic (Bally, 
1975; llsu and Bernoulli, 1078; D~rnoulli and Lemoine, 1gso) resulted in this 
rolli~ion and the subduction or this late Mesozoic Tethyan oceanic plate. 
The Alpin<'-Himalayan ophiolite belt shows major variations in characteristic 
ft>at urC's from rast to west along its length (Karamata, 1Q80). The eastern type, 
with which the Troodos ophiolite is associated, exhibits a more depleted upper 
mantle rt•presented by harzburgite tectonite, a variably developed pyroxenitic 
rrit ical zon(', abundant plagiogranite and keratophyre, cbromite concentrations, a 
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Figure 1-3 . Distribution of Tethyan ophiolite motaifs and location 
of the Troodos ophiolite • Cyprus ( alter Searle, 1980 ). 
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mainly tl•nlt>iitie c h<'mistry, well developed sheeted dikes and an associ at ion with 
clt·c·p-watPr p(•lagic sediments. The western type, on the other hand, typically 
slwws a h·ss d('pll't('d lhNzolitic upper mantle, a well denloped critical zone 
rnrnpos<'d of cumulate plagioclase-bearing lherzolite and harzburgite, massive 
diabasr-, infr<·qu£>nt plagiogranite or keratophyre and a terrigenous sedimentary 
assoriation. A transitional boundary which divides the eastern and western 
t•phiolitt• types passes through Yugoslavia, Albania and Greece. 
Arrording to K aramata ( 19SO), this contrast between the eastern and western 
ophiolite typf•s may r<'fle<'t variations in the origin or the oceanic crust along the 
l(•ngth of the T£>thyan bE.'It in tNms of the spreading setting (i.e.: forearc, backarc, 
marginal s<'a, oceanic setting), upper mantle source region, heat flow, degree o( 
partial mPh ing and int<'raction with continental crust. Karamata ( 1980) reported 
that in thE' W<'st, devt>lopm<'nt of the oceanic crust was probably areal 
occ•anization in asso<'iation with mantle diapirs, low degrees of partial melting or 
drPp·sPated mPlting zones. While, to the ('ast, a mid-oceanic ridge or immature 
riclg('(s) sPiting associated with microcontinents and island arc development was 
pwposed (Kararnata, 1980). 
1.4. Review or Previous Work for the Troodos Ophiolite 
Tlw following S<'dion is intended to provide an overview of the work done by 
nunwrous innstigat.ors on the Troodos ophiolite since the late IPSO's. A summary 
of work ronduded prior to 1958 is available in Wilson (1959). Extensive 
surnmari<'s are also available in Allen (1975), George (1975) and Gass (1980). The 
rt•stllts to d:tte or the ongoing Cyprus Crustal Study Project are included. 
1.-4.1. Origin and Formational Setting 
An origin for the Troodos lavas by partial melting of a previously depleted 
mantle source is now widely accepted (e.g.: Peterman et !L, 1971; Greenbaum, 
Hl72A; Miyashiro, 1973; Puree, 1975; 1980; Laurent tl al., 1980; Saunders et al.; 
19~0; Srhmincke ('t al., 1983; Robinson et !L 1983; Malpas and Langdon, 1984). 
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Howenr, considerable diffNt>nres in opinion exist conrt>rning thr formational 
setting of the massif with earlit>r inn>stigators fa,·ouring an ocranic st•tting, whil<' 
more recent work supports a supra-subduction zoot> environrn('nf. 
(1) Oceanic Setting 
Bishopp {19.12) was first to recognize that the Troodos ign<'ous body r('JHl'st•nh•d 
a slirt> of oceanic crust with no underlying sialic crust. Gass { 1967, IU68) 
proposed formation of the massif within an extensional regime on a mid-Tt•thyan 
rise based upon both the petrological and gffiphysical evid<'nce and similarity with 
the prcs('nt day mid-oct>anic ridg(>S. Moores and Vine ( 1971) and Ga..c;s and 
Smewing ( H~73) suggested formation during intracontinental rifting to form a 
major oct>anic basin during late Cretaceous time. Robertson and Woodcock ( 1080) 
argued for a narrow rifted oceanic setting while Smewing ( 1975) and Smewing f't 
& (lgiS) proposed formatbn within a ridge median \'alley forth(' axial sequt•JH'<' 
(sheeted dikes and lower pillow lavas) and an off-axis origin for the uppt>r pillow 
lavas. 
(2) Supra-Subduction Zone Environment: 
Island Arc or Bact-Arc Basin Volcanic•. 
An island arc involvement in the formational setting of the Troodos ophiolitE' 
was first suggested by Pearce and Cann (1971, 1g7J). On the basis or relatively 
immobile trace elements (e.g.: Ti,Zr,Y,Nb) they proposed an ocean floor setting 
for the sheeted dike complex and lower pillow lava.c; and an island arc 
environment for the upper pillow lav~:S. Kay and Senechal ( 1076) concluded on 
the basis of REE ratios and Zr/Ti values, a mid-ocean ridge, small ocean ba.c;in or 
incipient island arc setting. A formational S('tting entirely within an island arc 
environment was proposed by Miyashiro ( Jg7J, 1Q75A;D) ha.c;cd upon a 
comparison of the major element lava chemistry with those data available from 
similar prest>nt day island-arc environments. Freund et !!.:. (1975), PP.arce ( 1075, 
1980) and Saunders et al. (1Q80) suggested on the basis or trace c)f!mcnt data, a 
formational setting for the ophiolite within a narrow marginal sea or back arc 
basin with a subducted oceanic crust signature. Robinson et !!.:. {IQS:J) and 
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.\falpa.-. and Langdon ( 198 &) suggested on the basis of lau glass compositions, a 
formation within a supra-subduction zone environmE-nt; probably within 1.n 
iiH'ipiPnt arc or fon•arc setting. The general absence of \·olcaniclastic and 
pyrodastic ro<'ks was nott>d by Moores ( 1982) thereby indicating the immature 
nature CJf th(' island arc environment. The isotopic and trace E'lem£'nt work of 
Hautt·nstbll'in et & (1985) likewise indicates supra-subduction zone volcanism in 
the f:'arlif:'st st:tg<'s or i~land-arc development. 
\foorcs f:'t al. ( 1984) have rec£'ntly propos£'d a recent model for the origin of the 
.\fdNt.<;t ophiolites that is based upon the present day situation in the Andaman 
Sf':t. Thl' Troodos and other Mid-<'ast ophiolitE's are vi<'wed as ha,·ing formed in a 
~~ rit•s of short spreading s<'gm<'nts separatE.'d by long transform faults, above a 
north dipping subduction zonE' (Figure 1-4). Such a model accounts for the 
PXisting t•\·id<'nce of an <'xtensional environment subduc~ion zone in••olvemet~t and 
proximity of transform fault and accrE.>tionary melange environments. 
1.4.2. Emplacement and Tectonic Disruption 
Emphu·Pnwnt of the Troodos ophiolite is still a matter of speculation, conjecture 
and controversy (Gass, 1{)80). Gass and Masson-Smitb (1963), Ga.ss (1980) and 
HobNtson and Woodcock ( 1980) suggested an E.>ssentially in-situ, uplifted setting 
for the Troodos ma.c;sif, on·r!ying northward dipping, tectonically underthrust 
or1•anir or continf:'ntal crust. Contrary to this, Lapierre (1975), Biju-Dural et !1 
( lfli6), Bortolotti et al. ( 1976) and Moores et & (198·1) support an allochthonous 
l'mplarl'fllt•nt of the Troodos massif, derived from either a moderate or large 
distanct> to the north. Dortolotti et. !1 (Ig76) likewise stated that the Troodos 
massif is itselr int<'rnally thrusted, consisting of a pile or allochthonous thrust units 
with a southward vergE'nce. Contrary to these opinions, no evidence for major 
thrust r<'pctition of the complex was found by either Robertson and Woodcock 
( Hl80) or the pr<'sent author. Evidence of listric and planar normal faults cutting 
the she<'ted dikes and nattening into a detachm~nt within the upper gabbros was 
presf'nt£'d by Varga and Moores (Jgss) and Verosub and Moores (lggl). However, 
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Figure 1-4: Schematic model for the formation of the Troodos ophiolite 
in a short spreading segment above a subdut'tion zone and a 
collision with a small microcontinent (after Moores et !1 
lg84. 
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such faulting and tilting to produce axial valley grabens occurred early in the 
history of the complex within the spreading ridge domain. Robinson et al. (in 
prf'p.) noted seHral thrusts with limited displacement (-...)()() m) cutting pillow 
lavas on the south('rn flank of Troodos. Otherwise, only high-angle, normal 
faulting has been recognised within the complex, the largest of which has 
juxtaposPd harzburgite against gabbro in a locality to the east or Mt. Olympus 
(Wilson, Hl!)9). 
The prcsPnt day domal structure or the Troodos ophiolite is attributed to a 
lllllnbcr of mechanisms whidt together have yielded more than 2000 m. of uplift 
c<·ntNNI on Mt. Olympus (Gass, 1980). Wilson (1959), Moores and Vine (1971) 
and more rec<'ntly Cass (1980) have suggested that the initial uplift accompanied 
the 90° counterclockwise rotation of the massif due to Miocene collision with a 
mic-rocontinmt or the African continental plate. Continued uplift since Miocene 
t iml' has he£>n related to hydration of the ultramafic rocks and subsequent 
sNp<•ntinite intrusion (Allen, 1975; Gass, 1gso). The latter intrusion may have 
ht•t•n a:;~oriatrd with the liberation or hydrous fluids from an underlying 
subduct £'d or£'anic or contin(lntal slab. 
1.4.3. The Plutonic Complex 
Th<' g£'nPralized •stratigraphic• sequence represented in the plutonic complex of 
t hr Troodos ophiolite incorporates a mafic (e.g.: gabbro, pyroxenite and minor 
pt•ridotit<') unit which strudurally overlies an ultramafic (e.g.: harzburgite) unit 
(CoiPman, 19i7). Thrse two major units of the plutonic complex are separated by 
a transition zone which includes dunit~ ·,.,·ith layered wehrlite, pyroxenite and 
troctolit<' (Wilson, 1959; Moores and Vine, 1971). 
Origin of t.he harzburgite tectonite as a depleted mantle residuum Collowing 
partial rm•lting of plagioclas~lherzolite (Allen, 1975) to yield primary olivine 
basaltic magmas is supported by the work of Carswell ( 1968), Moores and Vine 
( 1971), Nicolas and Jackson (1972), Greenbaum (1g72a), Menzies and Allen (1974), 
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Allen (1975) and Kay and Senechal (1976}. However, George (1975; 1978). 
considNed a residual mantle versus a high-tempt>rature deformt>d and 
recrystallized meta<'umulate origin to be unequivocal on the basis of st ru<'l ural 
data. A similar controversy exists in the literature regarding a <'Umulate \"ersus 
residual origin for the transition zone C~icolas and Prinzhofer, 1983). Tht> 
chromitite, dunite and higher stratigraphic units were interprett>d as <'umulah• in 
origin by numerous workers (e.g.: Boett<'her, 1969; Greenbaum, 1972A; Mt•nzies 
and Allen, 1974; George, 1975; and Nicolas and Prinzhofrr, 1983). In contrast, 
MoorE's and Vine (1971); Nicolas and Jackson (1972) and Nicolas and Prinzhof<'r 
(1983) classified the dunite as drpleted residual mantlt> resulting from nwlting out 
of the orthopyroxene component in the harzburgite. Likewise, the dunite bodit>s 
found deep within the harzburgite tectonite were interpreted by Allen ( 1975) and 
Gass ( 1980) to represent olivine +/- chromite which precipitated from trapped 
rising melts. In contrast, Ringwood ( 1966} and Moores and Vine ( 1971) <'onsidl'rt>d 
these bodies to represent residual material from which the plagiocl:L<;t>. 
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene components had been remc.ved during partial 
melting. 
Minor outcrops or plagioclase--lherzolite tectonites within barzburgite W('fe 
interpreted by Menzies and Allen (1974) to represent relatively undcpleted 
aluminous upper mantle peridotite. Gabbroic pods outcropping within the mantle 
tectonites were thought to represent batches of melt which crystallized t)('fore 
escaping from their source ro·:k •Cass, 1980). 
Cumulus model phase transitions from olivine gabbro to pyroxene, pyroxene-
hornblende and hornblende-magnetite gabbro was reported by Allen (1U75) within 
higher stratigraphic levels of the plutonic complex. The presence or plagiogranite 
bodies were attributed to a process of filter pressing segregation and crystal 
settling from gabbroic crustal mush in a zone beneath the massive dioritic 
underplating of the diabase dikes (Allen, 1975). 
Greenbaum (1972A) proposed a fractional crystallization sequence or Cr-01-Cpx-
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Opx-1'1 with the Ja.c;t three minerals occurring first as intercumulus and later as 
cumulus pha.c;es. Allen (1975) reported cyclic, cryptic and rhythmic layering in the 
c·•unulat e sequ£·nce commencing with dunite adcumulate. He also suggested a 
(· ry~tallization sequenc~ compatible with that of Greenbaum except for variations 
in the r<'lati\·e app<'arance of Cpx., Opx. and Plag. on the solidus. Allen (19i5) 
also dNnonst rated a tholeiitic fractionation trend with limited Fe enrichment for 
ttw plutonic- c-ompl<'x, postulating a picritic basalt parental magma low in Ti, Na, 
K and P . 
The compl<•x, irr<•gularly gradational igneous contact between the genetically 
rdated (Greenbaum, J9i2b) gabbros of the upper plutonic sequence and overlying 
shPPI<'d dih complex was interpreted to represE>nt !l zone of multiple intrusion 
(\loon•s :md \'int>, 1971) during synchronous formation of the two units (Wilson, 
1!159; Allt•n, 1975). 
Two t•nd-rnernb('r magma chamber models have been proposed for development 
of the Troodos ophiolite based upon geological field evidence and petrologic data 
found within the plutonic complex. The first model, proposed by Greenbaum 
( Hli2:\) and supported by George { 1975), involves the accumulation of the broad 
sc:~lr nphiolitr stratigraphy by cumulate processes within a single, steady-state 
rn:~gma chamb<'r. Contrary to this, a second model involving multiple magma 
chamL<'rs waxing and waning with time during the cumulate development of the 
nphiolit(' has bc('n proposed by Moores and Vine (1971), Allen (1975), Smewing et 
al. (1975), Gn.'Pnbaum (1977) and Malpas and Langdon (1984). Allen (1975) 
~P<'<'Uiah•d upon the formation of discrete, linear magma cells, up to lkm sq in 
sizt·, which WNe rt>furbished by magmas of varied compositions beneath a pale<r 
ridgr. Ga.."s ( 1980) suggrsted dNiYation of these melt batches from rising diapirs. 
The revi('w by Gass (1980) advocates the multiple magma theory, however, he is 
quick to point out the lack of documentation of definitive contact relations, 
pluton margins and ovt>rall geometries for these magma chambers. Most recently, 
B<'nn and Laurent ( 1987) have reported two magmatic suites within the plutonic 
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complex in the Caledonian Falls arE-a, locat<'d south of tht> prt>SI.'nt authors map 
area. ThE-se author's, however, do not discuss in any detail the contact r<'lation5', 
margins or geometrii.'S of the intrusive bodies nor the distribution or patlt•rns of 
ductile deformation within the plutonic complex. In thl.' following rhaptNs of this 
thesis, the multiple magma <'hamber model will be both substantiatl.'d and 
significantly refined by the dE-lineation of spatial and temporal rdatiooships 
between the various magn.atic suites and magma chambers which collt•ctin•ly 
constitute the Troodos plutonic complex. Also, the findings of D<'nn and Laurt•nt 
(1987), regarding the distindion or magmatic suites on the ba.o;;is of min(•ral 
chemistry, will be refuted by the results or the present author's work. 
1.4.4. The Volc:anic Sequence 
The ,·olcanic sequence incorporates both the sheeted dike compl<'x and the 
upper and pillow lava sequt'n<'e or the Troodos ophiolite. The sheeted dike 
complex varies from 1.2 to 1.4 km. in thickness (Wilson, 1959). It consists or 0 .3 to 
4.5 m. wide dikes which strike north-south except for a swing to an east-west 
orientation approaching the Arakapas fault zone. One-way chilling statistics of 
Kidd (Hl77) and Kidd and Cann (1974) suggested a spreading r<>nt<>r locat<>d to 
the present-day west of the complex. However, ongoing work in th<' Cyprus 
Crustal Study Project (e.g.: Baragar and Lambert, 198·&) re,·eals scn•ral pha.o;l.'s of 
dike intrusion with no preferred chilling direction. 
The dike complex grades upwards to the pillow lava sequ<>nces (Wilson, JQ;',9; 
Gass and Masson-Smith, Hl63; Moores and Vine, 1 Q71 ; Mantis, I 971 ). Early 
workers (e.g.: Wilson, 1959; Dear, 1Q60; 1Q66; Gass, 1058; IQGO; Gas.c; and 
Smcwing, 1973; Smewing, 1975) di\'ided the lavas into two groups: (1) greenish-
gray, oversaturated, predominantly aphyric (minor plagiodase and clinopyroxene 
phenocryst bearing) lower pillow lavas and {2) reddish-brown, undersaturated, 
olivine and pyroxene-phyric bearing upper pillow lavas with highly picritic zones. 
Recent work on lava glass compositions by Robinson et !L (198.3) and Mehegan 
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and H.obinson (1984) has suggested two distinct magma suites. The chemical 
boundary between the two suites is lower in the stratigraphic sequence than the 
boundary <Mined earlier by Gass and Smewing (1973). The lower 500 m section of 
andC'sitf>, dacite-rhyolite assemblage exhibits an arc tholeiite chemistry, while the 
uppt•r 750 m section of picritic basalt-basaltic andesite shows higher MgO and low 
Ti02 suggestive of boninitic affinity (Robinson et al., 1983; Robinson et al., in 
prC'p.). A similar chemical signature bas been noted from the Bonin Arc (Crawford 
£!. al., 1981) and the Mariana Arc (Wood et al., 1980) where a series of high-Mg 
lavas on·rlies a lcss-Mg rich arc tholeiite suite. The ongoing work of others (e.g.: 
Baragar and Lambert, 1984; Baragar and Gibson, unpub.) bas suggested a 
possibly chrmical continuum between these two suites of the Troodos pillow lava 
S('<JIIC'nce. Within the upper pillow lava suite, Malpas and Langdon (1984) have 
dC'lineatcd a petrogenetically related suite of ultrabasic lavas, komatiites, olivine 
ha..<;alts and aphyric basalts derived from a highly depleted, primary melt by 
dominantly olivine fractionation. 
1.4.6. Solid State Deformation 
Wilson ( Ul!;U) corrC'i:lt<'d penetrative deformation f('atures of the harzburgite and 
clunitc with those features observed in alpine-type ultramafic complexes, while 
Moores and Vine (1971) noted the obscure nature of the contact between 
harzhurgil<' and dunite due to this penetrative deformation. The steep attitude of 
planar and linear mcsoscopic structures within the barzburgite and lower 
nwtacumulati'S was attributed to a period of ductile deformation (Greenbaum, 
UJ72A), while the attitude of the large scale contact between these units was 
ascrib<'d to a number of factors, including: ( 1) late doming of the massif 
(Gr<'C'nbnum, 1972A); (2) a primary igneous feature; and (3) tectonic transport of 
th(> ign('()US layt>ring following crystallization of the cumulates (George, 1975). 
George (1Ui5) discussed the contemporaneous nature of plastic deformation and 
infolding or the harzburgite and dunite units, during a temperature interval 
sufficient for syn- to post-tectonic recovery via recrystallization mechanisms in the 
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plastically strained grains. Syntectonic rerrystallization of the oli,·ine at high 
temperatures was considered to be the fundamental mechanism of deformation 
within the harzburgite and dunite. Thus, the strong olivine and weak 
orthopyroxene petrofabrics, recorded within these units, WNe attributed to 
roncentration .:>f strain within the olivine phase (Georgt>, 10i5). Th~ transition 
from deforrr.ed to undeformed cumulates was reportedly gradational oHr a 500 m 
interval within clinopyroxene-bearing olivine cumulates; however, some straining 
or the olivine phase in each or the olivine bearing lithologies, except the gabbros, 
was reported (George, 10i8). George {1075, 1078) interpreted the abscn<'c of 
plastic deformation within •.he cumulates to signify the presence of a interrumulus 
liquid which accommodated the strain by a grain boundary sliding ml'rhanism 
during the ductile deformation. Therefore, ductile deformation during fractional 
crystallization occurred at deeper levels within the accumuiating pile during 
magmatic deposition (i.e. syntectonic magmatic sedimentation). This plastic 
deformation ended prior to crystallization of the upp('r cumulates (Grorg!', 1075; 
1078). The transition from plastic flow to brittle deformation mechanisms within 
the plutonic complex (the deformation front) are not discussed at any length by 
George (1975, 10i8). 
The major conck•ions of George (I 075, H~78), particularly those concerning the 
distribution or high temperature, plastic deformation within the hi~her cumulate 
levels of the plutonic complex, are disputed in the following chapters of this thesis. 
1.4.6. Metamorphism 
Studies of the metamorphism of the Troodos ophiolite commenced in the early 
1070's. Gass and Smewing (1973) presented evidence for a metamorphic 
discontinuity marking the boundary between the generally fresh upper pillow 
lavas and t.he altered lower pillow lavas. A minimal 150°Cfkm. thermal gradif~nt 
was noted, corresponding to an increase in metamorphic grade, from zeolite 
through greenschist and lower amphibolite faciP.S with depth. Contrary to this, 
Robinson et al. (H~83) reported that no significant metamorphic discontinuity 
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IIC<'tHs between the upper and lower pillow la,-as and that an abundance o( fresh 
gla.o;s O('<"IJrs throughout both units. 
Gillis (I 983) noted a lack or systematically increasii.g metamorphic grade with 
tir·pth in the pillow lava and sheeted dike units. In general, the newly defined 
IIJipPr pillow Java sequence (refer to Subsection 1 .4.4), (Robinson et .!L, 1983) 
cxhihits a weak alteration while the ic-wer lava sequence contains low grade 
metamorphic assemblages or calcite, secondary silica, smectite, celadonite and 
Z<'olites_ Isotopic studies in the pillow lava and sheeted dike units showed high 
water/rock ratios, Crctaceous seawater invo)Yement and significant mass transfer 
of demc·nts inrluding Na, K, Ca, Fe, Sr, S and base metals (Broughton and 
Gibson, HJ84; Staudigel et !1, 1984). An upper greenschist to lower amphibolite 
faciPs sub·s{·anoor metamorphism of the upper plutonic complex involving 
appr<'<'iable chemical alteration was reported by Allen (1975). 
1.4. 7. Geophysics 
Gravit.y studies by Gass and Masson-Smith {1963) re\'ealed a positive (100-150 
mgal.) rc·gional lloug('r anomaly located beneath central Cyprus and a negative 
(·120 mgal .) anomaly t0 the east of Mount Olympus, which they attributed to a 
10 km d(•Pp, cylindrical plug or serpentinized ultramafic rock. Gass and Masson-
Srnith (Hl6.3) and Gass (Hl67) suggested the existence or a 11 km thick slab of 
dense (.3.3 gmfcm3) matNial underlain by a 25 km thick slab or less dense (2.7 
grn/rm:l) African contin<>ntal crust dipping northward beneath Cyprus. 
Formation or the Troodos Complex within an east-west spreading axis during 
• normal• rart h polarity was documented by Moores and Vine ( 1071 ). The go0 
rounterdockwisc (Shelton and Gass, 1980), mid-Miocene rotation or the Troodos 
block ocrurred prior to serpt'ntinization during a microcontinent or African plate 
collision (Moores f't. al., 1984). 
Most rrcently, SE'ismic refraction profiles between Cyprus and Israel (Makris et 
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!1,, 1983) indicate that; (I) Cyprus is und<>rlain by 35 km thick continental crust 
which thickens southward and (2) south of Mount Eratosth<>nc>s, a transition in 
crustal structure indi<'ates a major structural boundary that S<'parates tht' 
contin<>ntal Cyprus-Eratosth<>nes block to the north from an oc<>anic r<'gion whi<'h 
extends southward to lsra<>l. 
1.5. Aims and Logistics of the Present Study 
The pres<>nt study evolved at the initial stage in the r<'mapping or the plutonic 
complex of the Troodos ophiolite by members of the Cyprus Crustal Study 
Project. The project represents a joint venture of the International Crustal 
Research Drilling Group and the Government of Cyprus through the Cyprus 
Geological Sur\'ey Department. 
Previous studies of the Troodos plutonic complex (e.g.: Gre<'nbaurn, 1972A; 
Allen, 1975; and George, 1975) have provided valuablt.> information conc<'rning 
certain aspects of the plutonic complex as outlined in preceding sections of 
Chapter I. However, up until 1982, an accurate and detailed lithological and/or 
structural map for any portion or the complex was not available. Likewise, a 
number or major controversies are apparent from the JitNature r<'garding : ( 1) 
magma chamber models; (2) size and shape of the magma chambers; (3) 
distribution or high temperature deformation; and (4) mineral crystallization 
sequence(s). Consequently, the intent of the present study was to map in detail 
an area within the plut.onic complex, paying particular attention to the 
lithological relationships, plutonic geometry and the nature and orientation of 
structural elements. Such a detailed study would help to further our 
understanding or the processes or multiple i.Jtrusion, the relative age relationships 
between magmatism and deformation, and the nature and geometry of high 
temperature plastic deformation associated with crustal accretionary processes 
operating at deeper levels within the spreading environment. 
To this end, a 16 km sq region within the northwestern quadrant or the plutonic 
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complf'X was chos,}D ror the study (Figure 1-2). This region incorporates a well 
f•xpos<>d cross section through the plutonic complex or the Troodos ophiolite 
pscudostratigraphy, from harzburgite tectonite to the base or the sheeted dike 
('IJfllpf<•X. 
The J>rindpal objectives of the study were: 
1. To systematically map in detail the northwestern quadrant 
of the plutonic complex in order to: 
a . delineate the distribution and contact relationships 
of the various lithologies . 
b. determine the shape, size and internal geometry of any 
individual plutons delineated within the complex . 
c . document the distribution of high temperature solid 
state deformation throughout the complex via form-
surface mapping of all planar and linear fabrics. 
d. determine the relative age relationsh!ps between 
magmatism and deformation. 
e. examine the extent of brittle tectonic disruption of 
the plutonic complex within the study region. 
2. To document the characteristic microecopic textures and 
fabrics of the various lithological units. 
3 . To determine the petrography and crystallization 
sequence(s) of the magmatic suite(s). 
4 . To determine chemical variation and fractionation trends 
within and between the magmatic suites . 
6. To evaluate the major and trace element chemietry of 
the mafic-dike& which cros&cut all other units f the 
plutonic complex . 
6. To further develop a multiple intrusive magma chamber 
model for the Troodot ophiolite integrating the results 
of the present study with the data base provided by 
previous workert . 
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A total of 4 months was spent mapping an ar('a or 16 km sq, at a scall' or 
1:5,000, during the 1983 and 1g84 summer field seasons. The 1:5,000 sralt> base 
map was obtained by photographically enlarging the 1:25,000 Troodos and II ill 
Resorts topographic map (Department of Lands and Surveys, Nkosia, Cyprus), 
thereby providing accurate rontour, road and stream location~:. Arl':ts or 
particular interest were examint>d and mapped in closer detail. Access to the fil'ld 
region is ,·ery good with numerous roads, footpaths and streams. Exposure is 
excellent along roadcuts, str('ams and ridg('S, although mapping was dirfi<'ult along 
the numerous steep, debris covered slop('S. Lo<!ging was establish<'<! in Mitst-ro 
Village. 
Organization of the thesis is such that the major results of the fi<'ld ('Ompon('nt 
of the study are presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 pr('Sents the ml."ga·, m<'so- and 
microscopic structural featur('s of the oldE-r suite lithologies. Chapter 4 indud('s 
the petrographic descriptions of the younger suite lithologies, mineral chemistry 
analysis of the younger and older suites and the petrography and gco<"h£'mistry of 
the mafic-dikes. In concluding, Chapter 5 will summarize and disruss the results 
of ihe study. 
It should be noted that the conclusions presented in this thesis are confined to 
that geology which is exposed within the northwestern quadrant or the plutonic 
complex. Ongoing studies in other regions or the complex may reveal additional 
relationships thereby enhancing our progressive understanding of the formation 
and deformation history of the Troodos plutonic complex. 
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Chapter 2 
FIELD RELATIONS 
The magmatic and structural features or the geology exposed within the 
northwcslt>rn quadrant of the Troodos ophiolite plutonic complex are describt>d in 
this chaptrr. The spatial and temporal relationships between deformation and 
magmatism are discussed. The lithological units are addressed in term., or their 
onrall macroscopic and m<'soscopic outcrop features, spatial distribution and 
contact relationships. It is recommended that the reader refer to the 
accompanying 1:7,500 scale geological map and cross-sections of the study area 
(1\lAP I), which are located in the E-nclosure at the back or the thesis. 
2.1. The Northwestern Quadrant of the Plutonic C~mplex 1 A 
Geological Overview 
Thr g<'olngical relationships E-xposed within the northwestern quadrant of the 
plutonic complex (Lat. 35°0<>' N; Long. 32°53' E), reveal a complicated history of 
concomitant magmatic and structural processes related to the construction of 
oc(•tmic crust within a palt>o-spreading regime. 
The lithological units of a complete plutonic ophiolite succession, as defmed by 
nwrnbrrs or the Prnrose Conference, IQ72 (Geotimes, JQ73), outcrop within the 
plutonic romplcx. The •succession • includes residual harzburgite tectonite at the 
base, ma.ssi\·e dunite, chromitite, orthopyroxenite, olivine-pyroxenite, layered 
olh-ine and hypersth<'ne gabbros and pyroxene-hornblende gabbros with minor 
trondhjl.'mite and diorite in the higher structural levels or the complex. This 
•sucrl.'ssion • of rocks, which outcrops progressively from harzburgite in the south-
I -~ 
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southwest to gabbros in the north-northwest (~l-\P 1) is collecti\"ely reft'rred to as 
the older suite throughout this th('Sis. Mesoscopic and microscopic features 
indicative of high temperature, plastic deformation are clearly prest>nt not only in 
the upper mantle and transition zone sections of this older suite (e.g.: Georgt', 
1Q75; 1Q78; Nicolas and Violette, IQ8l) but are also ht'tt·rogent'Ously de\"t'lopt'd 
within the higher crustal •cumulate• levels (i.e.: layered gabbro) or the plutonic 
complex. Continuity or the structural fabric is maintained from tht' p<'m·tratiHiy 
deformed harzburgite tectonite through to parts of the inhomogt•n('()usly dt•forml'd 
mafic cumulates. 
Multiplt> intrusion and disruption of the older suite by a number of youngt•r 
suite plutons has been documented on the basis of magmatic and dl'forrnational 
overprinting criteria. Field criteria used to distinguish the older suite units from 
the younger suite(s) include: (l) xenolith-bearing margins; (2) abrupt truncation 
of structural and/or magmatic fabrics; (3) contrasting lithologies; and (·1) 
mesoscopic and microscopic deformation and magmatic textures. Mapping of 
distinct plutonic sequences within the younger suite(s) th£'mselves is likewise 
possible on the basis of field criteria including: (I) dike swarms and stockworks; 
(2) xenolith-bearing margins; (3) intrusive contacts which truncate primary 
magmatic fabrics of earlif'r plutons; and (4) crosscutting pegrnatitic phases 
intruding host plutons. 
The younger intrusive suite(s) incorporates a ,·ariety of ultramafic to mafic 
lithologies consisting or wehrlite, dinopyroxenite, pyroxene +/- hornblende 
gabbro and mafic dikes. These same cumulate wehrlite and pyroxenite units were 
incorrectly interpreted by all previous workers (e.g.: Wilson, lQSQ; Moores and 
Vine, 1Q71; Greenbaum, 1972A; Allen, 1Q75; and George, 1075; 1078) ~s 
representing the classic •transition zone• (Geotimes, 1Q73) or •critical zcne• 
(Irvine and Findlay, 1Q72) of the Troodos ophiolite succession (Geotimes, 1073). 
The main volume of younger suite intrusives outcrops as a continuous, 
northea.>t-southwest trending arcuate belt, 4.5 km in length and up to 1 km wide 
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in plan view, which widens westward along the southern map margin (~tAP 1, 
Fig. 2.20 • ZO:"'E 1 ). This belt of plutons occupies an area which, in essence, 
sc·parat<'s the older suite upper mantle, lower metacumulate units (e.g.: 
harzburgite, dunite) from the older suite layered gabbro cumulates. The 
gt•ological controls resp•>nsible for concentrating the main bulk of these younger 
suite intrusions along the transitional zone of the older suite will be discussed in 
Section 2.3.4. 
Add it ion a I small plugs of younger suite intrusives are exposed farther north. 
Other mafic to ultramafic plutons have been observed intruding the harzburgite 
tectonite to the south of the study area (CaJon, pers. comm.; Allen, 1975 and 
Cass, Hl80). The latter two authors have, however, interpreted these bodies to 
rcprcs<>nt mdt batches which were trapped within the depleted mantle source 
rock while enroute to an overlying magma chamber. 
lsot ropic, m<>soscopic cumulate textures characterize the generally undeformed 
nature of the youngcr suite(s). However, a number of the smaller intrusive plugs 
and dikes of the younger suite do exhibit a very weakly developed planar fabric in 
outcrop. 
Thus, on the basis of the detailed field observations, incorporating: (1) the 
gt•om<'t rica! rclat ionships and spatial distribution of units within and between 
suitt's; (2) the distribution and style of ductile deformation; and (3) the relative 
timing of solid-state now with respect to this magmatism; a working model has 
hN•n dc\'<'loped for distinguishing both the older and younger magmatic suites as 
wt'll as multiple plutonism within the younger suite(s). A similar approach has 
I)('<'D utilized in cstablishing rdative age relationships in metamorphic terrains 
lt>.g.: Zwart ( 1958) in the Pyrenees; Johnson (1961, 1963) in Scotland; Rathbone et 
al. (I 983) in the Caledonide/ Appalarhian Orogeny in Scotland; McLelland et al. 
( 1087) in the Adirondack Mountains] and complex tim~space relationships in 
a<'crdionary histories of early continentai crustal terrains (e.g.: Bridgewater and 
Collt•rson ( 1 976) in the early Archean or Labrador; Grant ( 1978) in the Pan· 
.Afri<'an domain of northwestern Nigeria}. 
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The detailed, descriptive coverage of the rock types and the gt•ological 
relationships within the plutonic compl('X are <'ontained in the following sfct ions 
of this chapter. 
2.2. The. Older Suite 
The spatial distribution of the lithological units b<'longing to the oldrr suite 
matches the annular outcrop pattern for the Troodos ophiolite as d('s<'ribed by 
Wilson (1959). Harzburgite tectonite, the deepest unit, forms the cort> of thf 
central highlands or the Troodos Forl'st area giving way to progressively higiH'r 
structural units at lower elevations to the north and northwl'st (MAPI). 
The nature of the contact between massive dunite, layered transition zon<' 
lithologies and the layered gabbro units of the <>lder suite cannot be established in 
any detail in the field due to the masking effect of the main bl'lt of young<'r suite 
intrusives (Map 1). However, the dunite--harzburgite transition noted by previous 
workers (e.g.: Greenbaum, 1972A; 1977; Allen, 1Q75 and George, 1975; 1{)78), is 
discussed in Subsection 2.2.1. 
The older suite is distinguished in the field by its ct.aracteristically prrvasive 
and penetrative S> > L fabric. It is noted that although the older suite gabbros 
are hetl'rogeneously dl'formed, the orientation or structural fabrics developed in 
this unit are consistent with those in the remainder or the penetratively deformed 
older suite. The foliation is orientated either parallel or slightly oblique to the 
magmatic accumulation layering and at a high angle to the probable original 
trend of the major older suite lithological unit contacts. Small scale F 1 isoclinal 
folds with axial planar fabric were observed in the field and defined by 
contrasting mineral phases and/or assemblages are rare. The general structural 
features or the older suite will be bricOy presented in this chapter, while 
discussion or the mega-, meso- and microscopic structural characteristics is 
reserved for Chapter 3. 
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It should be noted that althougb the grouping of all the penetratively deformed 
lit hologieal units into one older suite is based upon shared structural fabric 
fPa.lures, the older suit(> could in fact be composed of either; (1) progressively 
frarfi<~n:tted magma batch('s which were periodically replenished from a deeper 
seated, evolving magma chamber (auto-intrusive processes) or {2) multiple 
intrusion from various magma sources. The structural overprinting due to 
pl'netrat ivc plastic now and large scale transposition or lithological boundaries 
would have ultimately obliterated all criteria for distinguishing such relationships, 
if Uu·y (•xisted. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, the older suite includes 
all of thl' penetratively deformed ultramafic units (harzburgite, dunite, transition 
zone orthopyrox<'nite) and the heterogeneously deformed layered olivine and 
hypNstlu·nc gabbro units exposed within the study area. 
A fault controlled contact, exposed in the north('astern part of 1\-t.\.P 1, 
juxtapost>s the layered gabbros of the o)d('r suite plutonic complex against the 
shrctt'd dike complex. This major, 45° east- dipping normal fault exposes west-
dipping layered gabbro in the footwall against the 40° to 50° east-dipping diabase 
dikt's in the hanging wall (Figure 2·1). The sheeted dikes of this region are 
nH'dium grt>y to tan-brown and either aphyric or clinopyroxene and plagioclase 
microphyri<'. Intense fracturing, shearing and slickenside development in both the 
gabbroic and diabasic units marks the fault trace in the field. Elsewhere, the 
nature of the contact between the layered to varitextured gabbros and the sheeted 
dik<' complex was not determined as the appropriate outcrops were located 
b(•yond the prrimrter of the study area. 
2.2.1. Upper Mantle-Lower Metaeumulate Units 
Harzburgite l<'clonite, massive dunite and associated cbromiti!erous bodies form 
an intricate upper mantle/lower metacumulate section of the older suite sequence. 
This srrtion of rocks is separated from the structurally higher older suite 
lithologit>s by the main zone of younger suite plutons (refer to Section 2.1). 
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Figure 2-1: The 45° east-dipping, normal fault contact between west-
dipping older suite layered gabbro (LG) and east-dipping 
sheeted dikes (SD) in the Esso-Galata region. 
The upper mantle/lower metacumulate rocks share similar styles of solid-state 
deformation which has resulted in a complex interleaved contact between these 
units. Characteristically, a consistent but variably developed, N300W and steep 
to vertical fabric can be mapped throughout the entire older suite section (Map 
1). This fabric is defined by the preferred dimensional alignment of the 
orthopyroxene and spinel phases. The general absence of a linear fabric 
(stretching direction) in the upper mantle-lower metacumulate section is noted, 
except for those rare occurrences were a weak L fabric is defined by disseminated 
chromite stringers in the dunite. 
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Largf' srale isoclinal infolding of the boundary between the harzburgite tectonite 
and rna.ssive dunite during high temperature, solid-state deformation, as suggested 
by previous workers (e.g.: \foores and Vine, 1971; Greenbaum, Jg72A; Allen, 1975 
and (;p(,rg~', Hm>; lg78), is supported by the results of the present author's study. 
ThP most important piec<•s of evidence Cor this conclusion are: (1) the form-trace 
of the inl<·rdigitatcd contact between the two lithohgical units; (2) the presence of 
a JH•JI(•f rat jv(' steep fo)iation orientated par aile) to the boundaries O( this 
intNfingPrC'd contact; (J) the exposure o( )ensoida) inliers of dunite (up to 1 km 
!ong and .1 km thick) (Gass, HJ80) within the harzburgite which are orientated 
with their long axis parallel/subparallel to the regional foliation ; ( 4) the presence 
of srhliPrPn and isorlinally folded chromite layers (Figure 2-2) with an axial planar 
foliation concordant to the regional structural trend: and (5) the presence of 
nodular chromite with pull-apart tension cracks orientated normal to the 
t>longal ion ax is of the nodules. 
Th<' <>nHioping surface to the infolded dunitefharzburgite contact trends from 
l':W11E toN 10°E in the map region, and is therefore, orientated at a high angle to 
thl· rt•gional ~30°\V foliation (~L\P J ). The thickness of this infoldl'd con tact 
\'aries up to J krn throughout the map area. Isolated dunite inliers, occurring up 
to :u, km into th<' harzburgite (Allen, 1Qi5), may rrpresent either extreme 
aftpnuatil>n nr.d boudinage along this infolded contact or, more likely, the 
dongalion during ductile deformation o( dunite pods inhrrent to the harzburgite. 
Th<' pPnPtrat iv<', stC'C'p foliation of the harzburgite tectonite and dunite lies 
paralld to th<' axial plane of both the large and small scale isoclinal Colds with 
transposition of all original layering and the harzburgitefdunite contact 
par:-~ll('l/subparallrl with this contact. This folding bas thus occurred 
('(lnt .. mporan('ously with the high t<'mp<>rature deformation which generated the S 
:tnd rarf.' L rabrics at temprraturE'S nE'ar the peridotite solidus (1200°C to 1300°C), 
!Nicolas and Poirier, 1Qi6). 
ControHrsy f.'Xists concerning the residual mantle (e.g.: Moores and Vine, 1g11; 
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Figure 2-2: Fold hinge of isoclinally folded chromite layer along the 
harzburgite-dunite boundary near Kokkinorotsos. A strong 
axial planar sl is defmed by elongate chromite grains. 
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:'\iC'olas and Jackson, 1982; Greenbaum, 1Qi2A; ~ft>nzies and Allen, 1074; and Kay 
and S('rH·chal, l9i6) versus cumulate (George, 19i5; 1978) origin of the 
h:nzburgite tectonite. Likewise, a similar difference in opinion exists for the 
origin of the dunite +/- chromitite units as representing: (I) depleted residual 
m:~ntlc (Hingwnod, 1966; Moores and Vine, 19il ; and .:\icolas and Jackson, 1982); 
(21 cumulate (Gw·nhaum, J972A; Menzies and Allt>n . 19i4; and George, l9i5); or 
(3) (•ithr partial or total d<'rivation by metasomatic transformation or harzburgite 
(Bowrn and Tuttle, 19.tQ; Dungan and Ave'Lallemant , JQii). 
2.2.1.1. Harzburgite Tectonite 
The harzburgite appears orange-tan in colour on weathered surfaces and 
variPgt~tl'd (hobnail t<•xture) with prominent, coarse (5 to 10 mm) brownish-green 
ort hopy roxl'ne grains and aggregates. Weal bering penetrates for 1 to 5 em, with 
frr!'h rock surbccs showing black, variably serpentinized olivine and dark green 
ort hopyrox<'n('. The harzburgite exhibits a porphyroclastic to equigranular 
t(•xt ure in hand sample with an average modal composition ranging from i0-8.S~ 
olivine and J!J-30ro orthopyroxene with trace amounts (...__,2%) of irregular and 
spindiP shaped spinel and accessory clinopyroxt>ne. Evidence of metamorphic 
~('grPgatinn or lh<' oJi,·ine and orthopyroxene phas('s into prominent compositional 
layNing wa.c; ('Xposrd in two ar<'as. Th<'se layers range from 5 mm to 4 em in 
thi<'knrss (Figure 2-J) and are traceable for up to 4 m along strike, although 
inc! i\' iclual h)ws art' disc on tin uous over very short distacces. 
Th(• mociNal<' to strongly deHioped regional foliation trend within the 
h:trzhurgitl', exhihits a stet'p to vertical N3of\v trend throughout the map area. 
:\ swing to a more northNiy trend was nott'd within the northeastern exposures 
(\1:\P l). 
Within tht' harzburgite, numNous lt>nses, pods and veins or dunite occur in 
irwrra.-;ing proportions upon approaching the interdigitated harzburgit.e-dunite 
contact . Tbrse lenst>s, dihs and sills range from a few centimeters to more than a 
ml'frr in width, <'Xhibit rare mcsoscopic-scale isoclinal folds and trend both 
• " - ~- I 
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Figure 2-3: Compositional layering in harzburgite defined by 
metamorphic segregation of the olivine and orthopyroxene 
phases into bands orientated parallel to the regional 
foliation. Elongate/flattened orthopyroxene grains defme 
the sl fabric. 
parallel and across the regional S1 foliation. The lithological contacts are distinct 
and marked by the abrupt disappearance of the orthopyroxene phase. 
Mutually crosscutting dunite veins were observed in a number of localities. 
Veins of coarse grained orthopyroxene with accessory chromite and rare relict 
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olivine randomly crosscut the harzburgite and dunite in the map region. Coarse to 
pegmatitic pyroxene-hornblende gabbro veins, up to 6 em in width, are 
sporadically exposed crosscutting the harzburgite and dunite lithologies as well as 
the later orthopyroxene veins (Figure 2-4). Textures within these gabbroic veins 
are isotropic except where they exhibit a preferred crystallographic growth of the 
mineral phases normal to the contact margins. 
Figure 2-4: Coarse to pegmatitic isotropic pyroxene gabbro vein 
invading harzburgite near the harzburgite-dunite boundary. 
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Small scale brittle deformation featurl'S with limitt>d displacemf.'nt wt're nott'd 
within the main body of harzburgite tectonite. One major north-south striking, 
vertical fault zone occurs within the harzburgite and is l'Xposed along tht> road 
section near the lower cbromite mine ad it (MAP 1 ). This fault outcrops along 
strike for more than 500m, varies up to 50 m in width and app<>ars to tcrminalt• 
near the harzburgite-dunite <'Onta<'t. The fault is marked by int<>nsl' br('rriation, 
with angular to subrounded, Cl'ntimeter to dt><'ion<'ter sized da.o;ts floating in a 
magn<'site matrix (Figure 2-5). Similar harzburgite brt:rria with low Mg cenwnt 
was reported by Bonatti ('t ~. (1974) and ref('rred to as •ofiralri• in nortlwrn 
Apennin<' ophiolit('s. Major faulting along margins of tit<' h:uzburgitl' ('Xposure is 
discussed in Sections 2.2.1 .3 and 2.3.4. In addition, nunwrous small (I to tr, em 
wide) breccia-sht>ar zones of variable strike orientation occur throughout this 
region of the harzburgite. The relative senses of mov<'fnent could not be 
determined for any of tht'se fault/fracture zones. 
2.2.1.2. Chromitite 
A detailed study of the origin and distribution of <'hromititc y,;;hin th(' Troodos 
ophiolite was considert>d beyond the scope of the pres<'nt study. The rPadt•r is 
directed to the works of Greenbaum (1972:\; HJ77), Micha('lidt•s (tm~:l), 
Panayiotou !:! !1 ( 1986) and Mal pas and Robinson ( IQ87) for in dl'pt h discussions 
of the Troodos chromite oc<'urrences. For the purposes of this !'tudy, only thf' 
major structural f('aturt's and occurr('nces of the <'ommO<Iity in tht:> prt•st•nt study 
area will bt> discussed. 
Chromite concentrations within the present study area, as well as elst•wlu.·u~ 
throughout the lower section of the plutonic compl('x (Greenbaum, 1977), occur 
either within dunite near the harzburgite contact or enveloped by dunite inlif>rs 
hosted by harzburgite. Aggregates of chromite occasionally form rlongate 
stringers orientated parallel to the n·gional S1 fabric defined in the harzbtJrgit(•. 
In addition, disseminated cbromite occurs throughout the older suite harzburgitr. 
and dunite, as an accessory phase which exhibits et;hedral to subhedral habits and 
is generally < 2 mm in size. 
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Figure 2-5: Angular harzburgite breccia fragments within a magnesite 
matrix in outcrop exposed along the chromite mine road. 
One pod-shaped, massive to nodular type (Greenbaum, 1g77) chromite prospect, 
located to the northeast of Kokkinorotsos (MAP 1 }, was examined in more detail. 
This chromite bearing zone is hosted wholly within the dunite along the 
harzburgite contact. It strikes concordantly with the contact between the two 
units and lies parallel to the regional tectonite fabi:ic. The nodules are oblate in 
shape, up to lcm. in length with aspect ratios (X-Y) in the order of < 1:5 and 
trending parallel to the strike of the pod. The massive chromite nodules have 
interstitial silicate cores and exhibit smooth contacts with the enclosing dunite 
(Figure 2-6). Greenbaum (lg77) has proposed a magmatic origin for such nodular-
type chromite. Modification of the nodules by penetrative solid-state deformation 
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Figure 2-6: Massive to nodular •leopard type• chromite hosted by 
massive dunite located northeast of Kokkinorotsos. 
has yielded a schlieren textured overprinting on the older cumulus features. 
Isoclinal folding of massive chromite layers was noted in two outcrops (Figure 2-2) 
with a axial planar foliation concordant to the regional structural trends. 
2.2.1.3. Dunite 
The dunite unit is orange to yellow-tan on weather-ed surfaces and dark green to 
black on freshly exposed, highly serpentinized surfaces. Disseminated ( <2%), 
euhedral chromite contrasts sharply with the olivine phase on weathered surfaces. 
The main body of dunite is uniform in modal composition and structural style; 
being devoid of mesoscopic features except for the occasional chromite stringer. 
These stringers trend parallel to the regional S1 fabric which is defmed in the 
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harzburgite. Although there is no penetrative foliation visible in the dunite, the 
infolded character of the harzburgite/dunite contact supports the safe 
extrapolation of this regional structural fabric for some distance into the dunite. 
A gradation from massive dunite to clinopyroxene-bearing dunite was observed 
in the northeastern and southwestern margin areas of the main dunite body (MAP 
1). The pyroxene phase exhibits a disseminated, partially poikilitic texture in 
hand sample. 
/ 
,f 
Figure 2-7: Clinopyroxene oikocrysts enclosing partially resorbed and 
rounded olivine chadacrysts within underormed (younger 
suite) clinopyroxene-dunite. 
The clinopyroxene oikocrysts appear undeformed and enclose chadacrysts of 
olivine (Figure 2-7). The clinopyroxene phase appears cumulate in nature, 
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however a number or previous workers (e.g.: Nicc,las t-t !1. }g8o; Seeber, lgSl; 
and l"icolas and Prinzhofer, lg83) have argued for a secondary origin or this 
mineral phase. Their basis or argument rests upon a number or features: ( t) thr 
lack or a spatial association with orthopyroxene or spinel; (2) the interstitial habit 
or the clinopyroxene; (3) augite growth twins; and (4) lark or plasti(' 
(crystallographic) deformation. The present author int<'rprets thl' dirrust• and 
gradational contart with dunite as well as the proximity to the ultramafir plutons 
to indicate a younger intrusion melt origin by melt impregnation (rder to 
Subsection 3.7.2) for these dinopyroxene rich patrhes within the dunitl'. Such a 
relationship is in agreement with the multiple intrusive history of the compkx a.-. 
documented during the pres('nt study. 
The upper boundary of the dunite unit strikes northt'ast-southwt•st and is 
marked by the intrusive margin or the main body or youngl'r plutons. Thl'St' 
plutons trunrate both the structural fabric of the dunite and harzburgitc and the 
locally denloped phase layering near the dunitc/harzburgite transition (Map I). 
Crosscutting and randomly orientated veins and dikes or pyroxenit(', gahhro and 
lesser amounts ~r poikilitic wehr lite intrude near major contact margins as wdl a.<~ 
det'p within the dunite body. 
The infolded boundary between the dunite and harzburgite ha.'> been distusscd 
in Section 2.2.1. However, along the northeastern margin of the map slwct, 
dunite and harzburgite are in fault contact with one another for a distance or"""' 
200 m (Map 1). This vertical to subvertical, east-west striking normal fault 
appears to die out towards the west, either within or truncale•J by a later suite 
pyroxenite pluton. Eastward, in the stream valley along the eastern map margin 
(Map 1), the attitude or this fault nattens to a moderate ("' 40-50°) north dip. 
Concordance or the regional foliation within both the dunite and harzhurgitc on 
either side or the fault indicates minor rigid-body rotation or the adjacent fault 
blocks. The contact between clinopyroxene-bearing dunite and layered olivine 
gabbro is also fault controlled in the northeastern part or the map area. 
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It is not possible to estimate a value for the original thickness of the dunite unit. 
Extn·rne infolding and attenuation of the dunite lower boundary with the 
harzb11rgite t<'ctonite and truncation of the dunite upper boundary by younger 
s11ite intrusiV<'s has been discussed. The lack of suitable marker horizons within 
the ('Ss<>ntially monomineralic dunite eliminates any chance of resolving the 
gt·orm·try of the fold r<>petition within the dunite unit as a whole. In addition, 
int r11sion of the younger suite plutons at different levels within the dunite has 
likewise yielded a highly variable pseudostratigraphic thickness for the unit as 
t·xposcd in the field. Within the c<>ntral map region, only the •lowermost• dunite 
)('V<'I is pr<'S<'rV<'d in contact with the harzburgite, while to the southwest and 
nort h<>ast, a rnurh wider zone of dunite remains (MAP I). 
2.2.2. The Transition Zone 
H£•sults of the fif'ld mapping show that only a few relict blocks of tne oldu suite 
1 ransit ion zone are prcsNved within the northwestern portion of the Troodos 
plutonic compl('X. Thr('e separate blocks of layered transition zone 
orthopyrnx<"nite and olivin<.'-pyroxenite lithologies occur as isolated fragments 
hostNI within younger suite poikilitic wehrlite and pyroxenite plutons (~lap 1). 
The l:ug<'st block of transition zone lithologies outcrops discontinuously onr a 
200 m by 100 m area which is b('st exposed along a 25 m roadcut section on Pine 
Ho:td (Figure 2-8) (Map I). 
In t h<' fi<"ld, the light to dark gre('n transition zone is characterized by the well 
d!'v('lop{'d l:lyNing of the ortbopyroxenite and oli,·ine-pyroxenite units. Indi\·idual 
lay<>rs range in width from < I em to 10 em and are traceable along strike for up 
to 15 m. The attitude of layering within the three separate transition zone blocks 
shows a ronsistt'nt north to northwt'st strike and moderate to steeply west dip. 
This F;l'IH"ral attitude is compatible with the orientation of the SdS0 fabric in the 
structurally low('r dunite/harzburgite section {MAP 1). Correspondence of the 
fahric rlt•m<'nt in E>arh of the thrE>e blocks may suggest little rotation of the 
s<"gm<'nts during a rather passive stoping and assimilation of the older suite 
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Figure 2-8: Layered orthopyroxenite of the older suite transition zone 
exposed in roadcut along Pine Road. 
Transition Zone by the younger suite intrusions (refer to Section 2.3.2). These 
keels of transition zone rocks (refer to cross-section A-A', Map I) are all that 
remains of this section of the older suite sequence as exposed at the present 
erosional level in the map area. The younger suite plutons have thus obliterated 
most of the transition zone and its geometrical relationship to the older suite 
dunite and layered gabbro units. .. 
Contact with the host intrusive lithologies are difficult to determine in the field 
due to the generally poor exposure. Also, the presence of late, small-scale 
shearing and/ or diffuse assimilated margins have likewise obscured the intrusive 
nature of the contacts. Nevertheless, close inspection revealed crosscutting 
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r<'lations with veins of coarse grained, undeformed younger suite clinopyroxenite 
truncating l:lyNing of the transition zone orthopyroxenite (Figure 2-Q). Similar 
r<•latiV<' age relations betw('en the deformed and undeformed units are beautifully 
presNHd on the microscopic level and discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.Q. 
2.2.3. The Older Suite Gabbros 
The g:1bbro succession of the older suite, as exposed within the study area, 
includes layPred oli\·ine and hypersthene gabbro and lesser amounts of massive 
pyroxf'ne and/or hornbl('nde gabbro with minor plagiogranite, dolerite and 
t rondhjNnit.e. These latter, more massive gabbroic units have been collectively 
r<'ferred to as the •high len! gabbros• (Allen, 1Q75) and are thought to represent 
lat<>r diffPrC'ntiatcs of the magma(s) whi<'h during fractional crystallization yielded 
the plutonic stratigraphy (Wilson, 19S9; Moores and Vine, lQil; Allen, 1Q75). 
Some ambiguity exists in classifying all of these high levE'l gabbros as strictly older 
suit(' in origin (Section 2.2.3.3). 
A north-south trending transition boundary between the layered olivine and 
hypprsthC'n(' gabbros is markt>d in the field by the gradual disappearance or the 
oli\'ine phase (Map 1 ). Layered oli\'ine gabbro dominates in the northeastern half 
of the map sheet while mainly hypersthene gabbro outcrops in the west. Within 
t h(' layNC'd oli\'ine gabbro, the foliation lies parallel/subparallel to layering. A 
NE strih and modNately S-SW dip is consistent for this layering/foliation. 
Exposures of the layN('d hypNsthene gabbro show a consistent :'\"E strike and 
modC'rate S\V dip in the east<'fn half of the map sheet, whereas the orientation of 
this layC'ring, and foliation where developed; swings to an E-W strike within 
Wt'SINn t'XpOSUf('S. 
A fault <'ontrolled, strudurally •upper• contact or the layered and massive 
gabbros with the shet>tt>d dike complex has been previously documented in Section 
2.2 (Figure 2.1) and the stru<'tural base or the layered olivine gabbro in the 
east('rn map sector may also be fault <'Ontrolled (Subsection 2.2.1.3). Elsewhere, 
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Figure 2-9: A dike of coarse to pegmatitic, undefgrmed clinopyroxenite 
(CPX) of the younger intrusive suite invading and truncating 
the S0/S1 of the older suite transition zone (TZ) 
orthopyroxenite. 
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the base of the layered gabbros is defined by the intrusion of the younger suite 
plutons (refer to Section 2.1). 
2.2.3.1. Layered O _livine Gabbro 
The olivine layered gabbro exhibits excellent phase layering as exposed along a 
number of roadcuts and outcrops; particularly the prime localities west of Ayious 
Nikolaos and north of the Esso Galata River (Map 1). Individual meso, leuco and 
melanocratic layers range between 5 em and 50 em (and in rare localities up to 90 
em) in width and are traceable along strike for upwards of 25 m in the best 
roadcut exposures (Figure 2-10). Finer scale laminations, between .5 em and 5 em 
in width, are contained within the broader scale layering. The phase layering is 
defined by alternating mineral assemblages which exhibit a range in modal 
composition (e.g.: 0115-45 CPX20-55 OPX5-20 PLAG10-40). A strong to weak 
foliation orientated parallel/subparallel to the layering is defmed in outcrop by 
the preferred orientation of flattened olivine grains (aspect ratios < 10:1) and 
plagioclase laths. 
A variety of processes has been invoked to explain the deYelopment of phase 
layered (broad and fine scale) differentiated sequences in ultramafic-mafic 
complexes. These processes include traditional differential crystal settling and 
accumulation models (e.g.: Bowen, 1915; Wager and Deer, 1939; Hess, 1939; 
Jackson, 1971) as well as the more recent concepts involving in-situ crystallization 
(McBirney and Noyes, 1979), magmatic density currents which deposit/redeposit 
crystals (Irvine, 1980) and double-diffusive convection (McBirney and Noyes, 
1979; Irvine, 1980; Wadsworth, 1985 ). The develo:p,ment of primary structures in 
the cumulate sequence (e.g. : small scale layering, cross-bedding, graded bedding, 
slump and load structures) is controlled by physical"'parameters including gravity, 
hydraulic properties of the fluid (i.e. magma viscosity) and density currents 
similar to those which control sedimentary processes (Irvine, 1965; 1967; 1980; 
Jackson, }g67; 1g11; Wadsworth, }g85). 
Sedimentary-type structures are best developed within the layered olivine 
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Figure 2-10: Prominent rhythmic phase layering of olivine and minor 
hypersthene gabbro exposed in roadcut to the north of the 
Esso Galata River. The S0jS1 dips consistently 35°-45° 
to the southwest. View structural down-section. 
gabbros towards the northeastern map sheet. Thes~, structures include: ( 1) graded 
layering; (2) slump folds; (3) trough banding; (4) scour and fill; and (5) cross-
bedding (Figure 2-11). The latter two structures impart a thickened, thinned and 
pinched layered appearance to the layering. Such structures are suggestive of 
formation by the more traditional models of crystal settling and density currents 
(Wager and Deer, 1939; Jackson, 1971; Irvine, 1980) rather than the more recent 
models of double-diffusive convection and in situ-crystallization (McBirney and 
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Figure 2-11: Primary flow structures in layered olivine gabbro. Note 
the well preserved cross laminations and truncation of the 
phase layering. 
Noyes, Hl79; Wadsworth, 1985). Allen {1975) attributed the development of 
crossbedding and scour and fill structures in the layered gabbro to •high energy• 
magmatic currents within the magma chamber. 
t 
The generally discontinuous nature of the layering throughout the unit can m 
fact be attributed to a combination of factors including: (1) primary sedimentary-
type processes as outlined above; (2) additional magmatic features [e.g.: 
transgressive melts, localized in-situ crystallization in connection with double 
diffusive convection (Irvine, }g80; Wadsworth, 1985), pegmatitic ve1n1ng, 
replacement processes (Irvine, 1980), mush injections (Jackson, 1971)]; and (3) 
secondary penetrative, plastic deformation (discussed in Chapter 3). 
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2.2.3.2. Layered to Massive Hypersthene Gabbros 
The hypl'rstt:E'nt> gabbros are varit<'xtured in apprarancE'. The\' rang<' from fint• 
grained and ma...'Sive to poorly banded with a wispy, str1•al:y irregularly dt•wlopr\1 
foliation to strongly layrrt>d/foliatt•d. The majorit~ or t'XJHlSUrl'S rxhihitt•(l :\ 
combination of the formrr two tt>xtural typt>s. 
Pha.se layering in thr gabbros gt·nerally rangt•s from .5 rm to; rm in width an1l 
is u~ually discontinuous on•r a ft>w meters. Primary cumulate strudurt•s, similar 
to those dt•scribl'd for thE' layered olivine pbbro!', ar<' ,·ariably dt' Vl'lnpl'd in thl' 
hyp<>rsthE'ne layered gabbros (Figure 2-12). Pha.."e hyt·ring is dPfillf'<i hy 
alt<'rnating mineral as~t·mblages <'xhibiting a rangt• in mod :1l <·ornposit ion . 
A weak foliatl'd/lin('atrd fabric, which is variably d<'Hklp<'J \\ithin tht> strong 
and wispy layerl'd gabbros, is defined in handsamplr b)· the prt•fprrl'd dirnPnsional 
orientation of the inrquant pyroxt·ne and tabular plagiodase crystals. This 
alignrn<'nt rnay reprrsrnt. <'it her a primary magmatic feature (Sduni<lt, HF1:!; 
~forst>, 1969: Jackson, 19il; Wadsworth, H~85) or a st•rond:Hy dt•forrn:ttion 
indurt:d fabric (.-he' Lall<•ml'nt, Hl6j; Lon<'y f't !L_, Hlj1; :'\irola.s Pt !!1. 19~0 ; 
Thayer, H180: :\icolas and \"iolrttE>, 1082). This will be di!'cusscd in Cha11tN 3. 
2.2.3.3. High Level-Massive Gabbros 
lligh lcv<'l. more massive gabbro lithologil's occur throughout both thP la)'f' r~"tl 
oJi,·ine and hyp<'r!'thrne gabbros. The layered olivin<' gabbros show grad at ions to 
and abrupt truncation by mas~ive, ml'diurn coarse to p1•gmatitic olivin('-pyrciXI'Ile 
and pyroxene-hornbl<>nde gabbros (Figure 2-13, 2-11 and 2-lf>). 
Outcrops of wispy, ~treaky hyperstht•ne gabbro also grac:lt> Hrtil'ally and 
laterally along diffuse zones to massive, medium-fine to pegmatitic pyronnc aud 
pyroxcne-hornbll'nde gabbro (the so called • high-level• gabbros) interprl'tc·cl to 
rcprcscnt the late differentiates of the layered gabbros (Allen, um·,). Ttu• 
domains in whi<'h these textures prevail are marked as stippled areas on ~hp I. 
From the map, it is ob\·ious that the spatial distribution of the main bulk of tlll's(! 
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Figure 2-12: Primary magmatic flow structures in layered hypersthene 
gabbro showing well preserved cross laminations and 
truncation of phase layering. 
massive, undeformed gabbros lies within the layered hypersthene gabbro. A 
genetic link between these zones of massive, isotropic gabbro and the older suite 
gabbros is favoured on the basis of this spatial association. However, an absolute 
I• F 
distinction of the undeformed later differentiates (above the deformation front), 
(refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.4) of the older suite from diffuse, undeformed 
gabbroic intrusives of the younger suites is difficult. Late differentiates of the 
older suite layered gabbros may have solidified above the brittle-ductile transition 
(the deformation front), (refer to Section 3.4), thus escaping ductile deformation 
which may have been continuing at structurally deeper levels in the older suite. 
Alternatively, these anastomising zones within the post-kinematic gabbro could be 
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Figure 2-13: Vari-textured gabbros of the older suite showing abrupt 
truncation of so and sl of the layered olivine gabbro by 
an isotropic, coarse grained phase of olivine-pyroxene 
gabbro. 
.J 
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Figure 2-14: The foliation/layering within tectonized olivine gabbro 
truncated by the multiple intrusion of isotropic, fine 
grained melanocratic gabbro dikes. Note the abrupt 
truncation of the S1/S0 and cont~-~t reactions marked by 
coarse pyroxene-gabbro margins. 
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Figure 2-16: Tectonized olivine gabbro with S0/S1 truncated by coarse, 
isotropic pyroxene gabbro of either the younger or older 
suite(s). 
f' 
·' 
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fradionatt·d lll<'lts or the youngN suite intrusives. Thus, subdivision of the 
uud•·fomu·•l gaLbros into time sP.parated suites t'annot be achie\·ed within the 
rr·gir.us aiJO\'(' tht> 01JI"tile drfurmation front. Discussion or the position of the 
d•·formation front whic·h moHs with time rt>lati\'e to thl' magmatic suites is 
J•T'"'•·nfl·d in ( 'hal ll'r 3. 
~(·I Hining of th<' ma..c;~ive and faintly banded gabbros by swarms and singular 
Hins of plagiogranite and trondhj<'fnite was obsern~d locally (Figures 2-16 and 
:?-Ji). TIH'st• nins g<> n('rally range from 1 em to 6 em in width and intrude 
im·gularly through th<> gabbro, showing both diffuse and sharp contacts with the 
laost rocks. 
2.3. The Younget: Intrusive Suite(s) 
Th<> young•·r suitt·(s) da...;sification sch<>me incorporat<>s all of the essentially 
un•ll·forlllrd , post-kinematic plutons, sills and dikes which characteristirally 
intrud <> :-tnd truncal(' th(' hyPring/foliation fabrics in all lithological units or the 
oldl'r suitr. Th<> )·oung<>r suit .. (:-<) is compos<>d of a range or ultramafic to mafic 
litlll •logi«·s con~isting of W<'hrlitt>, fddspathic-wrhrlitl', lhNzolitt>, feldspathic-
llll'r:rolitt>, Wl'bstNite, clinc,pyrox<>nitt>, p!'ridotites, pyroxent"'-hornblende gabbro 
and lll:-tfic dihs. Th(' following sections will dist'USS : (I) thl' primary features or 
t IH• youngPr sui It's: (2) the spatial distribution and contact rrlations with the older 
suitr; (:q th(' lt•mporal and spatial r('lations of multipl{• magmatism (auto-
intrusion) within the youngN <;Uil(' lithologies; and (4) the concept of fault 
,.(lntnllbl intru::;ion in r('lativn to the d('formation front. The mafic dikes or the 
y(lungPr suitt•s will h(' discusst'd S('parat('ly. 
2.3.1. Primary Features or the Younger Suites 
Tht' lithologi<-al units of the younger suites, excluding the mafic dikes, exhibit 
wt>ll dt•n•loprd primary crystal tt.'xtures and a highly variahle grain size. The 
wt·hrlitit' and lh('rzolitic bodies are composed of poikilitic crystal cumulate 
t t'\ I 11 rt's. \\'!'at h('rt>d surfac<>s show a pitted, spongy texture due to the presence 
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Figure 2-16: Intrusion and net vernmg of trondhjemite into weakly 
phase layered hypersthene gabbro. 
of rounded olivine inclusions ( chadacrysts) enclosed within the more weathering 
t 
resistant pyroxene oikocrysts. The oikocrysts generally range from 1 em to 3 em 
in diameter. However, larger orthopyroxene oikocrysts, up to 11 em in diameter, 
were observed within the core regions of plutons. Plagioclase oikocrysts, up to 1.5 
em in size, occur within the feldspathic ultramafic units. The undeformed state of 
the ultramafic units is indicated in the field by the random orientation of crystals 
and optical continuity across large, well preserved orthopyroxene oikocrysts 
(Figure 2-18). A weak and heterogeneously developed planar alignment of slightly 
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Figure 2-17: Angular blocks (xenoliths) of vaguely phase layered 
hypersthene gabbro backveined and brecciated by gabbro 
and plagiogranite. 
flattened plagioclase oikocrysts was observed within_.one small outcrop of wehrlite-
lherzolite. However, this unit revealed little evidence of crystallographic 
deformation at the microscopic level (refer to Chapter 4, Subsection 4.1.1). 
The pyroxenite and gabbroic units display randomly orientated, primary 
magmatic (cumulate) crystal textures. Grain sizes are highly variable, ranging 
from medium-fme ( < 2 mm) to pegmatitic ( > 1 em). Pyroxene poikilitic 
textures were rarely observed within the pyroxenite intrusives. A slight decrease 
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Figure 2-18: Large (>3 em.) orthopyroxene oikocryst with rounded 
olivine chadacrysts from the main wehrlite intrusion. Note 
the unstrained optical continuity across the reflecting 
surface of the oikocryst and the spongy ,pitted appearance 
on weathered surfaces (lower right corner). 
m grain size was noted proximal to pluton margins. Dikes of ultramafic, 
pyroxenite and gabbroic composition, which intrude along the pluton margins and 
into the older suite units, commonly exhibit a coarse to pegmatitic grain size. 
The development of cumulate layering in the younger suite units is rare except 
within some parts of the central poikilitic wehrlite plutons of the main intrusive 
belt (Zone 1/Map 1). Within this region, the vertical to subvertical layering is 
discontinuous and traceable along strike lor less than 10 m. Individual layers are 
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d•·firu•d by ~light changes in grain size and undulating, variably weathered 
surfaC'('s. TIH·se layers range from 1 em to 12 em in width and appear to grade 
l1nt h n•rt ir·ally and lat<·rally into massive peridotite. l':o finer scale layering was 
IJbSf·rHd in any or the plutons. The strike or layNing trends both oblique and 
paralh·l to the trac·e of the r<'gional layering/foliation of the older suite (~fap I). 
Lap•ring '' ithin thr<'e outcrops or one clinopyroxenite body showed variable 
oriPntatirons. This lay1·ring varied from 1 em to 4 em in width with a steep to 
nrti<"al dip (Figure 2-19). 
2.3.2. Spatial Distribution and Contact Relations Between the Older 
and Younger Magmatic Suites 
Tlw spatial dtst rihut j,.H of the younger suite lithologies illustrates the multiple 
intrusive hi~tory which characterizes the Troodos plutonic complex. These 
youngN suit<' bodi<'s intrude at various levels within the older suite sequence, 
frorn h:nzburgit<' through to the layered gabbros (.MAP 1). 
Tht· main volunw or younger suite plutons occupies a north~ast-southwest 
striking. up to I krn. wide r<'gion (Zone 1/ Figure 2.20) which separates the dunitE.> 
from layN<'d gahbro units or the old<'r suite. T!lis intrusive zone widens 
southward towards the village of Prodhromos (.\tap I). Two smaller stocks of 
youngPr suit<' W<'hrlit<', lherzolite and olivine-pyroxene gabbro outcrop at •higher• 
strudural I<'V<'Is within th<' old<'r suite layered gabbros. These two bodies are 
lo<"att'd along the northea.<;t<'rn and northwestern map margins (Zone 2 and 3, 
r('spt>cliHiy, Figur<' 2-20). One small (1 m) plug of cumulate wehrlite was noted 
intruding dunitt' along the infolded dunite-Larzborgite contact. Similar but much 
brgl'f bodi<'S or poikilitic fl'ldspathic-wehrlite and lherzolite within harzburgite 
t<'<·tonite were r<·ported by Allen (IQ75} and George (1978) to be located 1.75 km 
Sl)\lt lwa.--t or Mount Olympus. Large dikes or coarse to pegmatitic isotropic 
pyroxt'nl'-hornblt'nde gabbro were observed to intrude dunite and harzhurgite in 
th<' southNn half of the map sheet (Figure 2.21) 
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Figure 2-19: Subvertical primary igneous layering within younger suite 
clinopyroxenite exposed along the highway from Mount 
Olympus to Prodhromos . 
The small pods of younger suite intrusives which occur within both the 
tectonized layered gabbro and harzburgite may or may not be temporally 
associated with the plutonism of Zone 1. The two intrusive bodies within the 
layered gabbro, along the northern map margin (Zones 2 and 3), show only weak 
deformation features (isotropic mesoscopic textures and some kink banding of the 
olivine on a microscopic level (refer to Chaptt:!t 4, Subsection 4.1.1) and intrude 
and truncate the fabric of the host gabbro. These two pods are, thus, younger 
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Figure 2-20: Simplifit>d geological map of the northwestern quadrant of 
the Troodos plutonic complex showing zones of younger 
suite intrusion. Legend and symbols as in MAP 1. 
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Figure 2-21: Large dike intrusion of coarse to pegmatitic pyroxene-
hornblende gabbro (G) into massive dunite (D). Note the 
intense serpentinization (dark gray) along the contact 
margms. 
than the layered gabbro. However, since they are undeformed, they may be part 
of any post-kinematic intrusive suite. The same holds true for the younger 
plutons within harzburgite. Thus, all spatially separated plutons which solidified 
above the deformation front (post-kinematic) could also be temporally separated, 
having derived their melt from different magma chambers rather than from 
different melt batches from a common, deeper seated magma chamber. 
An argument could be made to support the genetic correlation of these smaller 
plutons, occurring within the layered gabbro, with the older deformed suite. Such 
a case would be possible if heterogeneous strain occurred so that some zones of 
6.) 
1 h•· ~uih· ( i•·. : tll•·se ultramafic pods) escap('d the p<>netrative deformation (i.e.: 
I"''_..,, rain d• Huains) and/or if hypl•r-solidus conditions pre,· ailed within such 
d••fllains so t!Jat the strain wa.s magma flow accommodated. It is ntremely 
ir11pur1:tut to n••IP, howev<>r, that this sc('nario does not hold for the small plutons 
''itltiu th•~ Jm'sl'nl study area of the Trcodos plutoni<.- compl<>x sine(': (I) th(' 
11 It ramafi(' 1nagma.~ would be ('XJ!('Cted to have solidified b('forl' th(' gabbroic 
f ' ttliiJI<o!I('IJfs; and (2) thP major hOU!Id:trif'S Of IOW<'r Strain domains should exhibit 
att•·uuat('d, h·nsoidal shapel", aligru•d parallel with the rE.>gional foliation of the 
"tlrr•••tuding JWIIPtratin·ly ddornwd lithologies. The plutons of zones 2 and 3 
''it hin tlu· IH•rth''"sh·Pl quadrant of the Troodos plutonic complex nystallized 
aft•·r th(' l.ust oldN suitl' lay(•r('d gat1bro and the contact n·lations and structural 
f:tt.ri('s <•hs(•rv"d in th<> fi"ld are not compatible with a low-strain domain 
g;•·, >1111'1 ry. 
Th(• lit holngiral rnak('-IIP of the central belt (Zone I) shows a major outcrop of 
dinnp~ r~>x•·nill•-wt•bst<·rite with minor pyrox('ne-gabbro in the northt•ast while 
l"•ikiliti<' ''dtrlit<', (<·l<bpathir W<·hrlite and minor lh<>rzolite, pNidotite and 
1·~ ro\<'nit<' oc('upy tht• rPntral and southwestNn exposures. Pods, dikes and small 
plutons of pyroxrn<'-hornbl<'nde gabbro dominate along the belt , intruding both 
t hP youngt•r suit(' poikilitic \Whrlite and older suite dunite (Figure 2.21). The 
hound:niPs of this main intru~in zone arc marked by the juxtapositioning of 
Cl>lllra."ting t('xtur<'s and lithologi<'s and the abrupt high-angle truncation of the 
b~ t•ring/foliation of th<' oldPr suite units. 
Th<' fi<'ld n·lations <'Xposed within three selected areas are illustrated in more 
d('t:\il in Figurrs 2-22, 2-23 and 2-2-t to ex('mplify the intrusive contact relations 
IH't ween t h<' oldl'r and young<'r suites. These three detailed map areas arc marked 
on ~f:tp I. Tht> abrupt h•rmination of layering/foliation in both the older suite 
layt>red oli\'ine gabbro and harzburgitefdunite units by the younger suite 
u It ramafics is cbrly illustrated in plan view and cross-section in Figures 2-22 and 
:.?-2-t. Th<' oblique r{'lationship bt.'tween the northwest striking and mod~?rate to 
, ....... . - --- -
• • • • - ~ J • • 
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sl<><>ply northE'asl and southwest dipping S0 /S 1 layt•rrd gabbro fahrie with rt'S)Wd 
to the nurtb-south striking, Hrtical primary la~wing in th<> youn~t·r suilt• 
poikiliti(' WPhrlit£> intrusion is d<>pictf.>d in Figure :!-:?t. Dikt> :md Hill orrshonts 
from t ht.' major in t rusire bod i<>s into the surrounding rount ry tlW k art• illust ralt•d 
in Figure 2-~t. L:ug(' srale roncordant intrusion of a poikilitic ft•ltlsp :tthic-
wt•hrlit<>/lh~'tZOiite and subordinat<' clinopyrox<>nit<' sill into th(' oldt•r :atilt• byNt·d 
olivine gabbro host is shown in Figure :!-23. Xt•Iwliths of oli\ inf' gahhro within 
the poikilitic lhe:-zolit(' are expos<'d along the lowl'r contaet margin of tht• ~ill 
intrusion in Figure 2-23. The XPnoliths show a strnng p:lr:llll'l alignnwnt of tlwir 
long aX<'S parall<'l to the rontact base of the sill (Figurt' 2-:.?'>). Xt•nolith~ or 
intms<'ly sl.'rpl.'ntinized (IOOCC), medium gray dunit<' Wt'r<' also nott•tl ,.,ithin 
poikilitic Wl.'hrlit<' and pyrownite along the contact margin of tht• m:tin intrusivl' 
b<>lt and old<>r suite dunite (~lAP 1). 
Cross-sN·tion :\-:\' (~lap l) dl.'monstrat{'s th<> disruption and probablt· 111111or 
rigid-body rotation of blorks of hyered gabbro along thl.' northwl•slPrn margin or 
the main intrusiYe zone !Zone 1/~fap 1). Also, trun('ation of harzLurgih· foliat.iou 
fabric by the younger ~uite rlinopyroxl.'nite body is r){','Hly shown in noss-st>rtion 
13-B' (Map 1 ) . 
..\n abundance of small scale brittle fracturing/faulting was noted along many of 
the major, younger suite intrusive contacts. llow('V<'r, dPtaiiNI <>xamin:ltion oft1•n 
revealed indi!'putable <'Vidence for younger suite intrusion into the old<·r suile 
lithologi<'s based upon xenolith bl.'aring contact margins, trun<'ation of the 
foliation/layNing fabrics and/or crosscutting dikes/veins. 
2.3.3. Spatial and Temporal Relations of Multiple Intrusion within the 
Younger Suites 
The spatial and temporal relations within plutons of the younger suites are 
discussed in the following section. Within the main intrusive belt (Zone 1/Map I) 
eYidence indicates the presence of multiple intrusive relations indicative of both 
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Figure 2-22: Younger suite feldspathic-lherzolite intruding and 
truncating west dipping layered olivine gabbro near the 
fault contact with the sheeted dike complex. Symbols: 
blue = sheeted dikes; red = layered gabbro; orange = 
intrusive. 
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Figure 2-23: Younger suite wehrlite sill intruding 
concordantly /subconcordantly to·' the fabric elements in 
the host layered gabbro. The sill varies in true thickness 
from 30 to 100 m. Symbols as in Fig. 2.22. 
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Figure 2-24: Truncation of layered gabbro by the intrusion of massive, 
poikilitic and locally banded wehrlite-lherzolite ( + 
plagioclase) of the main intrusive zone (Zone 1). Symbols: 
red = layered gabbro; orange-yellow = younger 
intrusive; blue = trondjhemite. 
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Figure 2-25: Alignment of elongate and tectonized older suite olivine 
gabbro xenoliths (OLG) within the younger suite wehrlite 
intrusion (W) as exposed along Cherry Brook. 
• auto-intrusion • (Gass, 1980) within an undeformed differentiating magma and 
massive intrusion of this magmatic suite by the gabbroic roof-zone of another 
deeper-seated magma chamber. 
Field criteria indicate a gross compositional differentiation trend, from 
ultramafic to gabbroic lithologies in Zone 1. The crosscutting, intrusive relations 
within this belt show poikilitic peridotites intruded by dikes and pods or 
pyroxenite. Both of these ultramafic lithologies are, in turn, intruded/crosscut by 
pods, dikes and veins of pyroxene and pyroxene-hornblende gabbro. The 
marginal zones of the poikilitic peridotite bodies also show an abundance of 
crosscutting pyroxenite-gabbro dikes/veins which also intrude into the older suite 
il 
c·c,IJ!IIry rr.c·k. Thl' two younger suite stocks (Zones 2 and 3 / ~lap 1) likewise 
~how marginal pyruxenitl", \nbstNite and oli\·ine gabbro phases. Progressive 
fradi••uatir.n is also indicated in the fil'ld by lithologkal gradations from 
I•Yf'•XPIJilt> to gabhroic compositions marked by an increase in thE' modal 
J'f"l'"rtion c,f plagioclase <·ontent. P)roxene fractionation within the younger 
iutru~in ~uite is also s11pportPd by mineral chemistry data in Chapter 4, 
~ubc·et i"ll 1.2.1. 
In l.·sst·n<·t•, a !-i('(JU<'nce from rc·latively old<>r to rrlatively younger plutons 
<"<•rr.·-pouds to a progr<';;sivt> diff<·r<'ntiation from ultramafic to mafic lithologies 
fnr tlw mai11 bulk of thl' youngl'r suite magmatism. This differentiation sequence 
)!;iHs Sllf'J>ort to a ca-"e for •auto-intrusive• process<'S whereby progr<'ssively 
fr :1dionating magma.s W<'re b<>ing supplied from a larger, deeper-seated , rvoh·ing 
ma~ma c·h :unbN. Within th<'se suites, the multiple intrusive relations observed 
<":tiiiiOt tw un:uilbiguously subdivid<>d into tim<.'-separated suites and thus may, in 
f:tet, tw rdatl'd to on<' undPformed, continuous suite. 
\bs:-iH dike swarms of gabbro with minor pyroxenite dikes intrude ultramafic 
plutons along the south('rn s<>rtor of the main intrusive region (Zone 1/Map 1). 
ThPsl' gahhroic ciihs and pods are coarse to pegmatitic and intrude throughout 
hoth tht· oldN suite dunitE' and younger suite poikilitic peridotites. These 
intrusiv(' zonC's are marked by an intense serpentinization or the host lithologies 
(hoth oldPr and young<>r suites). The intrusive relations are clearly illustrated in 
<·ross-section A-A' (\tap 1). The spatial relations indicate the probable presence 
or an additional, dc<'pt'r-s£>atcd evolving magma chamber(s), the cupola or roof-
St'dion(s) of which is/are r<'prcsented by these gabbroic dike swarms (Cross-
st•ction :\-A"jMap I) sloping into the overlying older and younger suite lithologies. 
. .., 
j .. 
2.3.4. Fault Controlled Intrusion of the Younger Suite ln Relation to 
the Deformation Front 
fi<'Jd E'Vid<'nC<', aJonr; a numbN of JiO<'S, indicatt•s th<' control of major britth• 
faulting on the spatial distribution of intru~ion~ or th(' youngt•r suitt·(~) plutons 
along thE' main bl'lt (Zone 1/~tap 1). This e,·idt•nr(' indudt•s: (I) tht' app:ut•nt 
localization or the majority or the intrusions along a sonwwhat lin<'ar nortlw:tst-
southwest striking zone (\l-\P 1); (2) an <'XI<'nsional strt•ss r<'ginw oJwrating during 
the yolingl'r suite magmatism as indicat('d by th<' intrusion of mafic dikt•s and tht• 
pNmissive nature of intrusion with sloping and assimibtion without nny 
indication of large S<"ale rigid-body rotations of th<' fabric l'lt•IJH'I\IS in l'lllllltry 
rocks along the routart margins or in keels within the youngt-r suitt• plutons 
( cross·s('ct ion A-A' f\1ap 1 ); and ( 3) th(' abs<'nr<' of old<'r suit<' ga hhroi<· and 
transitional zone lit hologi<'s in ron tad with dun it<' along t h<' sou t h<•a....;t Prn margin 
or the main intrusive zone (Zone 1/~1ap 1), which may indicate th<' ahst-JH'<' of th t• 
old<'r suite gabbroic lithologi<'s and transition zone by fault r<'mnval or this sl'dion 
of the old<'r suite prior to the intrusion of th<' younger suites. Additionalt•vidt•JH'<' 
for major brittle dE'formation in this region is also exhibited by the hutting 
betW<'fO layered olivine gabbro and dinopyrox<'n~bearing dunit" in thl' 
north<'a...,tern map ar<'a, near the northeast<'rn end of the main intrusiH zonE' 
(Section 2.2.1.3). Dunite and harzburgite are also in fault contaet for a short 
distance ncar the northeastern map margin. This vertical, <'ast-wl'st striking fault 
dies out westward either within or truncated by the clinopyroxcnite pluton as 
mentioned in Section 2.2.1.3. These major brittle structures are most likely 
normal, mod(·rate to high-angle faults based upon the overall •stratigraphic • drop 
in progressively northern blocks in cross-sectional view. Such faults cau he 
correlated with axial valley grabens developed early in the accretionary history of 
the complex during magmatism within the spreading domain . The iunuence of 
faults on the intrusion or the smaller ultramafic plutons could not be dclNmined 
on the basis of field exposure. 
Listric normal faults, noted by Varga and Moores (1985) within the sheeted di~e 
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('IJIIIJIIPX, r,.,,,,rt<·dly natt(•fl out upon entering the gabbros. HoV~e\·er, the present 
auth<•rs work ~bow~ that su('h graben strueturPs exlt·nd deep V~ithin the complex, 
to tlu· pah•o uppN mantll• r<'gion and may have acted a.<; m3jor conduits for 
intru~j,,nf~toping of youngH plutons into the older ophiolitE' sequence. Similar 
fault c·,ut rolh•d intru c;; ion of magmas has beton noted by C'alon (p• rs. comm.} to 
,,,.,.IH within ttH' Trt~odos plutrmic compkx, to the south of the present author's 
~t udy arc•a . 
Th" pn·s<'nce of brittle <fpformation f{'atur<>s within this region of the older suite, 
having fnrnH•d <>ithN <'ont (•mporaneously with or prior to intrusion of the younger 
~uite(s) magma..~ i~1dicates that during this time period the deformation front was 
silu:tiPII at a ri<•rper structural lev<>l; h<'low the pr<'sPntly exposed lowest level of 
t tu· youngt·r in t rusiH's within the a<'cret ing crust (refer to C'hapt er 3, Section 3.4 
for disn1~~ion of the ddorrnation front}. Spreading of the crustal s<>gment in 
r~·~ JHliiS<' to con t inuPd onrt urn of the upp<>r mantle con\'ect ion cells beneath the 
diffusP ridgt• zone would l'nntinue to created an extensional str('SS field and yield 
dihtinnal (Paturt>s (i.P.: faulting, fracturing) within this brittle domain. Such 
f:1ults would h:wl' continued to cr<'ate the l('ast resistant route for magmas to 
:Js<·t•nd from dl'pth and arcumulate in small discrete chambNs within the plutonic 
('( ,mph•x . 
Ttw pr<'~wnr<' of sm:-all scale faults , concentrat('d mainly along the intrusi\'e 
<·ont:Jds , :llld also nidPnt within both the oldrr and younger suites, attests to the 
rontinm'd brittle dl'formatiun after crystallization of the younger suite magmas. 
Thrs<' hrittiP fpatur<'s refl<'ct th<' combin<'d effects of continued spreading, 
l'mpi:H'<'IllPnt(?) and uplift of the Troodos massif since the initial time or its 
a<'crdion 3$ a nu~tal sPgrn<'nt. 
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2.3.6. The Matie Dikes 
The last. stage of magmatism c\·ident within the Troodos plutonk ('omplt•x is 
r<'pr<'s<'nled by a seri<'s of mafic dik<'s which intrudP and <"ro~scut all nwmbt·r~ or 
both thl' older and young('r suitt' plutnnic units. Thl.' mafi<" nonwndatun· fl1r thr 
dikes is based upon their depkted chemistry which will b<> discusst•d in Ch:lpiN -1. 
Chemical study of the dikl's to drt<>rmine any variation in their compositinn is 
prcs(•nt<>d in Chaptt' r 4, Se<·tion 4.3. 
The majority of these dikes intrude the older suite layered oli,·int• and 
hyp<>rslh<'ne gabbros and along the main zone (Zonl' 1/l\hp I) of youngPr ~uitt• 
wehrlite, pyroxenite and gabbro bodil's. The dik<os are all po~t-du<"tilt• 
deformation, that is, thl'y are situated above the dl'formation front. ThP dihs 
intrude as individual entities rathN than as spatially associatrd swarm(s). Th(' 
equal area projection of the poles to the contact plam•s of -16 dihs (Figun• :!-:!ti) 
show a weak NEJSW strike and moderate to ~tt•ep dip. 
It is important to note that the majority of dik<-s are not in a prl·s<•nt day 
vertical orientation or aligned parallrl as would be expected if the dikes wt•re 
intruded into crust whi<"h was expe-riencing a strictly horizontal t'Xtf'nsional r(•gi"ll' 
(and £'xcluding rotation t£'ctonics). These dikes, in fact, very likely n·pr('S<'nl th<> 
feedN dike conduits to the structurally overlying upper pillow lavas of the 
Troodos ophiolite (refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.3 and Chapter 5, Condusion 
#18). 
The mafic dikes range in width from 4 em to 1 m and are continuous along 
strike for up to 4 m in the best outcrop exposures. Th(•y are gt·ncrally fin e 
grained to aphyric although one dike, which intruries the older suite layemJ 
gabbro along Pine Rl)ad (Map 1), exhibits euhedral to subhedral plagioch'>e 
pseudophenocrysts replaced by an alteration ass<•rnblage of actinolite, chlorite, 
albite and talc. The lath-shaped phenocrysts comprise 40% of the dike by volume 
and are generally up to l em in length. The dike contacts wit!J host lithologies 
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Figure 2-26: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection of 34 poles to the 
mafic dikes. 
are sharp with rare d('velopment of chilled margins which rarely exceed 1 em. in 
width. All o( the mafic dikes are undeformed except for small scale 
fracturing/faulting which offsets the dikes in outcrop (Figure 2-27). 
2.4. Summarl and Discussion 
In summary, the Troodos plutonic complex is composed of a number of spatially 
and temporally distinct m'~matic suit(>S. The older magmatic suite, exhibiting a 
•type• ophiolite stratigraphy (Geotimes, 1g73) and penetrative high temperature 
ductile d('(ormation, has been intruded, truncated and disrupted by post-
kint-matic younger suite plutons. The intrusion of sporadically distributed mafic 
dihs, into both the older and younger suites, marks the last stage of magmatism 
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Figure 2-27: Mafic dikes (light green) intruding vari-textured 
hypersthene gabbro (tan-gray) in roadcut exposure. Note 
the offshoots of thin dikes from J' the main dike into the 
gabbro. The dike is offset by minor faults. 
in this section of the Troodos plutonic complex. A dynamic crustal accretionary 
history involving multiple intrusion and ductile-brittle deformation is established 
on the basis of detailed field observations for the Troodos oceanic crustal section. 
Previous notions of multiple magmas within the Troodos ophiolite (ie.: Moores 
and Vine, 1971; Smewing et al., 1975; Allen, 1975; Greenbaum, 1977) involved a 
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modE'-1 of discrete, linear multiple magma ct>lls, up to I krn sq in sill' and situatc•d 
in high<'r stratigraphic leH)S of the plutonic S<'Ctioo (:\lll'n, 19i5), which Wl'r(' 
periodi('ally r<'pl£'nish<'d by m<>lts of nrious compos it ions rising as diapirs bl'll('at h 
a pal£'o-ridge (Gass, 1Q80). Thl'se notions were ba..<ot•d upon rathl'r poorly defin('d 
physical r~atures including; 
(1) lateral discontinuitiu in layering (Allen. 1976), 
(2) presence of dikes within the cumulate pile (Moores 
and Vine, 1971), 
(3) intrusive contacts between gabbro/layered gabbro 
intruding ultramafics (Allen, 1976) ; (Note, the 
present author • e investigations showed this intrusive 
relation to, in fact, be the reverse. with 
ultramafic intruding gabbro), 
(4) cyclic units exhibiting gradational contacts within 
the cumulate pile (Allen, 1976) ; (Note. one of 
Allen • s erose-sections, which passes through the 
present author's map area, was intupreted by Allen, 
(1976) to represent four magma influx cycles when, 
in fact, this cross-section incorporates both the 
older and younger intrusive aui tee. having distinct 
and sharp intrusive contacts, 
(6) variatiou in chromite chemistry attributed to 
separate magma bodies (Greenbaum, 1977) . 
As such th<'n, the prcsl'nce of mult iple magmas was recognized within the highN 
)(•HIS (i.e.: within the gabbroic units) of the plutonic compll'X, but previously 
unrecognized was the exist<>nce of spatially and temporally discrete magma 
chambers which, on the basis of field critNia, clearly occupy the transitional zone 
of an oldl'r magmatic sequence as weJl as intruding into higher anti lowc•r 
structural leYels within the older suite and harzburgite, respectively. Moores and 
Vine (19il) and Allen (19i5) proposed that the intrusive ultramafic pods obscrv<~rl 
to occur within the layered gabbro (for example zonl'S 2 and 3 within the present 
authors older suite layered gabbro) represented magma batches that were 
liberated from the same large, underlying magma chamber whkh yicJd,~d thl' 
whole of the Troodos stratiform complex. Thus, their concept of a compl~te, 
stratiform ophiolite sequence exhibiting spatially discrete multiple magmas (aut()-
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int rusi( ·) at highl'r stratigraphic lcvds is not in accordance with the ge-:•metries of 
youngN suite intrusions nor their presence throughout the higher and lower 
strudural lev('ls of the Troodos plutonic complex. Likewise, the evidence for a 
numb<>r of large magma source r<'gions (chambers) liberating melt batchE-S into an 
oldr>r, ddornwd and brittle-faulted suite has not, prior to the present author 's 
work, lwen record<·d to occur within the Troodos plutonic complex. 
The transition zone and part of the dunite and layered gabbro units of the older 
suite have been removed by a combination or large scale faulting and 
intrusionfa.~similation by the main bulk of the younger suite plutons in this 
nortlnnstPrn section of the plutonic complex. Thus, the ultramafic cumulates 
intl'rpreted by previous innstigators (e.g: Wilson, 1959; Gass, 1967: Greenbaum, 
IP.72A; Moorrs and VinE', 1971; Allen, 1975; George, 1975; 1978). to form the 
transit ion zone of the ophiolite sequence, in fact, represent intrusions or the 
younger plutons into the older layered suite. Allen ( 1975) interprete<l wehrlite 
hodil's whirh were ov<>rlying and forming inliers within the harzburgite to 
n•pr<'s<'nt lowl.'r cydic layNs formed synchronously with the dunite, thus 
l'Xpi:Jining the nriable thickness or this latter unit. AJien (1975) thought that the 
high len! ultramafic pods within the upper gabbros represented cumulates 
forming in small cells within an east-west tension zone. Thus, although Allen 
( 1975) rPg:mlrd the small, high level mafic cumulate bodies as representing 
discrete magma ch:m·,bers related to the upper lavas, be still regarded the large 
S<"ale Jay(•red geometry of th<.> plutonic complex to represent cyclic accur.1ulations 
with gr:~dational contacts forming within a major magma chamber periodically 
repl('nishrd by magma batch('s. Gass (1980) interpreted the small ultramafic 
plutons \lOS(·rHd within the harzburgite to represent melt batches trapped en-
route to an O\'Nlying magma chamber. 
High temper:~tur(', ductile deformation has penetrated all units or the older 
suite, imparting a consist('ntly steep to subvertical S1 form trace from harzburgite 
through to the layered gabbro and major sl axial planar infolding or the 
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harzburgite-dunite boundary. Previous structural studi<>s by G<•orgl' ( 1Qi5; 1978) 
in the Troodos plutonic complex reported a 500 m gradation from d('form<'d to 
undE>formed cumulatE's along the dunite-transition zon«.> contact. II<' did not. 
recognize the intrusive nature of the und<•form<'d ultramafic-mafic cumulatt•s of 
the younger suite along this contact with the dunit<'. 
Within the northwestern Troodos plutonic complex, largt--scal(' (axial graben!) 
brittle fault structures denloped within the older suit<' lithologies following 
penetrative ductile deformation. These zones or structural Wt•akn('SS('S in th(' 
accreting crustal section formed conduits for focusing the main bull..: of youngt•r 
suite intrusions ascending from deeper magma chamber(s). Thus, the youngt•r 
plutons represent melt pockt'ts int.Nmittently trapped in fault controlled magma 
chambers which, in turn, It'd to the development of varying spatial and trmporal, 
multiple intrusive relations on all scal<>s throughout. the plutonic complex 
depending upon the position or the deformation front (refer to Chapt.N 3, Sl'dions 
3.4 and 3.10 for discussion of the deformation front). 
!'\o evidence was found in the study area to support the th('ory propost•d hy 
Lapierre (1975) and Bortolotti et _&, (1976) for the existt·nce of major thrust 
planes that structurally repeat sections of the Troodos plutonic complrx. Tht•sr 
authors interpretrd the prest'nce or major thrust planes on the ba.-;is or fabri<" 
truncation and the abrupt juxtaposition or distinct lithologies (flortolotti f't. al., 
1976). The fault trace they defined along the western flank of the ophiolite in th(' 
present study area in fact r<'prcscnts the tra<'e of the main intrusive b('lt (Zone I) . 
There is no evidence for contractional faults (high or low angle) in this section of 
the plubnic complex, rather, all faults along the northern part of the map arc 
normal, moderate to high angle extensional faults. Also, in the western side of tlu! 
cross-section of Bortolotti et al., (1976), the inferred thrusts bring •younger• ovN 
•older•, that is, the lower plutonic complex in the footwall still lies below the 
•upper• plutonic complex in the hanging wall. This is contrary to tbe rule~ of 
thrusting if the complex is considered to be stratiform, as in their model. 
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Graben st ruct urcs mapped within the sheeted dike complex and upper gabbros 
in the Kakopetria region, by Varga and Moores (1985), can be correlated with the 
fault !'tructures which control intrusion or the younger suite plutons in the 
northw<>stern plutonic complE'x (~\P 1). The intrusion of these magma bodies 
along d<'('P graben structures could provide; (I) a magma source for younger 
mull iplc dike intrusions along these conduits within higher levels of the ophiolite 
and (2) a hPat sourcE' to aid in the convedion of sea-water and formation of base 
and precious rnd al deposits within the diabase dike and pillow lavas spatially 
a.<;scJriat<>d with th<>se axial graben structures (Spooner, 197i). 
The main zone of younger suite plutonism exhibits crosscutting relationships and 
fractionatiou trends (rdl'r to Chapter 4) indicative of auto-intrusion. If similar 
proCPSS<'S W<'f(' invoh·ed in the development or the older SUite, field evidP.nce Of 
that history would have been destroyed during the penetrative, ductile 
dd"rmat ion. This main zone of plutons and the older suite dunite have, in turn, 
bc·th bN·n intruded by the undeformed gabbroic carapace of a deeper seated, 
evol\'ine; magma. body (MAP 1 , cross-sections A-A' and B-B' ). 
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Chapter 3 
STRUCTURE: MEGA-, MESO- AND 
MICROSCOPIC FEATURES 
3.1. Introduction 
Chapter 3 documents the nwgascopic, mt'so.,copic and microscopic 
characteristics of the older magmatic suite in the northwestern quadrant of the 
Troodos plutonic complex. The large scale pat tern defined by the foliation t rt•nds 
in the plutonic complex, as well as the m<"soscopic and micros<'·,pic f<'aliHt•s 
indicative of ductile deformation, are do<'umented for the lithological units of th<' 
older suite. The textural transition from primary magmatic to solici-state 
deformation features within the older suite layered gahbros will b<' pn•s(•rtt<'<l 
followed by a discussion of the position of the ductile-brittle transition 
(deformation front) within the la)'ered gabbros. Difficulties in estabiishing an 
accurate fractional crystallization sequence for the older suite gahbrus arc 
discussed in light of the effects of multiple intrusion and pent>trative d(•formation 
during crystallization. A case involving recrystallization via s:.ngrain rotation 
mechanisms is documented for a series of thin-sections from outcrops of the oldN 
suite transition zoot>. Finally, microscopic scale intrusive relations between the 
older deformed suite and the younger isotropic suite will be illustrated in thin 
sections from two outcrops. The salient points of Chapter 3 will be presented m a 
final summary. 
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3.2. Megascopic Structural Trends 
The attitud~ of the foliation fabric within the harzburgite, dunite, transition 
zu1c and layt>rcd gabbro units of the older suite has been briefly pres~nted in the 
fiPid r(htions of Chapter 2. The high temperature, ductile deformation has 
variably p<'n<•trat<>d all units of the older suite, impartinb a consistent Nl\"E-l\"E 
:.triking and nrtical to mod<>rately W-SW dipping foliation (\lap 1). This foliation 
t r<•nd is axial planar to large scale folds along the infolded harzburgite-dunite 
boundary (~fap 1). 
In Figure 3-1, the pol<>s to 153 foliation measurements rec0rded in the 
harzburgitc are pr<>s<'nted. A uniformly Nl':W-SSE striking ( ....... 160°) and steep to 
nrtical dipping foliation is illustrated by the strong point mJ...xima (12% and 16% 
<'ontour int<'rvals) in Figure 3-1. A second:ny 12% contour maximum in the 
~t..rf'on<'t (Figur<' 3-1) r<>fl~cts a g£>ntle swing in the foliation fabric towards a N-S 
oril'ntation within the north<'ast~rn ('Xposures of harzhurgite in the map area 
(\1:\P I). 
FlattPn<'d aggr<'gai('S of chromite, whieh form stringers in the dunite, are 
ori«'ntatNI parallel to the foliation in the harzburgite. The po'es to the five 
foliation rnPa.'\llr<•ments from the dunite plot with if! in the 12CO a;_d 16% contour 
int<•nals of Figure 3-l. Likewise, the attitude of the layering/foliation in blocks 
of th<' transition zone orthopyrox~nite is consistent with the :'\:\W-:-...··w strike and 
sh•<•p to -;ubnrtical dip or the folbtion in the dunite and harzburgite. 
Equal arf'a proj<>ct ion of the pol<>s to the foliation/layering ( S1jS0) planes for the 
old<·r suit<' olivine and hyp<>rgth~ne gabbros are presented in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. 
The lay<>rcd olivine gabbros show a strong point maxima for 111 measurements 
(Figur<' 3-2}. This con<'entration of pol~s reflects the consistent northwest striking 
(~~30°), mod<>rat<'ly Wl'st-southwest dipping fabric which characterizes the olivine 
gabbro ihroughout the north<'astern and northwestern map area. The equal area 
proj<'<'lion of 155 poi<'S Cor the lay~red hypersthene gabbro (Figure 3-3) defines " 
HARZBURGITE 
s. 
153 Polu 
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Figure 3-1: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection or 148 poles to the 
banburgite foliation and 5 poles to the dunite foliation . 
girdle distribution which reflects the gradual swing in the layered/variably 
foliated fabric (rom a northwest strike (consistent with that of the olivine layered 
gabbro) towards an east-west strike which dominates in the western exposures or 
the layered hypersthene gabbro unit (Figure J..2 and Map 1). This result or the 
detailed mapping or the fabric element in the gabbros thus invalidates the 
conclusion of George (1975, p.60), who stated that extensive brittle faulting and 
rigid-body rotation of gabbro blocks has resulted in the change of layering 
(foliation) orientation ror this region. 
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LAYERED OLIVINE GABBRO •;o 
5 1 & S0 
Ill Poles 
Figure 3-2: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection of the poles to the 
foliation in the layered olivine gabbro. 
A comparison of the pole diagrams for the foliation in the harzburgitc-dunite 
units (Figure 3-1) with those or the layered gabbros (Figures 3-2 and 3-3) 
illustrates a gE.'neral uniformity of the S1 form trace in the older suite (Map 1); 
from harzburgite and dunite (NNW strike and steep dip) through to the layered 
olivine gabbro and eastern portions or the layered hypersthene gabbro (NW strike 
and moderate SW dip). The overall geometrical relations of the uuits thus show a 
p('O('trative VNti('aJ to subvertical plastic flow induced foliation, Jarge infolding of 
the harzburgite and dunite units with concomitant small scale parasitic folding in 
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LAYERED HYPERSTHENE GAB8RO•Io contour• per 1•1. orto of ntt 
soa s. 
155 Poles 
Figure 3-3: Lower hemisphere, equal area projection of the pol£'s to the 
layering/foliation in the layered hypersthene gabbro. 
these units as weiJ as in the layered gabbros and an ori£'ntation or th£' stet>p 
foliation fabric at a high angle variance to the enveloping surface or the major 
lithologic-al boundaries. These geometrical relationships are vitally important in 
assessing the formational setting or the Troodos ophiolite as is discussed io 
Chapter 5. 
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3.3. Mesoscopic Structural Features o~ the Older Suite 
Thr.• following s<'<·tion rontains d('scriptions of the mesoscopic-scale field criteria 
usPd to tii~tinguish the prcsl'nce of extensive, high temperature plastic 
dc·f(•rmatic)n within the lithological units of the older suite. 
3.3.1. llarzburgite 
Thl· harziJilrgite foliation fabric is d('fined in outcrop by the preferred 
di11wn~ional ori<> ntation of the orthopyrox£'ne grains and aggregates (Figure 3-4} 
ancl rar(' chromitc st.·ingNs. 
Four distinct foliation t('xtural styl('s, defined by the distribution of the 
orlhopyroxPne phas£', wNe noted in the harzburgite of the study region. These 
findings ar£' in agn•£'m<>nt with Allen, (1975). The textural styles include: (1) 
ma:->sJH' to w('akly foliat£'d ; (2) foliated parallel to a prominent compositional 
b)"('ring; (3) mocl£'rate to strong foliation with no apparent compositional layering; 
and (I) h:nzburgitl.' <>xhibiting two mutually rross<'ut.ting {,1!iations. 
ThP rn:tjority of harzburgite exhibits the strong, single foliation fabric with no 
assoc·iat<>d lap·ring. In the few exposures wht're layering was observed, the 
foliatinn was nrimtah·d both parall<'l to, and in rare cases slightly oblique to the 
layNing. 
One srn:tll outcrop locat('d ne:~r th£' low£'r chromite mine adit (along a road 
sl·ctiPn which branches to the east (~l\P1}} showed two mutually crosscutting 
folia! ions. H<>lat in• age r<'lations betwel.'n the two fabrics could not be determined 
in f•itlwr hand sample or thin section. The second, north-south striking foliation 
may be more typical of the harzburgite fabric to the west of the present :;tudy 
:HI'a (rdl•r to George, l9i5; 1978). George (1975} noted this north-south 
ori<>ntat('d fabric and equated it with an F2 (D2?) event. However, the results of 
th<' pr<'srnt study show no evidence for a penetrative F 2 event in this region of the 
plutonic rornpll.'x . 
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Figure 3-4: Foliation (81) in harzburgite defined by the alignment of 
flattened orthopyroxene grains and aggregates (parallel to 
the pencil). 
A weak linear fabric was noted in a few harzburgite outcrops. The development 
of a strong S > > L in the harzburgite as well as within the other older suite 
lithologies can be attributed to a flattening, oblate strain path rather than 
stretched, prolate strain path for the stress field imposed upon this unit during 
penetrative, high temperature plastic deformation. 
The overall apparent lack of clearly defined mesoscopic fold closures within the 
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harzburgite n.ay b(' due to ('ithE'r a sparse development of small scale parasitic 
folds, •·xtr('me transposition and/or the extreme difficulty in discerning fold 
dosun·s due to the oHrall latk of tnntra.c;ting phase assemblages in this unit. 
3.3.2. Dunite and Transition Zone Orthopyroxenite 
:\!though gNiNally ma.c;;sin•, with <2CC disseminated, euhE>dral to subhedral 
~pin•·l, thf' fiunite dol'S <'ontain a few mesoscopic features that indicate the 
pr<'Sl'IIC'e or JH.•netr;stive, pla.o;tic deformation. Rare chromite stringers within the 
dunit(' (•xhihit an alignmE-nt parallel to the r<>gional foliation or the harzburgite. 
Lihwis(', sm:tll l('nsoidal-shaped dt~nite pods ( <20 em in length) occur within the 
harzLurgitc an,J exhibit a maximum dim<'nsion axis lying concordant to the 
foliation plan(' in the surrounding harzburgitE'. The same relation was described in 
('haptt•r 2 with the large-scale infolding of the dunite-harzburgite boundary and 
lmsoidal inJi,.rs of dunite within the harzburgite. The schlieren-texture and 
iso<'linal folding of chromite (Figure 2.2) also confirms the ;-enetratively deformed 
natur(' uf the dunitl' host. 
Tht· orthopyrox('nite transition zone shows little e\'idence of mesoscopic scale 
pJa.o;tif d•·forrnation. l'\l'ifh('r minor fold closures nor mineral elongation or 
n:tlfPIIillg Wl'rl' apparl'nt in the transition ZOne OUtcropS tO indicate the presence 
of a p<'n('trative foliation. However, the recrystallized, equant natur~ of the 
pyrox.-nl' pha.sl' will be documented on the microscopic level in Section 3.7.2. 
3.3.3. lligh Temperature Derormation Featu1·es or the Layered Gabbros 
Tht> following subsl'ction will describe the main field criteria used to distinguish 
thl' pr<'Sl'IH'e of ('Xt('nsive high t('mpNature plastic deformation within the layered 
oli,·ine gabbro or the Troodos plutonic complex. Evidence to support the 
positioning of the high tl'mpNature deformation front well into the structurally 
hight>r l:tyt'rt>d gabbro s('ction of the older suite is exposed on the mesoscopic scale 
in the study an•a. This deformation front marks the transition from dominantly 
ductile to brittle deformation mechanisms and is discussed at length in Subsection 
3.3.4. 
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The best developed solid-state flow fabrics are exposed within the well layered 
olivine gabbros along the southeastern part of the map sheet and near the contact 
between olivine gabbro and clinopyroxene-bearing dunite (Map 1). In this region, 
a strongly develop~d S> >L fabric is defined by the preferred dimensional 
orientation of flattened (X-Y aspect ratios on the order of 1:10) olivine crystals 
(Figure 3-5). 
Figure 3-6: Strongly foliated/layered olivine gabbro. The S1 fabric is 
defined by the preferred orientation of flattened olivine, 
pyroxene and plagioclase phases iii hand sample. 
Associated pyroxene and plagioclase phases likewise exhibit a pronounced planar 
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mineral alignment orientated parallel with foliation defined by olivine as exposed 
in hand sample (Figure 3-6). This distinct planar secondary fabric lies both 
parallel and slightly oblique to the phase layering. Hinge zones of isoclinally 
folded (F 1) layered olivine gabbro, with well developed axial planar fabrics lying 
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parallel to the regional foliation , were occasionally observed in outcrop (Figure 
3-7). However, more ambiguous fold structures have been observed within 
tectonized, layered olivine gabbro (Figure 3-6). 
Figure 3-6: Tectonized, layered olivine gabbro showing strong 
alignment of inequant olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase 
grains parallel to the S0/S1. Note the tapering of layers 
along strike and possible fold hinges. 
Within the strongly ductilely deformed layered olivine gabbro, progressive 
rotation of the phase layering into the regional S1 plane may have yielded the 
overall parallel/subparallel attitude of the S0/S1 fabric elements in this unit (refer 
to Subsection 3.6.3.3). This process of progressive reorientation of the pre-existing 
planar elements into parallelism with new structural planes (i.e.: foliation) is 
termed •transposition • (Nicolas and Poirier, 1976) and occurs during penetrative 
Figure 3-7: F 1 fold hinge of isoclinally folded layered olivine gabbro 
with axial planar sl foliation. 
solid-state deformation. Similar concordant relations between the foliation and 
metamorphic banding were observed within the harzburgite (refer to Subsection 
2.2.1.1). The largest angle between the phase layering and axial planar foliation is 
observed in the hinge zones of F 1 major and minor folds. 
Within the less deformed layered olivine gabbro, a weak to moderately 
developed foliation is evident, defined by the alignment of phase assemblages both 
paralll") and slightly oblique to the layering. The fact that primary layering 
within the wtakly deformed gabbro is generally orientated parallel to the regional 
Jlf'IH•f rat ive foliation sugg<'sts an original concordance between these two planar 
(•)Pmf'nls. Rl"gions (domains) with weaker foliation fabrics and apparently lower 
strain also prcsrrve more of the st>dimentary-type structures previously d£scribed 
in S<'<·tion 2.2.3.1. These include fold structures possibly related to slumping in 
the accumulating <'rystal pile rather than isodinal folding during plastic 
c!f•format ion. 
The prrsrrvation of some cumlilate structures during pervasive solid-state flow 
dPformation was noted as <'arly as 1965 by Raleigh. Thus, the layered gabbro 
units of thr Troodos plutonic complex may exhibit both primary cumulate and 
s<'<'ondary tcdonitc f<'atures. These complexities are the result of the 
h<·h·rogrnrous nature or the distribution of ductile deformation through time and 
spa<'<' in thr plutonic complex as discussed in both Section 3.3.4 and the summary 
of Chapt.rr 3. 
A strraky foliat<'d/lin<'at<'d fabric, dl'fined by the prt>ferrcd orientation of the 
py roxrnr and plagiodase phas<>s, is heterogeneously de\· eloped throughout the 
by<'rrd, wispy and more massive hypersthene gabbros. 'fhis fabric element lies 
hot h pr~rr~ll<>l and slightly oblique to the layering. A primary igneous versus 
s<>condary <!<'formational origin of this fabric is discussed in Section 3.6. 
:\mhiguous fold dosur<>s <'Xposed within the layered hypersthene gabbro are 
prohably r<'lat<'d to <>ith<'r slump folding within the accumulating pile, or folding 
of layrring within the melt/crystal mush mixture (hyper-solidus) during 
dt•form:~tion sh<'ar str<'~s conditions (Figure 3-8) rath('r than formation during 
solid-stat<' dt'fl)rmat ion. 
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Figure 3-8: Primary magmatic textures of the layered hypersthene 
gabbro showing slump folding of the rhythmic layering. 
3.4. Position of the Ductile-Brittle Transition within the Layered 
Gabbros 
Within the upper mantle and plutonic sections of the ophiolite, two mechanisms 
of rock deformation, ductile and brittle, were operative in response to the stresses 
imposed upon the accreting crustal section during spreading. The occurrence of 
either mechanism is dependent upon the rheological behavior of the rocks in 
response to physical conditions during this period of deformation. The physical 
variables that determined the style of deformation include : (1) strain rate(s); (2) 
lithostatic and fiuid pressures; (3) dissipation of strain energy as heat during fiow; 
and (4) release of heat of crystallization during freezing of melts following the 
various periods of magmatism. 
In general, the brittle deformation features, such as normal faults and dilational 
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(auJts/frart Ur<'S, den•Jop during conditions of reJati\•ely low temperature-high 
~tress and are accompanied by the release of accumulated strain energy. Ductile 
cldnrrnation, in the form of crystallographic flow processes (j\;icolas and Poirier, 
Hli6), occurs during high t('mperature (homologous temperature = T /T m > .8) 
and rc.JativPiy low stress conditions and results in the development of penetrative 
lin('ated and/or foliated (abrks, transposition or pre-existing fabric elements, 
:~.nnPal£'d fabrics, large scale and parasitic folds and ductile shear zones (refer to 
SN:tion 3.3}. Crystallographic or plastic flow can occur during both subsolidus 
and hn('r-solidus conditions (ThayN, IQ80). 
In the study an• a, the structurally highest position of the transition from 
predominantly ductile to lrittle deformation mecbanisli1S, referred to as the 
(jpformat ion front, is situated in the Upper portions of the ~)utonic <'OmpleX, 
within the older suite layered gabbros (Figure J..g). This zone delineates the 
tran~ition from dominantly plastic flow to brittle displacement mechanisms and is 
marke-d by tht> gradual change OVl'r from primary cumulate textures and 
I'Xft'nsional f:mlting/fraduring to secondary, low grade penetrative tectonite 
f:~ hrks in I h<' lay Ned gabbros (Figure 3-Q, Table 3.3). 
TIH' po~it ion of the deformation front in the Troodos plutonic complex ditrers 
from that of other ophiolites. For example, within the Day of Islands ophiolite, 
N<·w(oundland, th<' ductile-brittle transition is situated within the upper gabbros, 
along the ha."e of the sheeted dikes (Rosencrantz, 1983; Caton and ~falpas, 1985; 
Dun~worth f't al., 1986), whC'reas in the Oman ophiolite, the deformation front 
rf'port('dly liC's within the ultramafic cumulat<'s (Pallister and Hopson, 1g81). 
In g<'nf'ral within an accreting crustal section, the position of the ductile-brittle 
trnnsition will <'hange with time depending upon thermal conditions at the 
nrcrrting rC'nt<'r. The pNiodic influx or major beat sources due to multiple 
magmatism contemporaneous with deformation in the plutonic complex will result 
in fluctuations or the ridge isotht>rms whkh in turn will bear directly upon the 
spatial distribution or plastic now in the complex. Also, the de\·elopmen~ and 
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Figure 3-0: Schematic diagram showing the structurally highest position 
ol the deformation front within the older suite layered 
gabbro. Note that the position or the front would have 
been lower in the section prior to intrusion/crystallization 
ol the plutons or the younger suite. Refer to Section 3 . .- for 
discussion. 
distribution or ductile now fabrics will be hf>terogeneous within the plastic strain 
fiPld clue to strain partitioning and to variations in the other parameters noted 
above. 
A~. a n·sult, complex spatial and temporal relations will exist between the 
rnagrn:·.ti<' crystallization of the younger intrusive suite and the heterogeneous 
metamorphiC' reC'rystallization as a result of plastic now in the older foliated 
~uitcs . These C'omph·xities C'haracterize the •higher• crustal levels of the Troodos 
plutonic complrx. As the dcformati\)0 front moved through time in the accreting 
crust and strain r<'lal<'d plastic now was heterogeneously developed within the 
dud il<' fif'ld, some S<'ct ions of the layered gabbros were plastically deformed while 
of h<'rs sC'ct ions compll•tely escaped ductile deformation. These unddormed 
~ections eilh<'r existed outside of the ductile field or acted as essentially rigid-
hodif's within the rf'gion of plastic flow (strain partitioning). The deformation 
history of th<' accr<'ting cumulate plutons was larg<'ly dependent upon their 
po~ition with r<'sp<'ct to the deformation front. During progressive time intervals, 
th(l most. rf:'rently arrrl'ted rumulates (i.e. intrusive plutons) may enter the field of 
dudil<' d('formation d('p<'nding upon their position relative to the spatial 
dbtribution of this front.. Such situations have been doC'umented by Dunsworth tl 
!!1. ( 1!1~6) for th<' Hay of Islands ophiolite, l"ewfoundland, where syn- to 
postkin.-matic younger suite intrusives exhibit a range in texture from isotropic , 
11nddnrmNi to p<'n<'trath·<'ly deformed fabrics d<'pending upon their spatial and 
t('mporal position r<'lative to the deformation front during the accretionary history 
of th<' lby or Islands plutonic complex. 
An approximate •upprrmost• position of the deformation front located in the 
olclt•r suitf' gabbros is SC'h('matically r<'pr('scnted in Figure 3-R The position or the 
d<'format ion front would have b('('O lower in this section prior to the emplacement 
and r<'C'rystaJiization o( the youngH ~uile intrusions along planes of structural 
W('akn<'ss (<'.g.: faults dcvdoped within a brittle domain) and crystallized above 
tht• firld or ductile dt'formation (d('rormation front) in the brittle domain. The 
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transitional boundary bt>tWl'l'n ductilt> to brittle deformation is, in fa<'t, a rath('r 
vague fE.'ature due to the gradational and hett>rogl'nrous distribution of 
crystallographic flow within the low('r grade. plastically flowing rt•gions or th(' 
layered gabbros. Below the d('formation front, thl' lithologil's of the olt!E.'r, 
·ieformt>d suitt> (Figure 3-9, A ) can be distinguishE.'d on th(' ba..,is of dt•formation 
ft'atures from thost> of the youngt>r,i.sotropic suite (Figure 3-9, B ). Thl' only 
exception to this are the rare cas<>s whE-re low strain domains within th<' dc•fornw1l 
layer<'d/foliated gabbro prespn·e smaJI zones of isotropic gabbro. Above th(' 
deformation front, the massive, isotropic gabbro of the older suite (Figurl' 3-9, C ) 
cannot be distinguished in the field from the \'isually idNttkal gahhro of th<' 
younger suite (Figure 3-Q, D ) except for its spatial association with thl' youngPr 
suite wehrlite-dinopyroxenite (e.g.: gabbroic margins or plutons) is visihlt• in thl:' 
field. 
3.5. Microfabrics and Mechanisms of High-Temperature, Ductile 
Deformation within Ultramafic-Mafic Rocks under 
Upper-Mantle/Lower Crustal Conditions! An Overview. 
3.6.1. Introduction 
The following section summariz<'S the main principll's concl•rnmg thf' 
mechanisms of plastic flow during simple shear (Nicolas <>t !L. 1073) under uppt·r-
mant leflower crustal conditions. Included in the summary are: (I) how min('rals 
flow (deform) in solid state by crystallographic defects; (2) how large dt•grN·s of 
accumulated strain are attained through strain softening mechanisms during 
ductile deformation to yield steady-state now; and (3) the charactNistic t(•Xturrs 
and featUr(>S (microfabrics) of intracrystalline now in the principle minrral 
components of ultramafic-mafic rocks. This review has been included in Chapt<'r 
3 in order to familiarize the reader with the main principles of ductile deformation 
and its application to the plastically deformed lithologir.s within the Troodos 
plutonic complex. For a more complete survey of the literature, the re:ldf~r i.OJ 
referred to extensive reviews on the subject of ductile deformation under upper 
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man I le ront!it ions by Ni('olas and Poirier ( 1Qi6), Carter ( 1Qi6), Christie and 
ArcJ.,JI ( Hl76). Tullis ( IQ7Q) and GueguE'n and ~ieolas ( 1080). 
3.6.2. Ductile Deformation Theory 
Till· OHrprinting dfect or penetrative strain, relatE'd to solid-state deformation, 
on tlw primary igneous (rumulate) textures in the upper mantle/lower crustal 
~"·rtions of ophiolitic romph'xes has beE>n rerognized by numerous workE-rs (i.e.: 
Hall'igh, 106:>: Avc'Lallement, 1Q6i; DE>n Tex, 106Q; Nicolas, 1Q6Q; Loney et !L, 
Hlil). Th(' r<·<·ent. rerognition of tectonite fabrirs within the gabbroic units or the 
Bay of blands ophiolite plutonic complex, westNn Newfoundland , by Thayer 
(lfl~O), \foil (1981), CaJon and Malpas (1085), Neyens (1986), Dunsworth et !!1. 
(Jfl~fi) nnd Dunsworth (19~8, in prrp.) and within the Zambalcs romplex , by 
ThayN, ( lfl~O), led the latt<>r author to ronrlude that the effects or pt'netrative, 
hypl'rsoliclus to subsolidus deformation within the strurturally higher sections of 
ophiolites had been to a large extent overlooke-d. 
Tht• IIH'rh:mi~ms of tectonic.' deformation whirh result in the movement or the 
litho~ph<·re over the underlying a.sthenosphere operating under a range of upper 
m:-~ntle-lower rrustal ronditions inrluding: (1) moderate to high temperatures 
(subsolidus-hypersolidus, homologous temperature= T /T m> .5, Carter, 1Q76); (2) 
'ariable pressures d<'pending upon depth; (3) varying strain rates from 10"10 to 
1(}- lr, S('('-l (g<'(llogira) strain rate (or mantle now is r('gardcd as J0"14sec"1); and (4) 
:-otn·sst·s of 100-1000 bars (~irolas and Poirier, JQi6; Christie and Ardell , 1Qi6). 
Duct ilt', int rarryst a II in<>, solid-state deformation is the prinriple mechanism of 
11pp<>r rnantl<--loW('r <'rllstal 0ow at moderate to high tempE'fatures (homologOUS 
temperature T /T m > .5 ). As a direct result or applied stress, strain indured crystal 
dt'ft•cts will develop within min('rals in the form or line dislocations (edge or screw 
types) and point d<'fects. Each line dislocation moves through the crystal along a 
rrystallographic slip plane to yield a small, incremental strain displacement in the 
rrystal lattic«' (Nirolas and PoiriN, lg76). Point defects migrate through the 
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crystal at higher temperaturt'S IT /T m> .6) (Christie and Ardell, IQ;'6) . OurinR 
low temperature deformation conditions, the DlOHDll'nt of line dislocations is 
restricted to particular slip pl:\n(>:'. (consen·atin• motion or dislocations) . In ordt•r 
to continue to increase the strain within the crystal(s) of a dt•forming rod~. mort• 
applied stress is required a.s the dislocation densities incrl'asC' and bt•gin to pile up, 
becoming pinned along grain boundaries, stuck at oth<'r dislocations and/or 
atomic impurities. This ir.c:-rease in the disloc:-ation density of tht• crystal httic(' 
results in the work-hardened (cold working) of •.he c:-rystal (dl"forming nwdium), 
(Nicolas and Poirier, Hl76) such that the continued incrt'a.c;e of str;\in will 
eventually exceE'd the plastic limit of the material and rt'sult in brittll' failurt• 
(brittle deformation). 
In order to attain the large degrees of finite strain obs<'rn>d to occur within 
naturally dE'forming, ductile env;ronm('nts, syntectonic recov('ry nwchanbms must 
operate, reducing the internal stored strain rnergy or thr system (crystal or ro<'k) 
brfore brittle failure occurs. :\ c-ondition of steady-state ddormation is achit•vt•d 
when the reconry rate (dynamic rcconry and H·crystallization, Whitl", Hl76) 
balances the strain hardening rate (Whit<', 1Qi6). At highrr tPmpNaturt•s 
(T /T m > .5 ; Kl'rrich and Allison, Hli8), dislocation movNncnt comhin('d with 
point defects c-an led to dislocation climb whereby the dislocations ran rnon to 
another slip plane within a crystal structure (Nicola.<~ and Poirier, Hl76) and scn·w 
dislocations can cross-slip (a situ:1tion of non-consNvative motion of dislocations; 
White, 1976). 
These climb and cross-slip dislocation movements yield intracrystalline rccovt•ry 
(strain softening) by allowing for the rearrangement of dislocations into low anglr 
( < 1°) subgrain boundaries, dislocation networks and the altra<'tion an•l 
annihilation of dislocations with like Burgers vectors and opposite signs of climb 
(Christie and Ardell, 197&). The end result of this process is the d(•v<'lopmrnt or 
strain free regions within crystals. Thermodynamic forces drive thil'l annt'aling 
process in order to lower the stored strain t'nergy or the system, thus allowing for 
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root in uNI intracrystalline df'formation via D(,n-consE>n ative dislocation movement 
slH·h that work hardening d(Jes not occur. When the syntectonic recovery 
pror(•ss<'s do n,t kePp pace with the increase in dislocation densities. then the 
pror(•ss of dynamic rE-crystallization will occur (White. 1976). 
H (•nyst allizat inn red uri'S st0red strain energy by forming new strain free grains 
via two distinct prort'sses; ( 1) by the nucleation of small, strain free grains in 
crystallographic regions of high stored strain energy (ie.: high misorientations of 
stabl<' grain boundaril's, dt>formation bands etc.) and the subsequent migration of 
th nl'w, high angle grain boundary, thermodynamically driven by the differences 
in the stor<>d strain energy, to consume the deformed matrix (Tullis, 1979; Poirier 
and Nirola.s, 197!>; Nirolas and Poirier, JQ76; Christie and Ardell, 1976; Etheridge 
:md 1\irhy, 1Q77); and (2) by the progressive rotation (misorientation, up to 15°) 
of adjar<·nt subgrains with incrt>asing strain (accumulation of dislocations) after 
whic-h th<'se subgrains can be considered as independent grains (~icolas, 1975; 
Nirola." and Poirier, 1976; White, 1976; 1977; Etheridge and Kirby, H~77; Tullis, 
Hlifl; Chri~tir and Ardrll, 1976). Poiri£'r and l'irolas (1975) have noted that a 
similarity in th<' siz<> of subgrains and nl'oblasts is suggl.'sti,·e of recrystallization 
by subgrain rotation (SGR) while indenteC: grain boundaries are suggestive of 
grain boundary migration ((al\f) lE.':1ding to bulg£'-nurleation (AvE.'' Lallement, 
lfl~!")). Th<' n<'wly formed grains will in turn deform by dislocation creep as 
rurnulatiH strain incr<'a."<'S, and will subsequently recrystallize again in cyclic 
f:\."llion to prPdll<'<' a condition of st<'ady-state flow. Poirier and Nicolas (19i5) 
high('r slr<'ss conditions operating during bulgt.>-nucleation 
r('(·rystallization and lowN ~tr<'ss<'s during recrystallization by progressive rotation 
nwrh:wisms. ThE' prrs<'n<'<' of pore fluids enhances ductility by promoting 
nwbility and multiplication of slip dislocations and therefore lowering the 
lt•mpt>rat ur<' r<'quired for the non-conservative motion of dislocations to yield 
rc.'rtw<>ry and r<'crystallization mf'chanisms (Carter, 1Q76). Tullis (1979) bas 
rt•Jwrt<'d that the pr<'senre of aqueous Ouids may either binder recrystallization by 
promoting rrroHry mechanisms or assist recrystallization. 
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Thus, two principle creep or now mechanisms opt'rah• in man tit.• peridotitl'l' ; ( 1) 
dynamic recoHry by intragranuJar now (disJO<'ation glid<', dislocation Cr<'t'p; 
~kolas e-t !!L,, 1971); and (2) dynamic r<'crystallization (Ave' Lallt•nH'nt and 
Carter, I 970). 
Grain growth of dynamically rccrystallizcd grains (n('oblasts) is inhibit('() if th('rc 
is a rapid increase in the dislocation dt'nsity of the new grains (Whitc, H)76). It 
has been suggested by a number of authors (ic: White, 1976; Post, IQi;~; M('rri<'r, 
1976), that grain size may be used as a piez('om<'tcr for deh•rmining strt•ss 
conditions operative during dynamic recrystallization (i<': grain siz(' as a fundion 
of stress). 
Dislocation creep (intracrystalline now) bas been found to be rcplaccd by 
Cobble-creep mechanisms (grain boundary diffusion of point ddcrts to chang<' 
grain shape) wht'n grain size is significantly rt'duced (ie: < lOOum for quartz; 
White, 1976). Nabarro-IINring crN'P mechanisms (the volume diffusion of point 
d<'fects) ran also occur but plays a minimal role in uppN mantle-lower crustal 
flow conditions (Ashby, 1972; i"icolas and Poirier, 19i6). It shoulct be noted that 
strongly deformed rorks, submitted to prolonged, post-tectonic ann<':lling will 
yield equant, equigranular mosaic textures (static recrystallization). This finite 
texture will obliterate all older deformed grains (porphyrorla.c:;ts) and yi<'ld the 
migration of grain margins into 120° triple point junctions (lowcst stored strain 
l'nNgy state thermodynamically favoured in nature). 
3.6.3. Microrabrlea or the Principal Mineral Phases within Plastically 
Deformed Ultramanc-Mane Roeb 
The microscopic features indicative of intracrystalline strain within min~rals as 
a result or solid-state deformation include: 
(1) grain elongation (the preferred diaen1ional orientation 
of crystal• which lead• to the development of foliation 
and/or lineation fabrict) 
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(2) undulatory estinction (early 1tage1 of recovery) 
(3) deformation band• and lamellae (e11entially elongate 
1ubgrain wall• of dielocation tangle•) 
(4) kinkband boundariel (organized wall• of dislocations 
which offeet the crystal lattice along adjacent regions) 
(6) 1ubgraine. both equant and elongate ('t.abular) with 
>1° of lattice mi1orientation between adjacent 
grains and containing a mosaic of emaller. lese 
mieorientated (<1°) subgraiDI (dynamic recovery) 
(6) recry1tallization (mo•aic texture• with triple point 
junction• of 120°) 
Oli\·inc deforms primarily by dislocation cre(>p (slip, climb and cross-slip) in 
mantlr <"onditions whil(> rare casrs of Cobble-cre(>p (superplasticity) ha\'e been 
rt•porl<'d by Floullirr and Guegurn, ( 107 5 ). Dynamic recrystallization by both 
h•1lg" nud!'ation and subgrain rotation mechanismc; as well as static 
n·nystallization in olivine has be('n rcported by Nicolas and Gueguen, (1980). 
ExprrimC'ntal studiC's on clinopyroxrne deformation have been reported by AYe' 
Lallt·mrnt, (1078); Kirby and Ethrridge, (1080) and Etheridge and Kirby, (1980). 
:\t low h·rnpl'raturC'~, dislocation slip is limited to parallel <001 > while at higher 
tPrnpC'ratur('s , mult.iple slip, r(>covNy and recrystallization by both mechanisms 
(hulgl:' nudPation and subgrl\in rotation) occur in clinopyroxene. Subgrain 
rot at ion was rC'portt>d to occur only after extensiYe str .in and subgrain 
rlt>nloprnC'nt in the clinopyroxene grains (Kirby and Etheridge, 1080). 
Orthopyroxene drforms at lower temperatures by a shear induced ortho-
t•nst atitr to <"lino-rnst atite transition (Coe and Kirby, 1975). At higher 
t C'mprratur('s (lo\\W strain rates) orthopyroxene exhibits recovery features and 
recrystallization by both ffit'<"hanisms (Etheridge and Kirby, IQ80). 
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Spinels deform by dislot·ation climb ai. high<>r t<>mperat.url's (T> .6T } and 
m 
crystal strength increas(>S as grains approach chemical stokhiometry. 
Optical features o! crystallographic ddormation docunwnted for pbgioda.'\c 
phase (single and polycrystalline) include : (1) m<>chanical twinning by simple 
shear along particular cryst:ll planes (rather than dislocation moHmt.'nt), (Borg 
and Heard, 1969; 1970; Marshell and Wilson, 1976; Marshell and McLaren, 1977); 
(2) ddormation lamellae (slip on 010),(White, 1975; S<'ifl'rt and V<>rplof:'g, 1977; 
Borg and Heard, 19i0); (3) kinkbands (Marshell and McLaren, 1977): (.Jj undulose 
extinction and subgrain denlopment and; {5) recrystallization by both bulgt• 
nucleation and subgrain rotation mechanisms to yield mortar textures with triple 
point junctions (White, 1975; Vernon, 1975; Marshell tl al., 1976; Shelly, 
1977;1979) and core/mantle structures (White>, 1975). 
A dassification srheme, summarizing the main optical features of upper mantle 
peridotite deformation, is presented in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-10, aftl'r MPrcit•r 
and Nirolas, ( 1975) and Gu<>guen and Nicolas, ( tQ80). This nom('nrlaturc will be 
used <'XtE'nsiv<>ly in the following chapter to documl'nt the mirr05copic ductile 
deformation features within the rock units of the Troodos plutonir <'ompll'X. 
3.8. Microscopic Textural Features and Terminology of the 
Cumulate Mafic-Ultramafic Rocks 
The following section is included to familiarize the reader with the mi<'roscopic 
features of primary cumulate rocks and to provide a comparison with the 
mkrofabrics of the deformed older suite lithologies. The petrographic d('scription 
of the und<>formed, younger suite cumulates is presented in Chapter 4. 
The terminology to be used for describing the primary igneous textures of th(' 
younger suite(s) is based upon the nomenclature devised by Wager et !L, ( IQ60) 
and Jackson, (1961; 1Q71). The framework mineral ph~~e(s) of the cumulate rock 
are referred to as the cumulus grains while the intercumulus (or post-cumulus) 
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Table 3-1: Classification S('heme of Ductile (Plastic) Deformation 
Textures in Upper Mantle-Lower Crustal Peridotites. 
Proto- Oldest tnture. lust deformed, low strain. no crystal 
granular elongation, no preferred dimensional orientation, few 
kinll:band boundaries and minor recrystallized neoblasts 
along grain margina. 011 vine grain boundar in are 
curvilinear. spinel blebs in orthopyrosent . Grain size 
of opx. and ol. average~ 2-7 mm; cpx. and sp . <2mm. 
Porphyro- Moderat• to strongly deformed, elongate and strained 
clastic xenomorphic olivine and pyroxene porphyroclaste and 
polygonal neoblasts, holly-leaf shaped spinel grains 
flattened parallel to porphyroclasts (S 1) and 
Grano-
blastic 
(equant, 
tabular) 
elongate parallel to the lineation. 
Completely recrystallized, relict porphyroclaste, equant 
polygonal mosaic (foam) structure and tabular neoblaste. 
grain size generally < 1 mm (up to 10 IIID). straight grain 
margine, converging triple point junctions (120°), 
cpx. and spinel scattered within and along grain margina 
concentrating at triple point junctiona . Coarser textures 
indicative of high temperature and moderate stress 
deformation in upper parts of the mantle peridotites 
(Nicola• et !_L, 1980) . 
NOTE Primary protogranular to primary porphyroclastic to primary 
equigranular textures may be recycled to eecondary proto-
granular, porphyroclastic and equigranular textures (Mercier 
and Nicolae , 1976). The principal optical distinction 
between primary and aecondary cycles is the presence of 
relict spinel inclusions within the eecondary porphyroclaate . 
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Figure 3-10: Typical microstructures or ductilely deformed peridotites: 
A= Protogranular: no foliation, few kinkbands, undulose 
extinction; B= Porphyroclastic: kinkbanded and elongate 
porpbyroclasts recrystallized in surrounding neoblasts; C-
V= Granoblastic: complete recrystallization into either 
equant (C) or tabular (D) neoblasts (arter Guegueo and 
Nicolas, 1Q80). 
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pha.sP(s) are those which crystallized interstitial to the framework cumulus phases. 
The r<·lationship between the cumulus and the intercumulus materials has led to 
tlm•e major textural groupings for cumulate rocks : (1) orthocumulates, in which 
the intercumulus phase encloses original cumulus grains; (2) adcumulates, in 
whi<-h post-cumulus overgrowth (enlargement) of the cumulus pt.ase(s) occurs by 
t lu· crystallization of melt with the same compositio~; and (3} mt'Socurnulates, 
which an• intNmediate between the ortho- and adcumulate textures, with some 
ov<'rgrowt h of mat <>rial on the cumulus grains but also some pore mineral 
rry:-.tallization as in the orthocumulate types. Post-cumu!us minerals that differ 
in compcsition from those of the cumulai.e pbasl'(s) may react and partially absorb 
the olcll·r pha.<;P(s). Cry!'tallization or intercumulus liquid, with a different mineral 
rornpo~ition than the cumulate phase(s), results in few nucleation sites and 
poikiliti<: textures (heteradcumulates). 
Cumulus crystals typically display apposition fabrics in which equant crystals 
will <'xhibit no prefNred shape orientation, tabular crystals are orientated such 
that th<•ir short axis lie normal to layering and elongate crystals are positioned 
with tiH·ir long ans in tht' layering plane (Jackson, 1961; 1971; Wager et !L, 
1960). The ori<'ntation of elongate cumulate crystals may form either a random 
gircllt• distribution in the layering plane (Jackson, 1961} or a preferred linear 
alignm<'nt. developed in response to magmatic now (Morse, 1969). It is important 
that such f<'atures arc distinguished from secondary, plastic deformation induced 
crystal <'longation and alignment, particularly within the layered gabbro as will be 
cliscuss<>d in this chapter. It has been noted by Raleigh (1Q65) and Thayer (1980) 
that som<• cumulate structures may sun·h·e penetrative solid-state now. This 
dc·p<'nds upon the total accumulated strain, rheological behaviour or the various 
<'llmulus phas<'s and strain heterogeneity within the deforming unit. Preservation 
of <'Umulus l<'xtures during pervasive serpentinization was also noted by Jackson 
( 1Q7 i) with oikocryst and enclosed chadacryst phases being pseudomorphed by 
diff<'rt•nt srrpt•ntin<' polymorphs, yet still preserving the primary textural features. 
Similar f<'at urcs will be documented for the younger suite in Chapter 4. 
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The textural tNminology is purely descriptive, and not int<'ndE'd to imply any of 
the various formational process('§ which have bee-n propose-d over the- ye-ars by 
numerous authors (e.g.: Jackson, 1961; 1971; In·ine, 196.); 1980; McBirtll'Y and 
Nuy('s, 1979; Wadsworth, 1985) to explain the den>lopmrnt of cumulat<' Sf.'CJII<'nN•s 
by gravity accumulation, magmatic dE'nsity <'urre-nts. in-situ <'rystallization or 
doublc-diffusiH <'onvection processes. 
A summary of the main fE'atures for the common cumulus min<'ral pha."t's 111 
ultramafic-mafic roc·ks is prrsented in Table 3-2 after Jarkson, 1961; HJ7l. 
Table 3-2: Common Textural Features of Cumulus ~lin<'ral Phas<'S in 
tJltramafic-Mafic Rocks (after Jackson, H)6J: 1971) 
PHASE SIZE RANGE HABIT 
Olivine .4-60 mm 
(1-4 mm) 
Ortho- .5-20 mm 
pyroxene (1-4 mm) 
Clino- .6-20 mm 
pyroxene (1-4 mm) 
Feldspar 1-3 mm 
Spinel .02-5 mm 
( . 1-.4 mm) 
Equidimensional. tuhedral. 
prismatic crystals slightly 
flattened on (010) . 
Euhedral, atubbJ crystall, 
llightly flattened on (100) 
or (010), rare broad 
prism• or elongate in C-~is . 
Euhedral, more often flattened 
and elon:ate than opx . 
Euhedral, tabular. 
Rare cryatals up to 5 1111 &ncl 
nodule• up to 30 mm, euhedral 
octahedral . 
3. 7. Microfabric.s of t.he Tectoni zed Oldf'r Suite Lithologies 
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3.7.1. Upper Mantle- Lower Cl'ustal Peridotite Tectonitea 
The c·ffccts cJf a penetratiH~, high temperature ductile deformation signature 
upon the harzburgite and dunite lithologies or the plutonic complex bas been 
dPmonst rated in Sections 2.2, 3.2 and 3.3 on the basis or field evidence, including; 
(I) the isodinally infolded boundary or these two units and (2) the mesoscopi1' 
scale f1•atun•s and structurally concordant foliation development in both 
lithologies. The optical evid(.•nce of plastic strain, reconry and recrystallization 
mcd1anisms operating within the harzburgite anrl dunite units is documented on 
rnirroscopir l<'vel in the fol~owing section. 
Tlw harzburgite tectonite exhibits a generally coarse porphyroclastic to 
o<·<·a.o.;ionally granobla.stic equant texture. Modal mineral abundances exhibit: 
olivine (i0-85%), orthopyrox('ne ( 15-30%) an<i spinel ( <2%). Olivine occurs 
primarily as coarse ( < 1 mm) equant neoblasts with straight grain boundaries, 
tripl<' point junctions ( 120°) and some internal straining and kinking of the 
nenbJa.o.;ts. R<'lict, large ( 1.5-3.!) mm) xenomorphic olivine porphyroclasts show 
S(IJll<' <'longation (aspect ratios <3:1), sharp multiple kinkband boundary 
d(•\'t>lopuwnt with <'longate subgrains orientated at a high angle to foliation . 
Orthop)·roxcnc o~curs as granoblastic, equant, polygonalized neoblasts ( < 1 mm) 
and Hno:norphk porphyrocl3sts, up to 2 mm in size with subgrain walls, 
<•xsolut ion dinopyrox<'ne lamclle along the [lOOJ clea\'age trace and sharp 
kinkb:md boundaries. (Figure 3-11). 
Th<' rt•crystallized orthopyrox<'ne grains often show straight grain boundaries 
and trip I<' point junctions. The spint>l phase is dark red-brown (ppl) and opaque 
(cross nirols), <.5 mm in size with an irregular (xenomorphic) to relict holly-leaf 
l<'xture with serpentinized olivine indusions. A weak S1 fabric is defined by the 
alignnwnt or at.t<'nuated and broken spinel fragments. T1 e spinel phase occurs 
spatially associatt>d with both the olivine and orthopyro eL ~ phases, along the 
orthopyroxene grain boundaries and inter/intrastitial to the ob,·ine. Mercier and 
"\icolas, (10i5) documt>nted a strain dependent spinel textural relationship in 
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Figure 3-11: Deformed orthopyroxene porphyroclast (OPX) in 
harzburgite exhibiting a sharp kink band boundary (east-
west) and exsolution lamellae of clinopyroxene (CPX). 
Note the olivine (OL) inclusion in upper right corner of 
photo. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
which silicates co-existing with holly-leaf shaped spinel is characteristic of the 
porphyroclastic stage of deformation. This spinel texture (holly-leaf, wormy) is 
associated with mantle spinel rather than cumulate spinels (Nicolas et al., 1980). 
Talkington and Mal pas ( 1980) noted temporal relations between microtexture and 
spinel form. They reported that the spinel in least deformed rocks forms droplets 
and vermicules exsolved in orthopyroxene and interstitial grains to silicate phases. 
With increased deformation, spinels exhibit .. holly-leaf• textures and form 
porphyroclasts with recrystallized trails and exsolved droplets along the kink band 
I 
boundaries of pyroxene as well as xenoblastic spinels in granoblastic samples. 
The massive dunite exhibits a dominantly equant, granoblastic texture with 
some olivine porphyroclast preservation. The recrystallized neoblasts ( < 1.2 mm) 
form a well developed foam structure with straight grain boundaries, triple point 
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junctions and some internal subgrain wall development (Figure 3-12). The olivine 
porphyrodasts ( <20% o( the rock) range up to 6 mm (rarely up tog mm) in size, 
are slightly elongate (aspect ratios <3:1) with intense, sharp kinkband boundary 
dt•Hiopment. Strained neoblasts mantle core porphyrodasts (White, 1Qi6). 
Spinel ( ccurs as small ( <.3 mm), 2-5%, opaque to dark red-brown, disseminated, 
Pllhl'dral to anhedral grains interstitial to the olivine and accessory clinopyroxene 
and intra.stitial to the olivine porphyroclasts. Similar spinel features were 
<·orrelah•d with d<>formed cumulate ultramafics rather than mantle peridotites by 
Nicolas <>tal., (1980). The accessory clinopyroxene (<1~) occurs as small (<.3 
nun), irr<>gular grains interstitial to olivine and internally strained. This type of 
<"linopyroxene ft•atur('s has likewise been correlated with a cumulate ultramafic 
source rathN than a mantle peridotite origin (Nicolas .. t !L. Igso). 
3.7 .2. Transition Zone Peridotites : A Case for Recrystallization via 
Subgr ain Rotation Mechanism 
In this sedion, the rocks or the older suite orthopyroxenite transition zone 
Pxhibit a strongly recrystalliz<'d texture (Figure 3-13) defined by orthopyroxene 
grains (85-fl5CC) with lesser amounts or olivine (<10%) and accessory 
dinopy roxt'n<' I< 1 C':(. ). The orthopyroxene phase consists of dominantly 
recrystalliz<'d ncoblasts (.4-.8 mm) with straight grain boundaries, internal 
straining (undulose extinction and subgrain walls) and triple point junctions which 
form an l'quant granoblastic or mortar (foam) texture (Figure 3-13). Larger relict 
bths or orthopyroxene (up to 1.3 mm in length) comprise up to 20% or the 
ort hopyroxl'ne phase and exhibit a preferred dimensional orientation parallel to 
the layNing/foliation. These larger, porphyroclastic orthopyroxene crystals show 
\':triable dt'grees or internal (intracrystalline) strain as indicatP.d by their undulose 
<'Xtin<'lion, rare sharp kinkband boundaries and abundant, equant subgrain wall 
dt•vl'lopm<'nt (Figure 3-15). 
A case in support or recrystallization v1a a progressive subgrain rotation 
nwchanism for the older suite transition zone is indicated by the deformation 
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Figure 3-12: Equant, granoblastic olivine texture in dunite. Note the 
recrystallized olivine neoblasts with straight grain margins 
and triple point junctions. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
features of the orthopyroxene phase. Various stages of increased intracrystalline 
strain are evident within the orthopyroxene laths (porphyroclasts) as documented 
by a sequence of photographs (refer to Figures 3-14, 3-15 and 3-13) from 
transition zone outcrop exposed along Pine Road. Weakly undulose orthopyroxene 
.w r 
grains (porphyroclasts) surrounded by a mortar texture of equant orthopyroxene 
neoblasts are shown in Figure 3-14. An increase in the intracrystalline strain state 
of the orthopyroxene grains (porphyroclasts) is indicated in Figure 3-15 by the 
development of distinct subgrain walls (dislocation walls) with small ( <2°) offsets 
in their crystal orientation (extinction angle between adjacent subgrains) on 
opposite sides of the central dislocation (subgrain) wall. Ultimately, a 
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Figure 3-13: Equant, granoblastic texture of the recrystallized 
orthopyroxene (OPX) phase from the Transition Zone. 
Note the interstitial clinopyroxene (CPX). Bar scale = 1 
mm. 
progressively larger offset angle between adjacent subgrains has been attained in 
parts of the thin section such that these subgrains begin to appear as distinct 
grains (neoblasts) which are the same size as the surrounding equant recrystallized 
grains and share the same straight grain margins with well developed triple point 
junctions (Figure 3-13). The similarity in the size of the subgrains and 
recrystallized neoblasts suggests that progressive subgrain rotation was the 
operating mechanism responsible for the recrystallization rather than bulge-
nucleation. Similar progressive rotation and misohentation of adjacent subgrains 
with increasing intracrystalline strain (accumula~ion of dislocations) to yield 
independent grains (> 10° offset) has been reported for a variety of minerals 
(e.g.:by White, 1975; 1976; Nicolas, 1975; Nicolas and Poirier, 1976; Christie and 
Ardell, 1976; Carter, 1976; Etheridge and Kirby, 1977; Tullis, 1979). It is of 
interest to note that the mineral chemistry of the variably strained orthopyroxene 
porphyroclasts ( Mg(mol%)=91.37 and Fe(mol%)=5.06 for an average of 14 
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Figure 3-14: Relict laths (porphyroclasts) of orthopyroxene, up to 
1.3mm in length, exhibiting weakly undulose extinction 
and surrounded by a mortar texture of equant 
orthopyroxene neoblasts. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
analysis) is the same as that of the recrystallized orthopyroxene neoblasts 
(Mg(mol%}=91.54 and Fe(mol%}=5.07 for an average of 5 analysis ); (refer to 
Appendix B-3 for the complete mineral analysis). 
The actual mechanism of rotation is believed to be driven by the accumulation 
and reorganization of dislocations into subgrain walls in the deforming crystal 
lattice such that with progressive deformation, the misorientation of the crystal 
lattice increases across the subgrain boundaries, _>ultimately yielding two un1que 
crystals or neoblasts (syntectonic recrystallization). 
The olivine phase within the older suite orthopyroxenite unit is unusual in that 
it occurs as large (up to 1.5 mm), equant to slightly elongate (aspect ratios <3:1} 
grains with irregular grain margins, occurring interstitial to the orthopyroxene as 
well as enclosing orthopyroxene neoblasts. These olivine grains exhibit both 
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Figure 3-15: Orthopyroxene porphyroclast exhibiting development of 
undulose extinction and distinct equant subgrains (top 
right corner) in which adjacent subgrain walls (crystal 
lattice) are offset a few degrees(,_. 2°). Bar scale= 1 mm. 
uniform extinction (unstrained) and minor development of kinkband boundaries in 
other grains. An indiginous origin for the olivine in the orthopyroxenite appears 
unlikely as the olivine appears relatively undeformed in comparison to the 
surrounding recrystallized orthopyroxene. Rheologically, the olivine will more 
easily deform via intracrystalline strain and recovery mechanisms, than the 
orthopyroxene phase under typical upper mantle-lower crustal conditions (Nicolas 
and Poirier, 1976); (and as is observed in the olivine phase from harzburgite, 
dunite and layered olivine gabbro units in the Tro(;dos plutonic complex) . 
• I 
A later, post orthopyroxene recrystallization stage origin for the olivine IS 
supported by the inclusion of strained orthopyroxene neoblasts within the 
relatively undeformed olivine phase. The most feasible explanation for the origin 
of this olivine phase is by impregnation of a melt phase originating from the 
younger suite clinopyroxenite-wehrlite pluton which has intruded near the outcrop 
ll5 
from which tht'se samplt's of the the oldt'r suite orthopyroxt'nite wt•rt.• tahn (st't' 
Section 3.i). The o)dt:'r suite transition zone orcurs as isolatl'd kt•t'ls whkh arf' 
completely t'nclosed and •floating• within the younger plutons (as dt•scribed in 
Chapter 2). Thus, a younger melt infiltration is a rt'asonable t>xplanation for tht• 
origin of the olivine phase. Magmatic • infiltration nwta:;omatism•, a pruCt's."' b~­
which melt initially trapped within an accumulating crystal framework is capahle 
or substantial upward migration, has bt't'n discuss<'d by ln·ine (1Qi8, HliU) :lOll 
Wadsworth (I 985 ). This prOC('SS is not applicable to the origin or the oli\' inc phasl' 
occurring within these thin scctions or the oldcr suite transition zone sincP: (I) 
there is no evid<'nce of chemical dis<'quilibrium (i .t'.: zoning) within and bt'tWt't'n 
the orthopyroxene and olivine phast>s; and (2) the solid-statc d<'formation of th(" 
orthopyroxene to yield an equigranular texture had to orcur prior to tht-
inriltration and crystallization of the und<'formed olivine phase. Th<>rcfore, the 
spatial association with the younger suite wehrlite-clinopyroxl'nite intrusion l("nds 
overwh<'lming support to a younger suite melt origin for the olivine pha."e that 
occurs within these samples or the older suite transition zone. 
The mineral chemistry from the o)i\'ine phase in both the younger suite 
clinopyrox('nite intrusive and and the intruded older suite transition zone abo 
supports a younger suite magmatic origin for the olivine phase. The Fo(mol ~;) 
values or the oli\·ine grains from the young<'r suite clinopyrox<'nite (Fo=90.36 for 
an average of 11 analysis) are equivalent to the Fo values of the olivine phase 
(Fo=90.39 for an average of 8 analysis) prt:Sent within the transition zone 
orthopyroxenite (refer to Appendix B-3 for the complete mineral analysis). 
Accessory clinopyroxene ( < 1%), present within the older transition zone, occurs 
as small ( <.3 mm), irregular grains situated interstitial to, and sometimes 
partially enclosing the orthopyroxene neoblasts (Figure 3-13}. The clinopyroxene 
grains exhibit only minor internal straining (undulose extinction). A younger 
magmatic suite origin for these clinopyroxene grains which occur within the older 
suite transition zone orthopyroxenite, is also supported by the mineral chemistry 
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of th<> dinopyrox('ne phase. The clinopyroxene Mg* values from the 
dinopyronnite intrusive (Mg*=Ql.08 to Q3.08 for 12 analysis) are similar to the 
Mg• value of Q3..t0 (or the clinopyroxene phase occurring interstitial to the 
transition zone orthopyroxene (refer to Appendix B-C and C-2 for complete 
rnin<>ral analy~is). 
3.8. Layered Mafic Cumulates/Metacumulates 
3.8.1. Layered Olivine Gabbro 
J)ocum .. ntat ion of the occurrence of high temperature, plastic deformation 
wit bin t ht· byer<>d olivine gabbros of the Troodos plutonic complex is based 
primarily upon the deformation and recoHry features exhibited by the olivine 
phas<• of the gabbro as well as supporting evidence of strain-induced features 
within the ac<'ompanying pyroxene and plagioclase phases. 
'flu• layl•red olivine gabbros exhibit variable modal compositions, rangil!g from 
oli\'ine (5-25CC), orthopyroxene (5·15%), clinopyroxene (3()-40%) and plagioclase 
( .tQ.-5;)!"(, ). Some clinopyroxene rich layers grade up to ""80% clinopyroxene; to 
t h<' n<'ar <•xclusion of the orthopyroxene or plagioclase phases. The prevailing 
nwsocurnulate to orthocumulate igneous textures are modified to varying degrees 
by the high temp<•rature ductile deformation. 
A mod<>rately to strongly developed preferred dimensional orientation of the 
flattrn<'d oli\' ine grains and pyroxene and plagioclase laths (cleavage and 
twinning) parallel/subparallel to the phase layering is evident in thin sections cut 
pNprndicular to the foliation/layering. Weak to isotropic textures were noted in 
S<'dions cut parallel to the foliation, thereby supporting the field observations of 
an S> > L fabric within the layered g~bbro. 
Th(' most intensely ductile deformed gabbros show excellent examples of 
stretched, flattened olivine grains (up to 10 mm in length) with aspect ratios in 
l'Xcess of 14: I which define the foliation and occur aligned parallelfsubparallel to 
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the layering plane (Figure 3-16). These attenuated olivine grains comprise both 
polygonal subgrains (Figure 3-17) and neoblasts as well as elongate subgrains 
defined by kinkband boundaries which are orientated at a high angle to the 
foliation (grain elongation). The equant olivine subgrains and distinct neoblasts 
exhibit straight grain boundaries, triple point junctions (Figure 3-18) and undulose 
extinction (Figure 3-17). They range in size from .2 to .8 mm (averaging .3-.6 
mm). Small, ( < .2 mm) rounded, strained plagioclase inclusions sometimes occur 
interstitial to subgrains, near and at triple point junctions. The olivine phase 
within least deformed samples shows a weak foliation, equant to slightly elongate 
grains <3 mm in size (aspect ratios <3:1) and minor intercrystalline strain as 
indicated by the presence of few kinkbands and minor elongation . 
..... 
Figure 3-16: Elongate olivine (OL) grain, 10 mJn in length with aspect 
ratios in excess of 14:1, defines the foliation in olivine 
layered gabbro tectonite (ppl). Olivine - OL, 
Orthopyroxene - OPX, Clinopyroxene - CPX, 
Plagioclase = PL. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
The pyroxene and plagioclase phases of the layered olivine gabbro show some 
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Figure 3-17: The attenuated olivine grain shown in Fig. 3.19 is 
composed of elongate subgrains and equant neoblasts with 
straight grain margins and undulose extinction (cross 
nicols ). Bar scale = 1 mm. 
degree of intercrystalline strain with variable development of undulose extinction. 
Both the pyroxene and plagioclase phases occur as inequant laths and smaller, 
equant grains. A preferred dimensional alignment of these inequant laths may be 
due to either; (1) ductile flow alignment, (2) a primary magmatic alignment as has 
been documented by Jackson (1961; 1971) and Wager et al. (1960) or a 
combination of both factors. Thus, additional features indicative of 
intracrystalline strain (i.e.: subgrains, neoblasts) become important In 
documenting the effects of plastic deformation within these mineral phases. 
The clinopyroxene phase occurs both as laths, 1-2 rnm in length (rarely up to 3 
mm) with a euhedral to subhedral grain habit and as smaller (.5-1 mm) more 
equant grains with a subhedral to anhedral (xenomorphic) habit and curvilinear 
grain boundaries. These small clinopyroxene grains occur interstitially to the 
plagioclase laths and rarely exhibit triple point junctions. The clinopyroxene 
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Figure 3-18: Equant olivine neoblasts from a section of the oliYine 
layered gabbro exhibiting straight grain boundaries, triple 
point junctions and undulose extinction. Bar scale = 1 
mm. 
grains show a generally uniform to weakly undulose extinction. Clinopyroxene 
rich layers are generally coarse grained ( < 2.5 mm) with ragged, interlocking grain 
boundaries, uniform extinction and rarely orthopyroxene oikocrysts (weakly 
undulose) containing rounded clinopyroxene chadacrysts ( <.4 mm). 
_, 
The orthopyroxene phase occurs both as laths up to 2.5 mm m length and 
occasionally, as postcumulus (adcumulate) oikocrysts ( <3 mm) with olivine, 
clinopyroxene and plagioclase inclusions. Both the ortho- and clinopyroxene 
phases show minor evidence of intracrystalline lattice strain (ie.: undulose 
extinction) and also a small degree of recrystallization as suggested by localized, 
small zones of equant, < .3 mm pyroxene grains with straight grain margins and 
triple point junctions. 
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Plagioclase occurs dominantly as euhedral laths, generally < 2.5 mm In size 
with abundant deformation lamelle, growth twins and minor kink bands. Small, 
variably strained polygonalized plagioclase grains (neoblasts) with triple point 
junctions exhibit straight grain boundaries (Figure 3-H~), whereas other small 
grains show irregular to curvilinear margins and variable degrees of undulose 
extinction. Small ( < .3 mm), rounded plagioclase grains occur as inclusions within 
the olivine and both pyroxene phases. The plagioclase rich layers show the 
strongest alignment of crystal laths and exhibit variable degrees of intracrystalline 
strain (ie.: deformation lamellae, kink bands and minor occurrences of neoblasts). 
Figure 3-19: Recrystallized plagioclase (PL)neoblasts with triple point 
junctions and straight grain bpundaries in an olivine 
layered gabbro tectonite. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
Thus, within the layered olivine gabbro, the olivine phase shows the strongest 
tectonite fabrics with an abundance of intracrystalline recovery and 
recrystallization features. The accompanying plagioclase and clinopyroxene 
phases give supporting evidence for the presence of penetrative ductile flow on the 
basis of their localized recrystallization and intracrystalline strain features. 
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3.8.2. Layered Hypersthene Gabbro 
The layered hypersthene gabbros show a dominantly mesocumulate texture 
(Figure 3-20). The overall modal composition ranges are orthopyroxene (5-20%), 
clinopyroxene (30-45%) and plagioclase ( 45-60%). Thin sections cut normal to 
the foliation/layering in handsample show a moderate to strongly developed 
preferred alignment of the plagioclase and pyroxene laths with cleavage and twin 
traces lying parallel to the layering (Figure 3-20). 
Figure 3-20: Mesocumulate texture of the layered hypersthene gabbro 
with alignment of plagioclase (PL) and pyroxene (PX) 
laths with cleavage and twin trac'es parallel to the phase 
layering. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
The orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene phases occur as euhedral shaped cumulate 
laths, ranging from 0.5 to 3 mm and rarely up to 7 mm in length. Both phases 
exhibit weakly undulose but generally uniform extinction and minor 
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recrystallization in some thin sections. These recrystallized neoblasts occur as 
equant grains with weakly undulose to uniform extinction. They are generally 0.2 
to 0.8 mm in size and show straight to curvilinear grain margins, variably 
devf'lopcd triple point junctions and occur interstitially to the larger pyroxene 
la~hs. 
The plagiorlase phase of the layer~d hypersthene gabbro occurs as both cumulus 
h•xturcd laths ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 mm in size, and as more irregular, 
xPnomorphic intcrcumulus grains interstitial to the pyroxene and plagioclase laths 
(Figure 3-20). Thl' plagioclase grd.ins show variable development of strain induced 
d<•forma.tion bands and weak development of diffuse subgrain walls. Small, 
t•quant, variable strained grains with triple point junctions are locally developed 
inl<'rstitial (along grain boundaries) to larger, lath shaped grains. 
Overall, the plagioclase phase exhibits the most conclusive evidence of 
intracrystalline strain within the hypersthene gabbro. This strain is characterized 
hy the d£'formation bands, undulose extinction and localized patches of 
rPrryst alliz£'d plagioclase ncoblasts. 
3.8.3. Teetonized versus Undeformed Layered Gabbro 
It b<'com£'s obvious from the examination of the gabbros in thin section that the 
su ht le transit ion from stri('t ly undeformcd cumulate textured gabbros to strongly 
t <'Ct.onizl'd gabbro is gradational and very difficult to determine at a microscopic 
leHI, particularly wit.hin the layered hypersthene gabbro. The simple presence of 
a pr<'fNred dimensional orientation of inequant mineral phases cannot be 
unambiguously interpreted as a primary magmatic feature versus a plastic now 
indu('ed t<'xturt>. Thus, other ('riteria indicative of intra('rystalline flow (refer to 
S<'rtion 3.4) are required to establish a solid-state deformation history for the 
ro<·ks, particularly if total strain is low and plastic deformation is heterogeneously 
d<'vrlopcd within the units. 
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The WE'll den.•lope<! olivine tectonite fabrics, described from hand samplt• 
(Section 3.3.3) and thin sections (Section 3.6.3.1) of the layt"red olivine gabbros, 
verify the presence of solid-state now within parts oi this unit. Lihwisc, the 
accompanying plagioclase and pyroxene phases exhibit sonw dE'gree or undulos<> 
extinction , denlopment of deformation bands and minor recrystaJlization, all 
supporting the presence cf solid-state now within the layt-red gabbros. Thin 
sections of the layered olivine gabbro outcrops with the least appar<"nt alignml"nl 
of inequant grains in handsample, exhibited relatively equant grains with a Wl"ak 
to moderately deformed (kinkbanded and subgrained) oli,·ine phase. Tht•st> thin 
sections are difficult to distinguish from the mildly dcformt>d youngt-r suit!' olivinl" 
gabbros on a strictly petrographic basis without the appropriah> fit>ld 
relationships. 
The variations noted in the development of deformation fabrics within dirrt•rt-nt 
outcrops of the layered gabbros support the <.'onct>pt of a heterogC'ocowt 
distribution of strain within these units. This contrast in development of strain 
induced microscopic features within the olivine versus pyroxene and plagioclase 
phases of the gabbros is a direct reflection of the differences in tht- rhC'ological 
behavior of the various deforming mediums. That is, olivine dt•forms (ie. :via 
dislocation creep, recovery and recrystallization) ~nore easily under upper mantlt"-
lower crustal conditions than do other phases. T~is feature ic; due primarily to tht-
large number of slip planes (pencil glide) operable in oli,·ine versus only 1,2 or 3 
dominant slip planes within the pyroxene and plagioclase phases and the lower 
critical resolnd shear stress required for slip in the crystal lattice of the olivine 
versus the pyroxene and plagioclase phases (Nicolas and Poirier, 1Q76). 
The layered hypersthene gabbros present an even more ambiguous situation for 
distinguishing the presence of weak to moderate plastic deformation textures. In 
the absence of olivine, the intracrystalline features indicative or strain must he 
determined by the more subtle features or undulose extinction, deformation 
lamellae and minor recrystallization as evident within the pyroxene and 
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plagio<:!ase phases The least deformed samples exhibit dominantly primary 
igneous textures (ie.: interlocking grain boundaries, cumulate textures). 
Thus, the transition from strongly tectonized gabbro to the moderate to weakly 
deformed and undeformed rocks within which primary cumulus textures are 
prPsNnd, occurs at various stratigraphic levels within the layered gabbro units 
(Figure 3-Q). The thin-sections from a number of diffuse patches of the isotropic 
gabbro (pyroxene + hornblende), which outcrop within the layered hypersthene 
gabbro, show<'d typical primary igneous textures with cumulus, intercumulus 
phases and no or only minor evid<'nce of intracrystalline straining of the crystal 
pha.st>s. 
One of the most striking features of this heterogeneous distribution of solid-state 
plastic flow within the gabbroic section of the Troodos plutonic complex, is the 
parall<'l/subparalld orientation or phase layering and foliation fabrics within the 
dl•formcd gabbro and the concordance of this foliation fabric with the phas•• 
layering of relatively unddormed gabbro (solid-state flow versus igneous 
laminations), (rdcr to Subsections 3.6.3.1 and 3.6.3.2). The orientation of the S1 
fahrir in I he lay Ned gabbro is concordant with the 51 fabric of the harzburgite 
and dunit<' (S<'ction 3.2). Also, the enveloping surface of the major lithological 
hound:ui<'s appears to be at a high angle to this foliation (Subsection 2.2.1). 
Planar fl•atur<'s are incrementally transposed into parallelism with the X-Y plane 
(foliation) of a shear zone during progressiv~ simple shear deformation. Thus, the 
prcs<'nt parall<'Jfsubparall('l attitude of the S1/S0 in the variably deformed 
gabbros may indicate t>itht'r; (I) the complete transposition of the gabbro layering 
into the foliation plane, or (2) an original paralleJfsubparallel relationship between 
the foliation and the primary phase layering. The first argument is unlikely since 
th(' ovNall trends of the phase layering witL·-. undeformed gabbro are 
conformable with the regional foliation trends. The second, and more likely 
argum('nt is supported by the sparsity or parasitic, isoclinal folds which are 
rharactNistically associated with the mechanism or transposition. 
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An original parallel/subparallel relation between the layering and foliation in 
the gabbro leads to an interesting speculation on the innuence of shear str~ 
(flow) on the development and orientation of primary magmatic phase lay<'ring 
within a magma body during crystal mush conditions and accomp:mying 
development or ductile dt>formation features in the gabbro under subsolidus-
hypt>rsolidus conditions (reft>r to Table 3-3). The attitude of fine scale lay<'ring, 
development of primary igneous Ct>atures (i .e.: cross b<'dding, slump folds) as WE'll 
as primary crystal alignments in a nowing, partially solidified magma (crystal 
mush) may be controlled (to some extent) by the orientation of the strl'ss r<'gime 
operating during magma now and crystallization (by whi<.'h t>ver m<'ans or 
combination of ways the <.'rystallization occurs; e .g. : insitu, double diffusive 
convection etc.). Within a magma undergoing shear stress conditions (flow), 
inequant crystals may develop a preferred orientation during now while strain i!l 
accommodated by the liquid phase. Progressive cooling and crystallization of the 
magma during continued lower crustal stress conditions (i .e.: fiow within an 
uprising diapir or convection-flow ovNturn away from an upw('lling and spr('ading 
zone) would ultimatl'ly lead to the development of intrarrystallinc strain features, 
that is, du<:tile deformation (subsolidus plastic now), within the mineral phases or 
the fractionating body as the ratio of crystals to melt increases such th:1t the 
strain is no longer melt accommodated along grain margins. 
Such a scenario is applicable to the layered gabbro of the Troodos plutonic 
complex where: ( 1) the concordance of layering/foliation and layering in the 
relatively undeformed gabbro occurs; (2) the presence of •sedimentary-type• 
primary textures are indicative or magma-crystal mush now (these are presently 
regarded as magma current structures; Jackson, IQ61; IQ71; Irvine, IQ80); (3) the 
planar alignment of inequant grains occurs in relatively undcformed gabbro; and 
( 4) heterogeneous and transitional development of plastically deformed feature!! 
are present with variable preservation of primary igneous textures. The generally 
planar fabric development and the overall lack or any linear alignment or crystals 
within either the unde(ormed or the more strongly tectonized gabbros, as well as, 
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within the harzburgite and dunite at lower structurallrnls, suggt>Sts a domin:lll<'C 
of planar shear over simple shear conditions during the development and solid-
state deformation or the layered gabbro units. 
3.8 • .f. Fractional Crystallization Sequence for the Layered Gabbros 
The dominant fractional crystallization sequence indi<'ated by tht- mint'ral 
assemblages of the least deformed layered olivine and hyperstht-ne gabbro is Olr 
CPX-OPX-PL. Allen {1Q75) and Greenbaum (1Qi2A; 1Q77) rrportt•d the same 
general sequence (ie.: CR-Ol.rCPX-OPX-PL-MT-QTZ) with various int('rnwdiatt• 
assemblages of OL-CPX-PL, OL-CPX-OPX and OL-OPX-CPX (AJlt•n, Ul75) for 
the Troodos stratigraphic complex. Greenbaum (1Qi2A), rnvisioned a simple cast-
of gravity-aided crystal fractionation with few repeated cycles, slow cooling and a 
minor influence of current convection on the crystallization process(s). Variation 
in the crystallization sequence betwern opx-cpx was observed in this study where 
rare oikocrysts of CPX form post-cumulus overgrowths that contain indusions of 
OPX, PL and infrequently OL. The common occurrence of small (<I mm) 
plagioclase inclusions within the olivine and pyroxene phases as wrll as forming 
the dominant intcrcumulus phase may be related to: (1) a continuum of 
plagioclase solidus conditions throughout the history of crystallization, a feature 
not reported by Allen (1Q75), Greenbaum (1Q77) or George {1Qi5; 1Q78); or (2) 
flotation or less dense plagioclase grains from a portion of a crystallizing mt-lt 
which was incorporated (+/- resorbed) into another portion of the same magma 
or new magma batch (along the same lines as the plagioclase flotation problem 
discussed by Irvine, 1Q80). The occur.:-ence of these plagioclase inclusions within 
relatively undeformed samples eliminates a simple explanation of plagioclase 
incorporation during recrystallized grain growth of the other phases. A 
comparison of inclusion versus intercumulus plagioclase mineral compositions in a 
number of samples (Table 3-4} showed no significant chemical zonati1 ·'l within 
indiYidual grains nor compositional variations between the two modes of 
plagioclase occurrence. 
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Table 3-4: Compositions (mol %) of Cumulus/lntercumulus Plagioclase 
and Plagioclase Inclusions in the Ortho/Ciinopyroxene of 
the Layered Gabbros 
SAMPLE CUWLUS GRAIN (AH) INCLUSION(AN) 
IN OPX IN CPX 
162 94.22 96. 
209 87.62 91.10 
265 95.49 96.18 
402 96 .12. 94.01 94.73 
(Refer to Appendix B-1 and B-2 for complete mineral analysis) 
The srqurnce of crystal fractionation, as interpreted from the relationship 
expr<'ssC'd by cumulus and intercumulate primary textures of the mineral phases, 
can be affected by a number of post-crystallization factors including: (1) 
pt·rwlrative ductilt> deformation and recrystallization; (2) primary magmatic flow 
yi<'lding crystal migration; (3) xenocryst inclusion from other melts, particularly 
n<'ar contacts; and (4) metamorphic overgrowths of phases. The latter factor 
would be of minor consequence in the layered gabbro or the study area. However, 
the pt'nrtrative drformation yielding grain elongation and recrystallization can 
complrtrly oblit«.>rate crystallization textural relations between cumulate, 
intm.·urnulate and oHrgrowth relationships. Also, recrystallization and 
subs<'qurnt grain growth can )C'ad to the inclusion of other smaller grains by these 
secondary proc«.>ssC's, thereby yi«.>lding invalid crystal sequences. The possible 
influC'nccs of crystal migration (due to slumping, density currents and magmatic 
connction) on the relationship between mineral phases has not be detected in 
outcrop or in thin seetion. Nevertheless, a significant influence on the apparent 
crystallization sequrn<.'e of a magma would be the likely result. 
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3.9. Microscopic Evidence of Multiple Intrusion within the 
Troodos Plutonic Complex 
Multiple intrusive relationships b«.>tween the deform«.>d old«.>r suit«.> lithologies and 
undeformed younger suite plutons are documented on a microscopic scale for 
samples from two regions of the Troodos plutonic compi('X. 
The syn- to post-tectonic (above the d<'formation front) intrusion or r('latiHiy 
undeformed isotropic textured clinopyroxenite and wehrlite of the youngt>r suit('(s) 
into the recrystallized, older suite transition zone orthopyroxenite is docunu•nh•d 
at the microscopic level in a sE-ries of thin sections from the older suite transition 
zone as exposed along the Pine Road (Map 1). The same intrusi\'e r('lationship 
has been shown in outcrop (Figure 2.Q) and brieOy discussed in Subsection 3.6.2. 
The younger suite intrusive consists of clinopyrox«.>nite (90-QS%) with olivine 
(2-10%) and minor orthopyroxene ( < 1%}. The clinopyroxene phase occurs as 
coarse (up to 3 mm), equant, uniform to weakly undulose cumulus grains with 
ragged, interlocking grain boundaries. The olivine phase occurs as equant grains, 
<I mm in size with uniform to weakly undulose extinction and rare kinkbandl'd 
boundaries. These olivine grains occur interstitial to the clinopyrox£>ne phase and 
as small ( < .5 mm) rounded grains within clinopyroxene. Graphic overgrowths of 
clinopyroxene into the orthopyroxene grains ( < 1.2 mm) occur as w«.>ll as roundNI 
inclusions of dinopyroxenit.e within orthopyroxenite. The interlorking grain 
boundaries, coarse undeformed grains and general absence of recovt'ry features 
illustrate the undeformed, primary igneous texture (or the cliiJopyroxenite, with 
only minor secondary alteration. Description of the recrystallized orthopyroxenite 
transition zone has been presented in Subsection 3.6.2. 
The intrusive contact between the coarse, undeformed clinopyroxenite of the 
younger pluton and the recrystallized orthopyroxene mortar texture of the older 
suite transition zone, as shown in the field relations (Figure 2.0), i.'l demonstrated 
on the microscopic level in Figure 3-21. A more gradational transition between 
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these two units is evident in Figure 3-22. This latter photograph shows the 
polygonalized neoblasts of the recrystallized orthopyroxene (older suite) occurring 
along the margins and enclosed within the undeformed clinopyroxene and olivine 
phases of the younger intrusive. 
Figure 3-21: Contact between recrystallized (polygonalized) 
orthopyroxenite transition zone (lower right corner) and 
the coarse, weakly undulose to undeformed, isotropic 
younger suite clinopyroxenite. Note the orthopyroxene 
neoblasts along grain margins an<! as inclusions within the 
younger clinopyroxene grains. Bar scale = lmm. 
Syntectonic intrusion of massive, granoblastic dunite by wehrlite-clinopyroxenite 
veins and disseminations (now weakly deformed protogranular texture) occurs 
along the southern end of the Chromite Mine Road (Fig. 1/ Map 1). This intrusive 
relation is also well exposed in thin section. The older suite recrystallized dunite 
contains polygonalized olivine neoblasts ( < 1 mm) with straight grain boundaries, 
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Figure 3-22: Gradational contact between the older transition zone 
orthopyroxenite and younger suite clinopyroxenite. Note 
the polygonalized orthopyroxene neoblasts along the 
margins and enclosed within the undeformed clinopyroxene 
grains. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
triple point junctions and rare porphyroclasts ( <2 mm) which contain intense 
kink banding. This older dunite mortar texture is truncated by coarse grained 
( <3 mm), weakly strained wehrlite-clinopyroxenite. The olivine grains in this 
younger intrusive unit comprise up to 30% of the rock and exhibit irregular and 
curvilinear grain margins, undulose extinction, some kink band boundary 
' development in coarser grains ( <3 mm) and rare neoblasts. Subhedral laths of 
clinopyroxene ( <60%), up to 3 mm in size, show interlocking grain margins and 
intergrowth with orthopyroxene, weakly undulose extinction and rarely forming 
inclusions within orthopyroxene. The orthopyroxene phase ( < 10% ; < 2 mm) 
exhibits irregular, interlocking grain margins with rare poikilitic textures 
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('ontaining olivine inclusions and rarely clinopyroxene inclusions. Small ( <.1 
nam), rrd spinel grains (<1%) show a subhedral habit and occur inter/interstitial 
to both oli,·ine and orthopyroxene. 
Thu.;, thl' post-kinPmatic (above the rleformation front) intrusion of undeformed, 
isc.tropir, younger suite clinopyroxenite-wehrlite plutons into the plastically 
ddormrd and recrystallized older suite dunite and transit!on zone lithologies of 
the Troodos plutonic complex is clearly documented for both the rnesoscopic and 
mi<-rosropic scales. 
3.10. Summary 
The mrg:L<;copic, mesoscop1c and microscopic scale structural features of the 
older suite lithological units document the presence of a penetrative, high· 
IE'mpNature ductile deformation within the harzburgite, dunite and transition 
zotH' orthopyroX<'nite. A hct('rogeneously developed plastic deformation is evident 
within the layered gabbros. This ductile deformation imparts a consistent, steep 
to ~ubH'rtiral S
1 
form-trace, from harzburgite through to the layered gabbro. The 
folia! inn Iii's parallt>l to the axial plane of parasitic minor folds (F 1) and axial 
pbnar to the large scale infolding of the harzburgite-dunite boundary. As 
nH·ntionrd in ChaptN 2, the previous studies by George {1975; 1978) in the 
Troodo~ plutonic complex reported a 500 m gradation from deformed to 
unddorrnrd cumulat<'s along the dunite-transition zone contact. George (lQiS; 
I O'ix) did not. recognize the intrusive nature of the undeformed ultramafic-mafic 
cumulatrs along this contact with the dunite. 
An rquant, granobla.stic to porphyrocla.stic ductile deformation texture prevails 
throughout the barzburgite, dunite and transition zone lithologies of the older 
suit('. This same ddormation is het('rog~nrously developed within the layered 
gabbros, such that r.,gions of low strain preserve the primary ortho- to 
nwsorumulate ignrous textures while higher strain regions exhibit a preferred 
rlimrnsional ori('ntation of elongate grains and recrystallized and subgrain shaped 
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microstructures. George (1975; 1978) reported a distinct. abst•ncl' of 
crystallographic strain wit bin the layered gabbro, eHn within the olivine phase. 
The present author's work clearly documents the l'Xcell<'nt tectonite fabrics, with 
elongate olivine ( asp('d ratios < 14: I) bl'ing document <'d from hand s:.mpl(' and 
thin-sections of the layered oli,·ine gabbro. This dl'formation dearly occurs abon 
George's transition to undeformed lithologies in the Troodos plutonic complt>x. 
The differences in the degree or crystalline ddormation within l'a('h mint•ral pha.!H' 
o( a given rock type is depeod('nt on the rheological behaviour of thl' nrious 
mineral phases. 
Evidence of recrystallization vta progressive subgrain rot at ion nwchanism is 
suggested by the textural r~latiODS ('Vident in thin-sections o( lh<' old('r SUit.l' 
transition zone orthopyroxenitt>. 
The multiple intrusive nature of the Troodos plutonic compb, which is 
documented on the basis or field relations in Chapt('r 2, is also documented at tl1l' 
microscopic level from two regions of the plutonic complex (Section 3.7.2). The 
penetratiHly deformed and recrystallized dunite and transition zone units of the 
older suite show microscopic scale intrusive relations with the younger suite, 
isot.ropi<', undeformed clinopyroxenite-wehrlite. Many oth<>r exampl<'s of this 
relation can be found elsewhere in the plutonic complex. 
The transition from dominantly ductile to brittle deformation mechanisms, 
referred to as the deformation front , occurs at various structural-stratigraphic 
levels within the layered gabbros or the Troodos plutonic complex. This position, 
in fact, represents the structurally highest level which underwent du<'til~ 
deformation processes in the history of the complex. Through time, with 
progressive cooling (hypothetically assuming constant strain rate, stres.~, pressure 
and rheological conditions), the relative position or this front wouM have lowered 
in the sequence and units whicb had previously experience plastic now woult:t have 
developed brittle failure features in response to continued axial stresses. Likewise, 
the periodic intrusion or plutons would supply a major innux or heat to raio;e the 
temperature isograds, hence, raising the position or the derormation front. 
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The development or ductile deformation and associated transposition of contact 
margins within the younger plutons intruded abo,·e the deformation front could 
tJu•n OC'CIIr following crystallization, if the position of the ductile-brittle transition 
wNe to rise above the pluton level due to the innux of melt generated heat and if 
~pn·ading-r,Jat<'d shear stress conditions were still operating on this portion of the 
rru~tal s<'dion. A similar scenario has been documented by Dunsworth et !h 
( 19~{)) within the Lewis Hills massif of the Bay of Islands ophiolite, western 
:'\cwfounclland. Conversely, the development of brittle, tensile fault structures in 
t hf' crus tal section occurring abo,·e the deformation front, at any particular 
~patiaJ J>O!'ition in timl', WOUJd allow for fault-controlled intrusion of magma 
hodi(·s along th<'sc structurally weak zones. Fault-controlled intrusion or the 
youngN suite has bern discussed in Subsection 2.2.4. Thus, it becomes clear that 
an intNd<•p(•nd('nt rrlationship occurs between the spatial and temporal position 
of lh<' d(•formation front, periodic influx of magma bodies and the development or 
durtil<' nrsus brittle deformation features within structurally active oceanic 
crustal !'edifJOS. 
Th<' progn•ssiv<' structural transposition of primary planar and linear elements 
d 11 ring JH'm·t rat iv<' ductile d('format ion into parallelisrn/su bparallelism with the 
r(•gional fnli:ttion trrnds has dirrct applic3tion to the gt'ornetry of layering within 
th(' plutonic <'ompl<'x. Tht' geometrical patterns of fine scale layNing and major 
Jitholngi<':tl hound:uiPs cannot. be regarded as representing a paleo-horizontal nor 
lh<' original grom«>try of the bounding surfaces along which crystal accumulation 
has occurred within the magma chamber; clearly in contradiction to the 
C<lndusions of Gt'orge, pg75; p.5g), Casey and Karson, (lg81) and Greenbaum, 
(I 972A ). Also, the concordancy bet ween fine-scale cumulate layering within 
undcforrned gabbro and the foliation/layering within deformed gabbro suggests an 
original parallelism brtwe<>n this primary igneous layering and the foliation plane. 
Such a r(•lation may indicate some degree of control of the orientation of principal 
sh<'ar str<'SS<'s within a flowing magma on the development and orientation or fine-
S<'all' prim:try layl'ring and the evolution or ductile deformation features under 
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hypersolidus-subsolidus conditions (refer to Table 3.3). Thus. the l'frl'<'lS or 
penetrative deformation must be accounted for when attempting to rl'const ruct 
magma conduits and magma chamber profilt>s within a dynamic spreading regiml'. 
The fractional crystallization sequences of the older suite lay£'rl'd gabbro consist 
of (OL-CPX-OPX-PLAG+/-SP, HDL, QTZ). Variations occur in tht> n·lativc 
order of the pyroxene phases. The rl'lative ordl'r of crystallization or the 
pyroxenes may have been affected by : ( 1) penetrative ductile deformation and 
recrystallization; (2) primary magmatic flow yielding crystal mixing and 
migration; (3) xenocryst indusions from other magmas; and (4) metamorphir 
overgrowths. The problem of plagioclase inclusions within the oli\· in£', or tho- and 
clinopyroxene phases of the older suite layered oli\·ine gabbro may indi<'at.c a long 
history of plagioclase crystallization contemporaneous with the oth£'r pha...,£'s. 
However, the inclusion of the plagioclase phase within olivine during du<'lilc 
deformation and reerystallization of the olivine phase in the layered gabbro may 
also occur. Primary magmatic conditions such as plagioda.c;e notation due to the 
lower density of the plagiocllse relative to the other mafic min£'ral pha.-;cs may 
have led to the incorporation or plagioclase grains floating in the melt, possibh• 
forming nucleation ePnters for the surrounding host phases. 
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Chapter 4 
PETROGRAPHY AND CHEMISTRY 
The p<'t rographic d('scription of the unddormed, primary cumulate textures of 
th<· youngN suite intrusives are pr('sented in Chapter 4, followed by a geochemical 
('X:tlllination of the younger and older suites to determine fractionation trends and 
to drlin<'ate any ch('rnical criteria which can be used to distinguish between these 
suit<'s. The mafic-dikes arc examined in terms of their petrography and major and 
tran ch<·mistry. Mineral chemistry from a 20m. section of the layered olivine 
gahhro is discussed at th<> end of the chapter. T:;~ terminology to be used in 
dl'scrihing the primary igneous textures of the younger :.uit~ intrusives is based 
upon the nornudature of Wagrr t>t !1. (1960) and Jackson ~1961, 197'1) as 
rl·Vi<·wcd in Srrtion 3.6. 
4.1. Petrography of the Younger Suite Intrusives 
Th(' p<·trngraphi<' description and crystallization sequence of the younger suite(s) 
is pr<'s<'nted in the following section. The younger suite plutons incorporate a 
rang£' of ultr:~mafic and mafic lithologies . 
.f.l.l. The Ultramafic Cumulates 
Th£' young<•r suite ultramafic plutons consist of wehrlite, feldspat.hic-wehrlite 
lh('rzolit<', f<>ldspathic-lherzolite, clinopyroxenite and websterite compositions. 
S<·rp<•ntinization of the olivine phase varies from moderate to intense ( <98%). A 
weak to strong actinolite alteration occurs within the pyroxene phases 
( uralit izat ion). 
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The bulk of the ultramafic intrusives that occur within Zone 1 (refer to Figur<' 
2.20) are composed primarily of wt>hrlite and clinopyrox('nitt> with l('SS('r amounts 
of lherzolite, ft'ldspathic-lherzolite and wehsteritto. Tht' mintoral proportions \'tuy 
widely as exemplified by olh·ine (35-gOCO), orthopyrox<'nl' ( < 1--10('7·). 
clinopyroxene ( < 1-90% ), plagioclase (0-HCC·) and spin<' I ( < 1 '( ). 
The most striking feature of the Zone 1 Wl'hrlitic to lht'rzolitic rocks is t hl• 
common occurrencto of poikilitic, htoteradcumu•ate t<'xturcs and the gl'nt~rally 
undeformed nature of the mineral phases, including olivine. The ortho- to 
mesocumulate textures which occur along the margins of the intrusivt' boclil's hav<' 
interlocking framework (cumulate) and intercumulus phasE.'S. Oikocrysts of 
ort.hopyroxl'ne (En = 91.55-92.08) range up to 5 em in size (gen<>rally 3 em) with 
Ulliform to WE'akly undulose extinction and enclose partially r<'sorhed, roundt'd 
olivine chadacrysts (gen<'rally < 1 mm, Fo = 85.80-87 .6·1), (Figure 4-1 ). Compl('te 
mineral analysis are a\'3ilable in Appendix C-1. These olivine inclusions as wdl as 
the rounded to slightly inequant (cumulate) olivine grains ( < 1.5 mm) exhibit 
uniform to weakly extinction with subgrains and kink b:tnds ancl no Jm•f•·rrrd 
dimensional ori('ntation. Rare orthopyr'JXene oikocrysts with roundNI to 
subhcdral clinopyroxene inclusions were observed within the un<ll'formed 
lherzolite zones. The clinopyroxene phase ( < 1 rnm) occurs primarily as 1\n 
interstitial phase to olivine and also as small ( <2.5 mm) oikocrysts that <'n<'lose 
rounded olivine chadacrysts ( < .8 mm). The plagioclase pha.c;e, when prt•s<'nt, 
occurs primarily as small, undeformed interstitial grains and also as small ( < .4 
mm) inclusions within the oli\'ine, orthcr and clinopyroxene pha.c;<'s. Acc(•ssory 
spinel (<I%) occurs as small (<.5 mm), euhedral to subhE'dral, dark red-hrown, 
infrequently mottled grains which are situated either along the grain Loundari(~S 
of the olivine and orthopyroxene phases or interstitial to the clinopyroxene and 
olivine. 
The pyroxE.'nite units or the main intrusive belt (Zone 1) are composed prirn:uily 
of clinopyroxenite with lesser amounts or websterite. Modal abundances vary with 
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Figure 4-1: Poikilitic wehrlite with large, unstrained orthopyroxene 
oikocrysts and partially resorbed serpentinized olivine 
chadacrysts. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
clinopyroxene (60-95%), orthopyroxene (5-40%) and plagioclase ( <2%). The 
clino- and orthopyroxene grains are <3 mm in size (generally .5-1.5 mm), with 
uniform to weakly undulose extinction, are equant in shape and exhibit 
interlocking grain boundaries and orthocumulate textures (Figure 4-2). The 
orthopyroxene occurs both as a cumulate phase composed of euhedral to 
subhedral laths and as an interstitial phase to the clinopyroxene. Rare oikocrysts 
of orthopyroxene ( < 4 mm), with exsolution lamelle and uniform to weakly 
undulose extinction, enclose rounded clinopyroxene chadacrysts ( .3-1 mm). Two 
.r 
samples showed small ( < .4 mm) inclusions of orthopyroxene within the 
clinopyroxene grains. Accessory plagioclase ( < 1 %) occurs as an interstitial phase 
to the pyroxenes and exhibits a slightly undulose extinction and twinning. 
The younger suite intrusive pods in the NE (ZONE 2) and NW (ZONE 3) map 
area (Figure 2.20) show a range in lithologies, from feldspathic-lherzolite to olivine 
norite, depending on the relative abundances of the olivine, pyroxene and 
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Figure 4-2: Pyroxene grains from the younger suite clinopyroxenite 
showing a medium-coarse grain size, fiat to weakly 
undulose extinction, equant habit and interlocking grain 
boundaries. Bar scale = 1 mm. 
plagioclase phases. Within the NW pod, an undeformed feldspathic-lherzolite 
body outcrops that exhibits an interlocking ortho- to mesocumulate texture. The 
olivine cumulate phase (50-60%) ranges from .5 to 3 mm in size (generally 1-2 
mm) and exhibits irregular, interlocking grain boundaries, equant and uniform to 
weakly undulose extinction with minor kinkbands. Clinopyroxene (10-15%) 
occurs as <2 mm sized grains and orthopyroxene (15-20%) forms intercumulus 
grains with an occasional oikocryst development. _r The orthopyroxene oikocrysts 
are < 3 mm in size and enclose olivine, plagioclase and clinopyroxene grains. 
Both pyroxene phases show a uniform to weakly undulose extinction. Plagioclase 
( < 10%) forms both small ( < 1 mm) intercumulus grains with weakly undulose to 
uniform extinction and small inclusions within both the orthopyroxene and 
clinopyroxene phases. Anhedral accessory opaque ( < 1%, < .3 mm) occurs 
spatially associated with the olivine. 
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The NE pod (Zone 2, Figure 2.20) consists of a more differentiated feldspathic-
wehrlite to olivine norite composition. The clinopyroxene {20-30%), 
orthopyroxene (15-20%) and plagioclase {10-30%) phases show equant, ortho- to 
mesocumulate textures with interlocking grain boundaries, uniform to weakly 
undulose extinction and interstitial orthopyroxene and plagioclase phases. The 
olivine phase (20-35%) exhibits microscopic features indicative of some degree of 
plastic deformation. The olivine grains exhibit extensive development of 
subgrains and kink bands (Figure 4-3). The olivine are < 4 mm in size and in 
places contain small ( < .25 mm) plagioclase and rare orthopyroxene inclusions 
(Figure 4-3). The pyroxene phases are generally <2 mm in size. Rare 
orthopyroxene oikocrysts contain inclusions of clinopyroxene and plagioclase. The 
plagioclase occurs mainly as an interstitial phase (grain size < 1 mm) while 
euhedral to subhedral cumulate laths ranging up to 2 mm in size. 
/ 1<68 
Figure 4-3: 
/ 
Extensive subgrain and kink band (KBB) development in 
large ( < 4mm) olivine (OL) grains from the feldspathic-
wehrlite of ZONE 2. Note the plagioclase (PL) and 
orthopyroxene ( OPX) inclusions within the olivine. Bar 
scale= 1 mm. 
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The intrusive sill oC wehrlite, located just north of the maio zone of plutonism 
(Zone I, Figure 2.20), also contains some t>\'idence or ductile deft)rmation within 
the olivine phase. Ali samples taken from this sill are intensely altered but a few 
samplt>s still preserve slightly elongate olivine porphyroclasts (a....,pt•ct ratio~ <:l: I) 
with internal kink banding and subgrain de\'elopmE'nt. The dinopyroXE'n<' and 
minor orthopyroxE'ne ( <5%) cumulus grains are equant in habit with intt•rlocking 
grain boundaries. Both pyroxene phases show a weakly undulosc extinction. 
4.1.2. The Mane Cumulates 
The pyroxene-hornblende gabbro of the young<'r suite intrusi\'es is i!'otropic in 
appearance with an ortb<? to m<'socumulate texture. Interlocking cumulat(' grain~ 
dominate (70-85%) and plagioclase represents the predominant intrrstitial phas<'. 
The plagioclase (45-85%), pyroxene (orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene = <35c;.) 
and hornblende ( < 10%) phases showed uniform to WE'akly undulose extinction. 
The grain size a\·erages 1-4 mm while plagioclase laths, up to 7 mm in siz<', arl' 
present withiu the coarser grained portions or the gabbro. Interstitial (JIIartz 
( < 1 C.C) occurs in one sample and exhibits a recrystallized neobJa..,t su bstrurturc 
(neoblasts = .2-.4 mm). One of the coarser grained samples (#193) <'Xhihits a 
strong compositional zonation of the plagioclase laths (i .e.: Core - anorthite = 
An - Q.J.12 I Rim - labradorite = An - 66.46). The same sample also shows 
zonation of the primary hornblende with Ca poor and Fe-Mg rich rim 
compositions relative to the core composition (i.e.: Cote- Ca!J1.68J , Mgjl5.0IJ, Fe 
jl5.13J I Rim - Ca(l.73], Mgj18.Q4]. Fe(20.57J (wt% oxide)). Refer to App(•nclix 
C-3 for the complete mineral analysis. The primary amphibole appears &'I an 
interstitial phase that enclos~ both the plagioclase and pyroxene cumulus grains. 
An abundance of Cibrou:> actinolite alteration ( <60%) or the py!'ox<'n" and 
hornblende was noted in all samples or the gabbro. 
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4.1.3. Fractional Crystallization Sequence of the Younger Suite 
Intrusives 
The on·rall fractional crystallization scheme of the ultramafic to mafic younger 
suite intrusiv<'s, as indicated by the primary igneous cumulate textures, shows a 
sNjlll'nce of ( + /-SP)-OL-CPX-OPX-PLAG-IIBL-QTZ. This scheme duplicates 
that obsNnd for the older suite layered gabbros (refer to Subsection 3.6.3.4). 
Small but important variations on this sequence of crystallization indicate an 
onrlapping in the timing or crystallization or different mineral phases. 
ConcurrPnt cr)·stallization of the ortho- and clinopyroxt>ne phases occurs within 
thP gabbroic bodies as indicated by the cumulus grain textures and small 
indusions of clinopyroxene in orthopyroxene grains and Vlca-Yersa. Small 
phgiocla."c inclusions occur within the olivine, ortho- and clinopyroxene cumulate 
grains of the ultramafic lithologies and within the ortho- and clinopyrox('ne and 
hornh!Pnd<· phases of the mafic intrusiV('S. Analyses or the plagioclase chadacrysts 
(An = 97.!j6) within the clinopyroxene grains of sample #257 shows that they are 
of thl' sanw composition as the intercumulus plagioclases (An = 97.15) in the 
~:unpll' . Rl'fer to Appendix C-3 for complete analysis. 
4.2. Mineral Chemistry 
The minPral ch<'mistry of \'arious lithologies is examined in the following section. 
E\'id~·nce of fractionation trends within the younger and older suites is presented, 
follow<'d by an att<'mpt to d<'lineate any chemical differences for distinguishing 
b£'1Wl'l'O t h<' ign<'ous suites. Complete microprobe analyses are available in 
Appl'ndicl's n and C. None of the minerals shows any significant difference in 
mint•ral chl'mistry from grain to grain in the same sample. Likewise, no chemical 
zonation was dE:>tected within individual grains except for normal core-rim 
zonation in the plagioclase and hornblende grains of the coarse grained younger 
suih~ gabbro. Sampl(' locations are presented in MAP 1. 
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4.2.1. Fractionation Trends within the Younger Suite Plutons 
Analyses of the dinopyroxt>ne and orthopyroxt>ne phases from the young('r suitt• 
clinopyroxenitc-webstt>rite and pyroxE'ne gabbro units are plottE'd in Figun• 4·4. 
Orthopyroxenes from both the pyroxt>nite and gabbro lithologies are t'nstatitt's 
compatible with the range of orthopyroxene \'alucs in alpine pt'ridtltitt's 
(Himmelberg and Coleman, 1968). The dinopyroxene analyses fall within th(• 
diopside to endiopside (low Ca-Cpx) Cit'ld. A fractionation trt•nd from pyroxPnitt' 
to gabbro is evident within the younger suite. Doth the clinopyroxcm• and 
orthopyroxene phases show an increase in Fe content within the mort• 
differt>ntiated gabbro unit. The composition of the plagioclase in tht' 
clinopyroxE'nitc-w<'bsterite (:\n = 91.57-96.6Q) and gabbro (An = 55.35-97.91) 
lithologies (rf.>fer to Figure 4-7) likewise shows the same fractionation tr<'nd which 
is marked by the Na-enricbed rim compositions of the plagioclase within roarse 
grained gabbro vt>rsus the more Ca-rich plagioclase from th<' ft•hlspathic· 
pyroxenit<'s. 
A gt>neral fractionation trend is also observt'd for differ<'nt strudural lt'Hls of 
intrusion of the younger suite(s). The orthopyroxene and rlinopyroxt•ne 
rompositions of the young('r suite ultramafic cumulates are plotted in Figure 4-:,. 
Both pyroxene phases plot within the appropriate enstatite and diopsidc-
endiopside fields. A trend towards increased fractionation is marked hy the 
increased Fe content of the pyroxene phases within the structurally high(•r 
ultramafic pods of Zones 2 and 3 relative to the main zone of intrusion (Zone I) 
which is situated at a lower structural level in the Troodos plutonic complex. The 
same trend in fractionation is evident from analysis of the olivine component in 
the younger suite ultramafics (refer to Figure 4-13) where lower F'o 
(=Mg/Mg+Fe) values were observed to correspond to samples rrom the 
structurally higher NE and NW intrusive pods relative to Zone I. H£>fer to 
Appendix C. l.l for complete mineral analyses. 
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Figure 4-4: Part or the pyroxene quadrilateral showing analyses or 
pyroxenes rrom the the older suite transition zone and 
younger suite clinopyroxenite and gabbroic intrusives. 
4.2.2. Fractionation Trends within the Older Suite Gabbro 
RE>pr4.'sentative analyses or the clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene component.<~ of 
the oldrr suite layered olivine and hypersthene gabbro are plotted in Figure 4-6. 
The orthopyroxene phase plots within the enstatite field while the clinopyroxene 
plots as diopside. The c:n'-:>pyroxene values from both the olivine and 
hypersthene gabbro are overlapping, however the orthopyroxene phase shows a 
smooth fractionation trend that indicates an increased degree or dirrerentiation 
from the layered olivine gabbro to the layered hypersthene gabbro. 
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Figure 4-5: Part or the pyroxene quadrilateral showing analyses or 
pyroxenes from the younger suite ultramafic lithologies. 
Comparison or the orthopyroxene compositions from both the layered gabbros 
and the older suite transition zone (Figures 4-4 and 4-6) shows a progressive 
differentiation trend for the older suite, from the transition zone orthopyroxenite 
to the olivine then hypersthene layered gabbros. The same trend towards 
advanced differentiation within the layered gabbros is evident from the 
composition of the plagioclase phase (Figure 4-7). The anorthitic (An = 
Q3.37-Q7.6Q) composition or the plagioclase from the layered olivine gabbros gives 
way to a more Na-enriched bytownite.anorthite (An = 87.62-Q6.48) composition 
within the older suite layered hypersthene gabbro. 
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Figure 4-6: Part of the pyroxene quadrilateral showing analyses of 
pyroxenes from the older suite layered olivine and 
hypE-rsthene gabbros. 
4.2.3. Geochemical Comparison or the Older and Younger Suites 
Thr rht-miral rritt>ria used to try and distinguish between the younger and older 
suite are presented in the following subsection. Figure 4-8 is a plot of the Na 
\ ' NSUS Mg* (Mg* = MgXIOO/Mg+Fe) values or the clinopyroxene phase from 
both the younger and older suites. The overall trend shows higher Na/Mg* ratio 
for the older suite layered gabbro relative to the younger suite intrusives. 
However, abundant overlapping of the suites occurs with the younger suite 
cu mutates or Zones 2 and 3 ( +) and younger suite pyroxene-hornblende gabbro (0) 
falling within the broad field or the older suite layered pbbros (•) as indicated by 
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• 
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Plagioclase IAN mol %) compositions for A-Layered Olivine Gabbro Colder tulle 
B-Layered Hypersthene Gibbro <older sultel C-Feldspathlc Wehrllte-Lherzollte · 
Pyroxenite <younger sultel 0-Pyroxene-Horn.blende Gabbro (younger auitel 
NOTE: Open clr~ea repreaent analyata or plagioclase inclutlona within pyroxene 
cumulua phasea. Trlanglea reprtllnt plagloctate analyalt from cllnopyroxenlte. 
Figure 4-7: Plagioclase (An mol %) mineral analyses for samples from 
both the older and younger suites. 
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fiPld A in Figure ·1-8. The ultramafic cumulates (*) and clinopyroxenite-
WP!JstNitr- ~of the young<>r suite Zone 1 (outlined by field B, Figure 4-8) exhibit 
distinctly lo\\W ~a/~1g* ..-alu<'s than those of the more differentiat<.'d gabbroic 
units ·,f both the oldrr and younger suites. Therefore, although a broad 
distiru·ti1m can be mad<' betw<·en the suites, the lithologies with equivalent degrees 
of fractionation (i.e.: yuung<>r suite gabbro and older suite layered gabbro) cannot 
IH· SPparah•d on the basis of the Na/~fg* ratios. 
ThP Ti nrsus ~fg* cont<>nt of the clinopyrox<'ne phase in the older and younger 
suites is pl11ttt>d in Figure 4-9. In g('n('ral, Figure 4-Q t>xhibits a high Ti/Mg* 
vahH• for t h<> old<·r suite lay Ned gabbros (e), ( fit>ld A) and, conversely , a lower 
Ti/\1g* ratio for th(' yuung<>r suite. However, as obser\'Cd in Figure 4-8, the 
youngPr ~uitl• gabbro (0) and the younger suite cumulates of Zones 2 and 3 (+) 
fall within th{' samt> ":\" fi<>ld as the older suit<> layered gabbro (•) while the 
ultramafic cumulatl's (*)and clinopyroxene-websterite(~ of ZO:\"E I (as outlined 
by fiPid B. Fig. ·1.9) shows lower Ti/r-.fg* values. Thert>fore, as observed in the 
Jlfl'\' lOllS Figure 4 .8, lithologies with similar degreel\ or fractionation but from 
diffPrPnt rn:-~gmatic suites cannot be distinguishl'd on the basis of their major and 
tr:~n• t'IPIIH'nt chemistry. 
Tht• Ti nrsus Cr content of clinopyroxene from the older and youngea· suites is 
plot tt·d in (Figure ·1-10}. The high Ti/Cr values of the older suite layered gabbros 
l•l is outlinPd by fi<>ld •A•. Fil'ld •D• shows the overlap between the younger 
suitt• pyroXl'lll'-hornbl<>nd<> gabbro (o) and ZONES 2 and 3 (+)and the older suite 
layt'rt'd g3bbro (e). Fidd •c• delineates the distinctly higher Cr, lower Ti 
( <Ti/Cr) composition of the younger suite wehrlite, lherzolite and 
<'linnp)·roHnite lithologies (*,~ from Zone l. Once again, the lithologies from 
difft•rent suit{'s but of similar d('grees of fractionation cannot be separated into the 
diffPrt'nt. magmatic suit<>s. 
In Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12, the NiO (wt %) versus Forsterite (Fo) of olivine 
and the Cr :.P3 (wt <'(,) \wsus Mg* of clinopyroxene are plotted, respectively, for 
t h<> oldt•r and younger suites. 
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Figure 4-8: Na versus Mg* values of tile clinopyroxene phase from both 
the younger suite intrusives and older suite layered gabbro. 
Fields A and B are discussed in the text. 
Both Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the same overlap for lithologies from different 
suites as observed in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. Benn and Laurent ( 1Q87) have 
reported the presence of an early cumulate suite (ECS) and late cumulate suite 
(LCS) in the Caledonian Falls region, south of the present author's map area. The 
mineral chemistry fields for the ECS and LCS, as plotted by Benn and Laurent 
{1Q87), are included in Figures 4-11 and 4-12. These authors reported that on the 
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Figure 4-G: Ti versus Mg* content of the clinopyroxene phase from both 
the younger suite intrusives and older suite layered gabbrc.. 
b:L.;is of min£'ral chemistry for rocks at similar stages of fractionation, the rocks of 
th(' ECS <'an be distinguished from rocks of the LCS. They reported that the 
oli\·ines of the LCS are enriched in Ni relative to olivines from the ECS and that 
clinopyrox£'ne of the LCS are enriched in Cr relative to clinopyroxene of the ECS. 
The results of the present author's work contradict the conclusions of Benn and 
Laurent (Jg87). Figure 4-11 shows the older suite layered gabbros (e) from this 
study define a fi(')d that plots along the fractionation trend or both the older 
(ECS) and younger (LCS) suites of Benn and Laurent {1087). Also, the older suite 
layered gabbros (•) of this study, as well as the older (ECS) and younger (LCS) 
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Figure ._10: Ti versus Cr content or the clinopyroxene phase in the 
younger suite intrusives and older suite layered gabbros. 
suites of Benn and Laurent {lg87), fall within the large field defined by the 
younger intrusive suite samples of the present study. It can be seen in Figure 4- 12 
that the same result occurs within the fields of the older suite layered gabbro (e) 
in the present study, which together with the ECS and LCS of Benn and Laurent 
(lg87) plots within the field or the present studies younger intrusive suite. 
The same absence or distinct mineral chemistry Cor the younger and older suites 
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is also shown by thP plagioclase compositions. In Figure 4.7, the range in anorthite 
valu<'s (An = 87.62-07.60) of the older suite layered gabbro encompasses the 
anorthitt> range (An = 01.57-06.60) of the younger suite feldspathic wehrlite-
lherzolite-pyroxenite and core analyses of zoned plagioclase from the younger suite 
gabbro. 
The olivine composition of the older suite layered gabbro and younger 
ultramafic-mafic lithologies is presented in Figure 4-13. The younger suite 
t2 
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lithologies exhibit a wide olivine compositional range (Fo = 73.6t~g0.84) whereas 
the olivine values from the older suite layered gabbro are more Fe-rich with a 
restricted range or (Fo = 77 .58-80.87). The Fo values or the layered gabLro fall 
within the Fo range of the younger suite but the more Mg-ricb (more basic) 
nature or the younger suite olivine, particularly from the clinopyroxenite, may 
serve a.s a criterion for separating the magmatic suites in the absence of 
convincing field relations. 
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grains of younger suite melt origin within orthopyrounlte of the 
older suite transition zone <refer to Section 3 . 71. 
Figure 4-13: Olivine (Fo) values for the older suite layered olivine 
gabbro and the younger suite ultramafic intrusives. 
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4.2.4. Summary and Discussion 
In surr rnary, th<.' youngl•r and older magmatic suit<'s, whieh outcrop within tlw 
northw<.'~t<>rn quadrant of the Troodos plutonic C'omplex, cannot be distinguisht•d 
from each oth<.'r on the basis of their mint>ral chemistry. Tht• ;\;a/~tg•. Tij\tg\ 
Ti/C'r and Cr
2
0
3
j\tg• ratios of the dinopyrox<'ne and !':iO n•rsus Fo (mol"() of 
olivine from the young<'r and oldrr suit <'S show that lit hologit•s of t•qu iv ah·nt 
fractionation len) plot within the same fi<'lds. The plagioda.w and oJi,·in <' mitu•ral 
chemistries exhibit the same abs<'nre of cht'miral di~tinrtion bt•twt'l'll tht• 
magm:1tic suit<'s although the youngN suite ultramafic unit contains a mort> ~~R­
rich olivine than the older suite layert'd olivine gabbro. This ~tg-rkh uli,·itH' 
cont<'nt of the younger suite ultramafic units combin<'d with tht' anomalou~ly high 
Cr and low Ti n.lut's of th£'se rocks may be usl'ful in distinguishing tlw ultramafic 
compon£'nts of the various suitt's when the relationships art' not t'Xpost•d in 
outcrop. The distinction of suites on the basis of limitNl minPral ch('mist ry, a.s 
presl•nted by B('nn and Laurl'nt ( HJ8i), is not supportrd by the n·sults of the 
pr<.'s£'nt author's work. 
Fractionation trends are evid('n t in both the youngN and ohh·r suitl's. A 
pyroxt'nite to gabbro differentiation ean be doc umented within the youngPr suite 
as well as an overall fractionation trl' n<i towards structurally high<'r h·nls of 
intrusion of the young('r suite plutons. A l'rogrcssive diffl•rentiation tren1l from 
transition zone orthopyroxcnite to the layered gabbro is evident within lht' oldt>r 
suite. It is interesting to note that the compositions of the orthopy r o XI'JW 
porphyroda.sts and recrystallized neobla.sts from the younger suite transition zone 
are equivalent. Such a feature may indicate that the chemical composit ion of the 
orthopyroxene phase is not altered by high-tcmpNature pla.o.;tic deformation an1l 
recrystallization or that an equilibrium event may have homogenized the du~mical 
compositions of the orthopyroxene neoblasts and porphyroc)a.o.;ts (i .e .: no evidl•nce 
of reaction rims or zoning). 
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4.3. Petrography and Geochemistry of the Mafic Dikes 
Tlw ri .. td rf'lations of the mafic· dikes have been discussed in Chapter 2, Section 
2.1.:,. In thin section, the mafic dikes are aphyric to porphyritic and comprised of 
a IJII~"II<'h tPxt ur<'d ground mass composed of < .5 mm, acicular plagioclase laths 
and rPmnants of a grl'l'n pleochroic amphibole. ~ticroprobe analysis of the 
amphibole (lwrnbl<•nd<·) pha..c;e is available in Appendix D. 
Tlw n•l:\tive proportions of plagiodase to amphiboie varies as a penetrati\·e 
gm·nsrhi4 grade m<'tarnorphism has partially (4~98C.C) altered the groundmass to 
a fibrous a.ss<•mblage of actinolite and chlorite. The one porphyritic mafic dike 
s:unpl<' ( # J.') 10) consists of a completely altered ground mass of actinolite and 
minor <'hlorite which <"ndos<'s pseudomorphs after the porphyritic pha.se(s). These 
nltNed hll'bs rang<' up to 2 mm in size and are filled with a low temperature 
aiiNation a..:;s<'rnblagc consbting of talc rims surrounding core regions of talc, 
artinolit<' and chlorite with p0ssible r<'mnants of a primary(!) amphibole and/or 
pyroxt•ne. The opaqu<' phase ( <2CC·) consists of .......... 25 mm, euhedral to subhedra) 
grains spatially a..:;sodated with both the groundmass and the alteration filled 
hlt•hs. 
Th major and tra<'<' <'h·nwnt analyses of 40 mafic dike samples are available in 
:\ppPndix E. Five additional analyses ar<' included for samples of the sheeted dike 
c·ompkx which outc·rops in fault contact with the plutonic compll'X in the 
nort h<'a.,tNn map an• a (M:\P 1 ). The prime objective in analysing the dikes was 
to ch:nad<'rize th<'ir <'h<'mistry and to compare these results with the chemistry of 
t ht• Troodos sht·c·ted dike complex and pillow Jans as documented by earlier 
worhrs (i.<'.: ~toor<'s and Yine, 19i I; Pearce, 1975; Robinson et al., 1983; Malpas 
and Langdon, 1984). In 1Q82, the Cyprus Crustal Study Project drilled CY-2A 
which intt•rs<'<'ted upper pillow lavas in the first iO m of the hole and extended 
through the lowt•r pillow lavas to a depth of 68Q rn (Robinson and Malpas, 198i). 
Th<' rh<'mi<'al analys£'s of 11 representative samples of massh·e basalt, basalt dikes 
and pillow lavas from the CY-2A drill core are included for comparison with the 
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mafic dikes. Thesl' samples wt.>re chosen at ........ 70 m intt•rHis along thl' lt•ngth of 
the drill corP (dt•pths: 4A0m, 72.55m, l41.85m, 21~ .00m, 2~2 . 10m, 3t6.!l0m, 
43t78m. 502.6:>m. 576.20m, B25.30m, 66i.70m). The complt•tp <-hrmi1·al an:llyst•s 
of thesP samples art.> availabl<· in B<'dn:uz!.!:. al . (1Q~7). Mafir dike samph.• # 1501 
was collerted from a mafic dike which il ilrudes a pt)ikiliti<' wdtrlitl' pluton hnslNl 
by harz burgite in t ht.' Limas~.ol Forest r<'gion. Thl' Lima..;;sol Fort•st ma.ssif 
out<'rops to the south of the Troodos ophiolite rna..,.;;if. This samplt• wa..;; indudt•d 
in the analysis so as to compare its chemistry to the mafir dihs which intrulll' 
similar lithologies in the Troodos massif. 
In Figurl' 4- l ·l the total alkalis \'Nsus silica ,·alu<'s are plotted for the mafic dih 
sarr.ples. From Figure 4-14, the majority ({)5~- ) of thr mafi<' dik(•s fall within thl' 
tholt•iitic field . Two of the samplt's (#·1;)03 and #4501-Lima.,.sol Forrst) lie along 
the transition to the alkaline fit'ld. This trend toward an alkalir affinity is 
probably r('lated to a meta~omatir increase in the r£'btivdy mobih• alkalin<' 
elements and/or loss of silica during low-grade metamorphism of the dikrs. The 
tholf'iitir firlds outlint'd by samplt's from the Troodos sheeted dihs (Moon• and 
\'ine, 1971) and the dike-pillow lan sampl(•s from CY-2:\ (Bt'dn:uz Pl al. , Hl~7) 
are included in Figure ·1-U. The mafic dikes cl<·arly plot within the fields of 
~1oores and Yine (1{)71) and CY-2A as wt'll ~towards a mor<' basic (lo\\W Si ar11l 
higher :'\a+K) composition . Likewise, the five sheeted dike samples <-oill'cl<'d 
from the study area all plot within and/or dose to thP fi(• lds of Moores and Vine 
(1971) and CY-2A. 
The marie dikes of the Troodos plutonic complex are plotted on the AFM 
diagram in Figure 4-15. The samples from CY-2A as well as the standard 
Hawaiian tholeiitic and alkalic difrerentiation trends and the fic1r!'i for gabbro, 
diabase and pillow basalt from other well documented ophiolitPs (i.e. : Oman, 
Papuan and Bay of Islands ) are included for comparison to the Troodos mafic 
dike compositional field . 
The trend defined by the mafic dikes in Figure 4-15 follows the standard Fe-
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Figure 4-14: Total alkalis versus silica ,·ariation diagram for mafic dike 
(e) and sheeted dike (6) samples. Limassol Forest mafic 
dike sample is marked as ( o ). Heavy line is alkalic -
tholeiitic division line as defined by MacDonald and 
Katsura ( H)64). Dashed line defines the Troodos sheeted 
dike complex (after Moores and Vine, 1071. Dotted line 
defines the C)'-2A field (from Bednarz et al ., 1Q87). 
('nrirhm('nt trend and suggests a chemiral continuum between the mafic dike 
samplrs and the five samples collected from the sheeted dike complex in the study 
area. Similarly, the CY-2A field includes the more fractionated sheeted dike 
sampl('S. The m'ljority or the mafic dikes plot towards the Mg-ricb compositional 
field which indicates their primitive chemistry in comparison to the Troodos 
shcrted dikes and the field outlined for the diabase samples from the Oman and 
Day of Islands ophiolites (Norman and Strong, 1075; Malpas, 1078). The variation 
in the alkali content or the dikes may be the result or the penetrative alteration 
noted within thin sections or the samples. The Limassol Forest sample (#4501) 
plots close to the most differentiated Troodos mafic dike samples. 
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Figure 4-16: Bulk rock compositions of the Troodos mafk dikes ( • ), 
Limassol Forest mafic dike ( o ) and sheeted dike ( 6) 
samples plotted on the AFM diagram. Hawaiian alkaline 
and tholeiite trends from Malpas (1078). Dashed field 
delineates Papuan basalts and Oman and Bay or Islands 
diabase. Dotted field delineates Papuan gabbro. Dot-dash 
field delineates CY-2A samples (from Bednarz et al., 
1087). 
The relatively immobile trace elements (i.e. : Ti, Cr, Zr, Sr and Nb) have been 
used by Pearce and Cann (1071, 1073), Pearce (1075) and Bloxam and Lewis 
( 1972) to distinguish tholeiitic basalts of ocean-fioor (MORB) from island-arc 
(IAT /LKT) affinity. These elements are believed to be relatively insensitive to 
secondary processes such as low to greenschist grade metamorphism (Cano, 1070; 
Pearce and Cann, 1071). 
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In Figure 1-16 the Cr versus Y content of the Troodos dikes is presented. The 
fif'lds of mid-o<'Panic ridge (\101W) and island-arc tholeiite (IAT) basalts are from 
P•·ar('e (1980) and the CY-2.-\ fi<'ld is from the data of Bednarz et!!.: (1987). The 
fi(·ld <J,.fined by the pillow lavas, flows and diabase of the Oman ophiolite is 
n·1•1•rtPd by :\l:tba.<.;fN ('t .!U:. ( lg82). All of the Troodos mafic dikes and the five 
sh«·Ptd clih samples .:·:-:hibit an island-arc affinity, falling either within the island-
are tho!Piite fi<·ld or cowards a more primitive magma composition. The less 
primitin• Troodos sh<>eted dih samples and seven of the mafic dikes (iucluding 
# 1~,01) also plot within the island-arc field of the Oman pillow and diabase 
sa mp!Ps. 
ThP s:llll(' island-arc (low pota.;;sium tholl•iite) affiniry of the Troodos mafic dikes 
is s('rn in th<> Ti nrsus Cr variation diagram of Pearce (19i5), (Figure 4-17). The 
fi(·lds of magma compositions occupied by the Troodos upper pillow lavas and the 
l11wrr pillow lavas and sh<>eted dihs were defined by Pearce (19i5), based upon 
data from Pl'arce and C'ann ( Hli3). All of the dike samples fall within the island-
arc, low pot:~"~ium tholriite (LKT) field. The samples from CY-2A and the 
sl.t·!'led dikrs in the prest•nt study area plot within the range of the lower pillow 
lav:\s. ~lost of the mafic dike samples lie either within or towards a more 
pri111itiH ( >Cr , <Til composition than the Troodos upp('r pillow lava (l'PL) 
fi«·ld . Th(' firlds of magma compositions occupied by the Troodos upper pillow 
lava-" and th(' lower pillow lavas and sheeted dikes were defined by Pearce (1Qi5), 
h:tst·d upon data fwrn P<'arce nnd Cann (Hl73). 
Thl' Ti nr~us Zr variation diagram of Pearce and Cann {1973), (Figure 4-18) 
shows tht• sam£' corr<>lation between the Troodos mafic dikes and the field defined 
by Pl•arc<> ( Hl'i5) for the Troodos upper pillow lavas. Both types of dikes exhibit 
thl' samr LKT affinity although the mafic dikes again show a more primitive 
( <Ti , <Zr) composition. Pearce (1Qi5) suggested that the upper pillow lavas 
most rl'Sl'ntble the primitiv~ basalt of island-arcs with melts being derived from 
r<'frartory mantle. The CY('D more primitive composition of the Troodos mafic 
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Figure 4-16: Cr versus Y variation diagram (after Pearce, 1Q7.)) for the 
Troodos dikes. Symbo!s as in Figure 4 .12. Fields of 
magma composition oecupied by basalt of the mid-ocran 
ridge (MORB) and island arc tholeiite (IAT) affinities 
after Pearce ( 1 Q80). Solid line delineates n~~ld of basalts 
from the Oman ophiolite (after Alabaster, 1Q82) while 
dot-dash line delineates Cy-2A samples (from Bednarz ':t 
&.. 1Q87). 
dikes indicates a derivation from a residual mantle source already highly depleted 
in the incompatible elements (i.e. : Ti, Zr, Cr, etc.). The CY-2A sampl~ from 
Bednarz~ al. (1Q87) define a field that is compatible with the lower pillow lavas 
of Pearce (lg75). 
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Figure 4-17: Ti versus Cr variation diagram (after Pearce, 1075) for the 
Troodos dikes. Symbols as in Figure 4.12. Heavy line 
S('parates ocean-floor (MORB) from low-potassium 
tholeiite (LKT) affinities. Dash line delineates the field or 
the Troodos upper pillow la,·as and dotted line represents 
the field or the Troodos sheeted dikes and lower pillow 
lavas (after Pearc(', 1075). Dot-dash line delineates CY-2A 
samples (from Bednarz et !h. Hl8i). 
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In Figure 4-10 the MgO- FeO• variation diagram (after Jakes and Gill, 1970) 
shows the mafic and sheeted dike samples of the present study in relation to the 
fi('lds of the uppN and lower pillow lavas as defined by Robinson ~ al. ( 1983) and 
the field or the CY-2A samples. The Mariana arc boninite field and the island-arc 
tholeiite trend are tahn from Robinson et al. (1983). The work or Robinson et al. 
(lg8J) has shown a com•lation between the Troodos lower pillow lavas and 
evolved arc-tholeiites (Figure 4-1g) and the Troodos upper pillow lavas and a 
boninitic suite (Figure 4-10). The Troodos basaltic rocks are less mafic than the 
typical boninite and represent liquids from which olivine and clinopyroxene have 
been removed (Robinson et al., }g83). The CY-2A samples span the field or both 
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Figure 4-18: Ti versus Zr ••ariation diagram (arter Pt'arct> and Cann, 
1 Q73) for the Troodos mafic dike sampl<'S ( • ). Symbols as 
in Figure 4.12. Fields D and B = OC('aD floor basalts, A 
and B = island arc basalts, C and B = calr-alkali ba.o;alts. 
Fields of the Troodos upper pillow lavas and lower pillow 
la\·as plus sheeted dikes delineated by dottrd and dasht•d 
lines, resp('ctively (after Pearct>, 1Q75). Samplrs from 
CY-2A delineated by dot-dashed field (from Brdnarz et 
!L. 1Q87). 
the upper and lower pillow lavas. Malpas and Langdon (IQIH) rrported av.-rag('d 
ultrabasic rock, komatiite, olivine basalt and aphyric basalt compositions from the 
upper pillow lava suite. These compositions are plott('d on Figure 4-1Q. Malpas 
and Langdon ( 1984) concluded that these rocks of the upper pillow J .. va suite were 
derived from a highly depleted melt (a melt equivalent in compo!.ition to basaltic 
komatiites) by mainly olivine fractionation . Differentiation within high-level 
magma chambers, involving ........ 25% olh·ine fractionation, would result in the 
range of magmas observed in the field (Malpas and Langdon, 1Q84). A liquid with 
boninitic affinities (-19% MgO) was proposed by Malpas and Langdon (1984) to 
approach the primary melt composition for the upper pillow lava suite. The 
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ruafir dik(' samples from the plutonic complex t'xhibit a primitive, high-.\fg 
b,,uinitic affinity. Two of the mafic dike samples plot within the upper pillow 
l:n·a fiPld of H(1binson •·t !L. ( 198.3) and close to the aphyric basalt composition of 
\1alpa.s and Langdon ( 198j). However, the majority of the mafic dikes show more 
d,.pJI'I l'd . ..;t rongly Mg-enriched parental melt compos it ions and plot along the 
<;arrw fractionation lr<'nd as defined by ~1alpas and Langdon (1984) for the olivine 
ult raba.sir·knmatiite-ba."altic rocks of the upper pillow lava suite. It is clear from 
Figun· ·1-Hl, that on the ba.c;;is of major el('rnent chemistry, the mafic dikes of the 
plutonic cornpl(•x r<'present chemical equivalents of the most primitive melt. 
<"olllJiflsitions <•f the structurally overlying upper pillow lava suite. It is int<'resting 
to not•· th:~t th<' rn:tfic dike sarnpl('s of th<' present study span the compositional 
gap hdwt>Pil th<' kornatiitf' and ultrabasic rock samples of \blpas and Langdon 
( Hlxt). 
Figur<' t-:?0 shows the low TiO::!, MgO-ri<'h composition of the upper pillow lavas 
( Hohinson ~ al. ( Hl~:l) and th<'ir affinity to the fi<'ld of the Mariana arc boninite 
~uitP . Tit!' CY-2:\ sampks plot. as upprr pillow lavas with a. trrnd towards the 
lu\\<·r pillow lava composition. The sh<'eted dike samples from th<' pres<'nt study 
an·a li(• within th<' transit:on from uppl•r to lower pillow lavas {Figure 4-20). The 
m:tfit' d ihs of t ht• prl',f'n t study ar<'a show the same strong correlation with the 
upp<·r pillow lava." of Robinson f>t nl. ( 1983), the arc boninite suite of Meijer 
( lfi~O) and tlw primitive melt compositions of the aphyric basalt to ultrabasic 
rocks of th'.' uppN pillow lava suite as d<'fined by Malpas and Langdon (1984). 
Th<' anomalously ~1g0 enriched and Ti02 dPpleted chemistry of the mafic dikes 
iudi<"at<'s an <'Xtr<•nwly primitive parental melt composition and d<'rivation from a. 
rPsidual mantle source which has undergone considerable partial melting and 
d<'pletion during pr<'vious magma extraction(s). 
In Figure 4-20, a continuous trend is evident from the upper pillow lava arc 
tholeiites to the more primitive upper pillow lavas through to the extremely 
primitive mafic dike composition. Such a trend may indicate successive 
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Figure 4-1 Q: MgO - FeO* \' ariation diagram (after Jahs and Gill, 
lQiO) showing the mafic dike ( •) and sh€'eted dike ( 1:::.) 
samples from the present study in relation to t he fi(•lds of 
the Troodos uppe r pillow lavas (dotted line) and lower 
pillow lavas (dashed line), Mariana Arc bonin ite su ite (dot-
dash line) and lA T trend (after Robinson et al.. 1 Q83). 
The dot3-dasht>d line delineates the field of CY-2A 
samples (from Bednarz et !L, 1Q87). Averaged ullrabasic (fll), 
komatiite ([!j, olivine basalt (iQ and aphyric basalt (8 
values from Malpas and Langdon (JQ84). 
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df'ri'"ati(JD of progressively depleted melt compositions during multistage partial 
m(·lt ing of the same mantle source. Each incremental melting event would yield a 
r,rogrpssiHly more primitive melt composition. Additional REE and isotope data 
are rt•quired to further model the source region of the mafic dikes and to establish 
tht·ir g('netic relationship to the structurally onrlying sheeted dike complex and 
pillow lava suite(s). 
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Figure 4-20: MgO - Ti02 variation diagram of the Troodos mafic and 
sheeted dike samples. Symbols as in Figure 4.12. The 
£ields of the upper pillow lavas (dotted line) and )ower 
pillow lavas (dashed line) from Robinson et !L 1983. 
Volcanic suites: A = Galapagos rift (Byerly et !L 1976); B 
= 'Mariana baek-arc basin (Wood et al., 1980; Hart et al., 
1072); C = Tonga arc (Ewart and Bryan, 1972) and D = 
Mariana arc boninite suite (Meijer, 1080). The 
dot3-dasbed field delineates the CY-2A samples (from 
Bednarz et al., 1987). Dot-dashed field delineates the 
upper pillow Java suite of Malpas and Langdon (1984). 
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In summary, th(' Troodos mafi<' dihs Pxhibit a typical tholt•iitir afrinity on IH1th 
the ABf and ="'a::?O+K20 Hrsus Si02 diagrams. The C"r wrsus Y, Ti nrsus Cr 
and Ti vrrsus Zr variation diagrams shew an isl:md-arr thPit'iitir nwlt <'om posit ion 
for the mafic dihs. Wht'n <'Ompar<'d to the Troodos upp<'r and lowpr pillow lava..-. 
in the Ti02 - \fgO diagram, thE.' ~hect('(l dikE> samples from thE.' study art':\ plot 
along the transition b£'hH'E.'D the uppE.'r and lowE.'r pillow bvas while thP mafie 
dikes cxhibit a more primitive pan•ntal mclt <'omposition equi\'alPnl to tht• 
primitive compositions defined by Malpa." and Langdon ( Hl~t) for tht• ultraba..;k 
to aphyric basalt compositions of their uppt.>r pillow lava suit<'. Thc anomalnusly 
!\fg-rirh and Ti dcplct cd <'hernistry of the mafic d ihs indirates an t•x t rt•nlt'ly 
primitive parental melt composition derived from a rrsidual mantlt• suur<'t' whidt 
l.ad undrrgone previous partial mdting and magma rxtradion ('\'Pots. On th<' 
basis of th(' compatibility of the major and trace elenwnt rhcmistry from tlH' 
mafi<' dihs and that of the upp<·r pillow lava suite (~falpa." and Langdon, HIRI), 
the mafic dik('S of the plutonic romplex arE.' int<'rpr(•tr«< to rrprrs<'nt ttu• fPt•llt•r 
dikes to the structurally O\'(•rlying upper pillow la,·a.". Additional HEE antl isotopt• 
chemistry is r<'quir('d to furth<>r dl.'finE.' the g<'n<'tic <'(lrr<'lation brhH'('Il tht• ba ... alti<" 
units and to modrl the sour<'e n•gion of thrs<' prirnitiH nH"lt(s) . 
4.4. Mineral Chemistry of!. Section through the Layered Olivine 
Gabbro 
:\ gro<'h('mical study of a small section through the layNrd olivine gahhro wa.-. 
u ndrrtaken as an initial st<'p in the investigation of ph a. 'it' rl~t•mist.ry v:uiations in 
the oldrr suite gabbros of the Troodos plutonic complex. A section of the lay..r('(l 
olivine gabbro, which outcrops in a roadcut located just north of the Esso Galata. 
RiHr ( MAP 1 ), was sampled in d{'tail over a 20 m section which was 
orientated normal to the attitude of the multiple rhythmic layering. The layered 
olivine gabbro in this section dips consistently 35°-45° to 215°-22.~0 . A total of :J!) 
orientated samples were collected at a 50 to 100 ern spacing. An incr(':L'iC in the 
sample number (from 4560 to 45Q6) corr.-sponds to a structurally lower position in 
the section. 
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The layered gabbro which outcrops in the sampled section exhibits a strong 
rhythmic pha.c;e lay.:•ring with individual layers extending continuously along strike 
for up to 20 m. The fractional crystallization sequence of OL-CPX-OPX-PLAG, 
a.s donanH·nt('d for the layered gabbro in Chapter 3, is also prest>nt throughout 
this <;Pe-l ion of the layered olivine gabbro. Plagioclase occurs as both a cumulate 
:11HI intNCilllllllus phase while the clinopyroxene represents a dominant cumulus 
ph:L-.;t•. Plagiocl~e abo app<'ars as xenocrysts within olivine (wbNe present) and 
dino- and ort hopyronne whereas clinopyroxene inclusions were obserYed within 
ort hoppoX('IIC and plagioda.-;e. The oliYine occurs as a cumulate and 
iult·rr·umubtt> phase in a few sampl{'5. Orthopyroxene occurs as a cumulate and 
illll'fl"llllllllat<' ph:Lc;e whcr{'as rare inclusions of Orthopyroxene within 
clin"pyroHn~ may indicate local ren·rsals in the order of crystallization. The 
primary ort h~ to mcsorumulate textures of the layered olivine gabbro are 
\:Hiahly on•rprinted by subsolidus deformation in this sample section . Detailed 
(ksnipt ion and discussion of ,·arious aspects of the layered gabbro bas been 
pn·sPiltt·d in St•clions 2.2.3 and 3.6.3. 
\lit·rnprolw analysps Wt' fl' conducted on the least deformed cumulate phases. 
( 'ht·(·ks for <>h·nwnt zonation within the mineral phases were made in a number of 
sampl<'s (:\ppt·nclix .\-5). At least 4 analysis f mineral phase / thin seetion were 
compll'l<'d for the study unl{'ss otherwise noted in Appl'ndix AI to A·i. ~o 
~i~nificanl cht·mical zonation, <'ithN normal or reHrse, was found to occur within 
any of the mim•ral ph3Srs. The !isting of the microprobe analyses (in Wt.~"(:, 
oxidt') is prt•st•nted in App{'nJicf's Al-A4 for each mineral phase (305 analyses in 
total). 
The primary conclusion to be drawn rrom the microprobe analyses of the 
various minNal ph:lSes, is a distinct absenre or cryptic layering over the 20 m 
st•rtion of the lay{'red gabbro, even though a well developed phase layering occurs 
in this st•d ion. The plagioclase phase chemistry exhibits a constant anorthite 
composition (Figure -t-21) with a limited range in An (mol %) values from 93.70 
16Q 
to 9i .35 (one anomalous core in !'ample #4595 yieldt'd an An = 98.10). This nl't 
change in tht> C'a-~a content of the plagiodast' phase of difft•rent samplt•s (.OAn = 
·t.35) bar<·ly t'xreeds the maximum compositional sprt'ad of An \·altu•s within 
individual samplrs (i.e. : 4 .-\n = 3 for # 4590, 4 An = :!.86 for # ·&5;~; rdt•r to 
Figure j-21 and .-\ppmdix .-\ .3). The cakium rich anorthitic composition or tht• 
pbgiod:tSe may sugg<'st that the magma(s), from whirh this st'ction of tlw layt•rt•d 
gabbro was derin~d. had undNgone minimal fractionation prior to th<' 
deH>Iopm<'nt of this cumulate seC'tion. The consistt.•nt chemical composition also 
suggests an absence or multiple magma influx (i .<'. : magma rt'plt•nishnwnt) during 
the dcnlopm£'nt of this 20m S<'ction. 
The olh·ine pba.-.e also <'Xhibits a restricted cht•rnical range with ~1g-rich 
(forsterite) compositions (Fo = ;i.OJ-80.90) throughout the s:unplt•(l st~d ion 
(Figure 4-22). The range in Fo valut's bt'tWet'n samplt•s ( 6 Fo = 2.0i ; rt·fpr to 
Figure 4-22 and App('ndix :\..t) is again nry clos(• to the maximum spn•ad in Fo 
valu<'s within individual samples (i .P. : 6 Fo = 2.2t in samplt> #4;,;:,). The Mg-
rich content of the oli,·ine phase al:::o indicat<'s the un lliffer<'ntiatt·d nat.urt> or tlw 
magma prior to crystallizing this S('ction or gabbro. Thl' compositional rangt>S or 
the olivine and plagiocla.<;e phases are compatible with fractionation at a 
t<'mpNature range of ......_,1500-1600 C for I ATM. (\ox f't !!1. HliO). Th" 
~tnO(wt.CC) and :'\iO(wt.CO) content of the olivine pha.w (Figure ·t-2:l and Figurt> 
·1·24, resp<'ctively) likewise show no significant variation within and lH'tWt'f'll 
samples. The variations in th£'se oxide abundan<'<'S are within the . l '?v d1:tcction 
limit of analysis. 
The Mg*=~fgxl00/~1g+Fe (mol.%) value of the dinopyroxt·ne phase 
throughout the 20 m section exhibits no systematic variation (Figure 4-25). A 
maximum spread in the Mg* value between samples, from R2.31 to R6.89 
( 4 Mg* = 4.58), is only slightly greater than the change in Mg* content exhibited 
within individual samples (4 Mg*=2.88 for 4571 ), excluding sampk-s #4500 and 
#45Q6. From Figure 4-25, it is apparent that one rim analysis from each of 
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Figure .f-21: Plagiodase (An mol%) values over a 20 m section through 
the layered olivine gabbro. 
~arnplrs # ·t5gO and # ·t5g6 gave anomalously high Mg• numbers (88.5 and 88.28, 
rPsp('di,·ely). This is due to the correspondingly lower Fe content of the rim 
analysis (#4SgO=Fe a.gl and #4Sg6=Fe 3.gs) versus the matching core analysis 
( #45g0=Fe 5.54 and #4Sg6=Fe 5.37). This type of reverse zonation is not 
observed elsewhere in the layered gabbro samples. The 
Cr•=CrxlOO/Cr+Fe*(mol.%) nlue, a sensitive indicator of fractionation in 
clinopyroxene, likewise shows no significant variation between or within samples 
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Figure 4-22: Olivine (Fo mol%) values on•r a 20 m section through the 
layered olivine gabbro. 
(Figure 4-26). The maximum 4)cr• value between samples equals Cr• =3 whereas 
the "Cr• within individual samples equals Cr'=2.2. Three samples (#4a90, 
#4591 and #45g2) show a few analyses with anomalously higher Cr• values, 
however, the bulk of the analyses for these samples fall within the range exhibited 
throughout the remainder of the section. Thus, the increased Cr• content in the 
clinopyroxene phase or these three samples refiects I.D inhomogeneous Cr content 
within individual samples rather than a significant variation in magma 
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Figure 4-23: Olivine (MoO wt% ) nlues over a 20 m section through 
the layert>d olivine gabbro. 
composition. The minor oxides, Na20{wt..%), Ti02(wt.% ) and MnO(wt.%), 
(Figure 4-27, Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-29) also exhibit insignificant variation 
within and between sampl('S, with all elemental ranges falling within a +/-.1% 
detection limit. 
The orthopyroxene phase exhibits the same consistent mineral chemistry for 
both the major oxides (i.e. : Mg*, Figure 4-30) and trace oxides. 
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Figure 4-24: Olivine (NiO wt% ) values over a 20 m sedion through the 
layered olivine gabbro. 
In conclusion, a distinct absence of chemical zonation exists within the various 
mineral phases or the layered gabbro section. Point traverse analyses across 
representative cumulus phases in a number or samples (refer to Appenliix A-5) 
show no significant elemental (major or trace) variation across the grains and low 
homogeneity indexes (ill=.07 to 5.33). 
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Figure 4-26: Clinopyroxene (Mg* mol% ) values over a 20 m section 
through the layered olivine gabbro. 
Core and rim analyses were conducted for each mineral phase per slide, where 
possible, as is represented in the analyses descriptiN!:l in Appendix Al to A5. 
Calcium-rich rim analysis are noted for one p'l!giodase grain in samples #4588 
and #4590. However, this minor rever~e zonation (6 An= 1.5 rim-core) is not 
observed for other grains from the same samples. Core and rim olivine analysis 
show no significant zonation with a maximum change in the Fo value between 
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Figure 4-28: Clinopyrox('ne (Cr* mol%) values over a 20 m section 
through the layered olivine gabbro. 
core and rim =.37. Reverse zonation of the Mg:Fe content is noted for one 
clinopyroxene grain in each or samples #4590 and #45Q6, however, the main bulk 
or clinopyroxene analyses show no significant chemical zonation in all samples. 
In conclusion, phase chemistry variation is not detected at a rme scale (50-100 
em spacing) over the 20 m section through the rhythmically layered olivine 
gabbro. Ch('mical fractionation trends may, however, be present on a broader 
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Figure 4-27: Clinopyroxene (Na20 wt% ) values over a 20 m section 
through the layered olivine gabbro. 
scale within the Troodos plutonic gabbro section. Hence, ruture investigations or 
this type should initially incorporate a wider sample spacing to delineate any 
major variation trends. As a cautionary note, the field relationships delineating 
between older and younger suites must first be completed berore any apparent 
chemical trends could be correlated to magmatic fractionation processes within 
the gabbroic suite rather than multiple magma batches or multiple intrusion of 
distinct magma sources. 
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through the layered olivine gabbro. 
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Chapter 5 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
Throughout this thesis, at the end of each chaptE-r or major S<'ction, th<' o\'(•rall 
conclusions of the fiPld relations, structural relations and chemical <'harach·ristics 
have been summarized, discussed and/or compared to the results cf pwvious 
workers. Therefore, in this final chapter, these conclusions will be pr<'s<'nlcd m 
point form to allow the reader easy access of the main results of the work . 
\\'riling of the thesis has been approached from the field r<'lationships, which 
provide a major component of the work, followed by the strurtural and 
geochemical aspects that lend support to the conclusions from the field 
observations. Lihwise, the review of the results of th<' work will folkw th<' same 
progrps.c;;ion from field aspects through to the supporting structural and chemical 
critHia. In ending, a schematic representation of the geology of the Troodos 
plutonic complex is presented with a discussion on the present setting of the 
complex. 
On the basis of the investigations carried out within the northwestern quadrant 
of the Troodos plutonic complex, the following conclusions have evolved: 
1. The Troodos plutonic complex is composed of spatially and temporally 
distinct magmatic suites, the older of which exhilits a .. type• ophiolite 
stratigraphy (Geotimes, 1Q73) and a penetrative, high-temperature ductile 
deformation fabric. The lithological units of the older suite are intruded and 
truncated/disrupted by a series of post-kinematic plutons which together 
constitute the younger suite(s). The last stage of magmatism within tbis section 
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of the Tro()dos plutonic complex is marked by the intrusion of mafic dikes into 
both the younger and older suites. 
2. The younger suite plutons, pods, sills and dikes are composed of ultramafic-
marie lithologies (i.e.: w('hrlite, feldspathic-wehrlite, lherzolite, fE>Idspathic-
lherzolit(', dioopyroxenite, websterite, and pyroxene-hornblende gabbro). These 
intru~ive bodies are charact<'ristically undeformed and isotropic. exhibiting 
primary cumulus textures {i.e.: poikilitic, heteradcumulate, ortho- to 
rnesocumulatc) with only minor kink banding and undulose extinction in the 
nlivin<'s and pyrox('nes in a few o'Jtcrops. 
3. lligh-tempNature plastic deformation is penetratively developed within the 
harzburgit<', dunite and transition zone and heterogeneously denloped within the 
l:ly('r<'d gabbro of the older suite. The deformation is documented on the mega, 
lfl('SO and microscopic leHI. The consistent, steep to subvertical foliation is coaxial 
wi~h both the large-scale infolding or the harzburgite-dunite boundary and 
para...,it ic minor folds. The position 0f the transition from ductile deformed 
m<'lacumulates to undeformed cumulates was previously reported by George 
( 1975, ltl~ · · to occur across a 500 m wide gradation from dunite to transition 
U•iJ<' lithologies. The present mapping, however, clearly shows that the contact 
bet ween these two units is of an abrupt intrusive nature and marks the sharp 
change from older suite dunite to younger suite isotropic wehrlite intrusives. 
George ( 1975, 1978) reported that the change to undeformed cumulates occurr .!d 
within the transition zone. Within this transition zone, the strain was thought to 
have bN'n accommodated by an interstitial melt and that a distinct absence of 
cryst-alline strain was reported by George (1975; 1978) to occur even within the 
olivine phase of the layered gabbro. The results of the present study clearly 
contradict the previous author's conclusions. Sections of the 1:-yernd olivine 
gabbro are strongly tectonized (aspect ratios < 14:1) and the dunite and wehrlite 
share an intrusive contact with deformation occurring within the older dunite 
prior to the intrusion of the younger suite wehrlite pluton. 
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4. The highest position of the deformation front, rt>presenting tht> tran~ition 
from ductile to brittle deformation mechanisms within the ophiolite, occurs at 
various strurturaJJeveJs within the layered gabbro SE.'C"tion of the \'roodos plut.onir 
complex. in general, the position or the dt>formation front changes with tim~ 
dep<>nding upon flu~tuations in the t<>mpt>rature gradi<'nts, pr('SSUre and strain 
rates during the history of crustal accretion. That is, domains that han• 
undergone ductile deformation will yield to britt!~.' fai!url.' ml.'chanisms during 
continued stress conditions as progressive cooling result.s in th<' lowering of the 
deformation front. Likewise, periodic magma intrusions will supply a h<'at influx 
to raise temperature gradients in the acrreting crustal S<'ction and thNeby raising 
t be posit ion or the deformation front. Ductile d<'formation and associat<'d 
transposition of contact margins could occur following crystallization or th<'sc 
intrusive plutons if the position of the ddormation front were to rise due to h<'al 
influx and rise in the tl.'mp<'rature gradients during continued spr<'ading-r<'lat<'d 
shear str<'SS conditions. A similar scenario bas been documt>nted by the author 
within the Lewis Hills massif of the Bay of Islands ophiolite, Newfoundland 
(Dunsworth et !1,. 1086; Dunsworth, in prt'p.). 
5. A multiple magmatic history for the Troodos plutonic complex is marked hy 
the pres<>nce or spatially and temporally discrete magma chambers which intrud<', 
and for the most part, occupy the former position of the older suite transition 
zone as well as intruding into both the underlying dunite and harzburgitc and the 
structurally overlying layered gabbros. These intrusive relations arc also 
documE'nted on the microscopic scale in thin sections from two regions or the 
plutonic complex where deformed and recrystallized dunite and transition zone 
lithologies are intruded by underormed clinopyroxcnitc-wehrlite. 
6. The majority of t.be older suite transition zone and portions of the dunite and 
layered gabbro have been removed by a combination of large scale faulting during 
accretion of this section of the oceanic crust and by intrusion/assimilation or the 
younger suite intrusives. The main bulk or younger suite plutonism has focused 
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along large (axial graben!) fault structures that developed within the older suite 
following a lowering of the deformation front (i.e.: cessation of plastic deformation 
in this section of the plutonic complex). Thus, the younger suite represents 
variably fault-controlled magma chambers of vt iious sizes that exhibit varying 
spatial and tl.'mporal relations relative to the position of the deformation front. 
These Jarg(~ scale fault structures in the plutonic complex, which may be situated 
in any spatial position above the deformation front t.hrough time, would allow for 
fault-controllt-d intrusion of magma bodies along these zones of structural 
weakness. Therefor~.', an intN-relationship exists between the position of the 
d(•forrnat ion front, periodic influx of magmas and development of ductile versus 
brittle d('forrnation features within structurally active crustal accretion regimes. 
Ttws<• large-scale hults appear to correlate well with the graben structures 
mapp<'d by Varga. and Moores (1985) within the sheeted dike complex and upper 
gabbros nt-ar Kakopetria. J'.;o evidence of contractional faults or thrust repetition 
was id<'ntified in the northwestern quadrant of the plutonic <'omplex (.MAP 1); 
contrary to the report by Dortolotti ('t!.!:. (1976). 
7. The ultramafic cumulates, interpreted by previous workers (i.e.: Wilson, 
HJ.'"J{); Ga."s, 1967; Grt>enbaum, l9i2A; Moores and Vine, 1971; Allen , 1975 and 
(;porgl.', 1{)75; 1978) to represent the transition or critical zone of the ophiolite 
sPC}ll<'nCl', in fact represent the main zone along which concentration of the 
youngN suit<' intrus ions occurred. Likewise, the previous concepts of Allen (1975) 
regarding the large s<'ale geometry of the plutonic complex are incorrect. Allen 
( lf.l75) moddled the geometry of the Troodns plutonic complex on the basis of 
cyclrs of crystal ac<'umulation with gradational contacts within a major magma 
<'hambcr that was periodically replenished by magma batches. Allen's cycles were 
bru-t'd upon min~ral <'ht'mistry sections that p.lSsed through both the older and 
young<'r magmatic suit('S in the pr('sent !>tudy area. Allen did not recognize the 
m:tgmatic relations b<>tween older and younger suites in this region of the Troodos 
plutonk complex nor did he realize the spatial relations and geometry of the main 
zone of plutonism (ZONE 1). Allen (1975) did, however, recognize the small 
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ultramafic plutons in the layt>red gabbros (ZONES 2 and 3) wbi<'h ht> l'qu:r.tt>d 
with small magma chambers which intrude at high len•ls inti) an oth<.'rwist 
•typical• ophiolite stratigraphy (Geotimt>S, 1973). 
8. The mair zone (ZONE 1) of younger suite plutonism within tht> northwl'stt>rn 
Troodos plutonic complex exhibits crosscutting relations and frartionation trt>nds 
indicative of multiple intnsion within this main zone of younger intrusiVl'S. Tht> 
ZONE 1 intrusives and the host older suite dunite (+/- lay<.'rcd gabbro) Y.{'re, in 
turn, intruded by an undeformed gabbroic carapace of an even d{'{'pcr-sC'att>d 
evolving magma <'hamber (refer to Map 1, cross-s{'ctions A-A' and B-D'). 
9. An E.>quant granoblastic to porphyrocJastic microfabric prevails m the 
harzburgite, dunite and transition zone lithologies. Higher strain domains in the 
laye-red gabbro exhibit preferred dimensional orientations or elongate grains, 
recrystallization and subgrain development whereas in the lower strain to 
undeformed domains, the primary ortho- to mesocumulate igneous textures 
dominate. Recrystallization via subgrain rotation mechanism is suggC'Sted by the 
microfabric features of the oldt>r suite transition zone orthopyroxenite. 
10. Transposition of planar and rare linear igneous features during ductile 
d{'formation into orientations parallel/subparallel to the regional foliation has 
direct consequence-s on the geometry of fine and large scale layering and 
lithological contacts within the plutonic complex. This conclusion contrasts with 
the results of George (1975, p. 59), Casey and Karson (1981) and Greenbaum 
( 1972A). The geometrical patterns of the layering and major lithological 
boundaries within penetratively ductile deformed set:tions of the plutonic complex 
cannot be used to model paleo-horizontal surfaces nor the original geometry of 
bounding surfaces of magma chambers (i.e.: walls, roofs, floors) along which 
crystals accumulated. Instead, the present day orientations of these features 
represent a structurally transposed and variably modified geometry controlled by 
the orientation of the stress fields within the plastically Oowing accreting crustal 
section. 
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11. The cnncordancy between fine-scale cumulate la~·ering in the undeformed 
gabbro and the layering/foliation in tectonized gabbro may suggest an original 
paralldism between the igneou~• layering and foliation plane and may indicate 
soml• ch•gree of control of the origi1ial orientation of prindple shear stresses in a 
flowing magma on the development and orientation or fir.e-scale primary layering 
and the evolution of ductile deformation features under hypersolidus-subsolidus 
conditions. Thus, t>ffects of per.etrative deformation must be accounted for when 
att<'mpting to reconstruct the profile or magma conduits and overlying magma 
<·hambNs ;,, o dynamic spreading regime. 
12. The fractional crystallization sequence of the older suite layered gabbro is : 
Olivine->Ciinopyroxene->Orthopyroxene->Plagiodase +/- Hornblende (+/-
Quartz). This s<'quence may be affected by (a) penetrat h·e ductile deformation 
and recrystallization, (b) primary magmatic flow yielding crystal mixing and 
migration, {':.') xenocryst inclusion from other melts and (d) metamorphic 
overgrowths. The presence of plagioclase inclusions in the olivine and pyroxene 
ph:lS<'S of the layered gabbro may indicate a long history of plagioclase 
crystallization contemporaneous with the other phases and may be indicative of 
higher pr<'ssurc fractionation (Elt.hon et !L, 1982). However, plagioclase inclusions 
also occur in olivine during recrystallization. Likewist>. plagioclase flotation may 
ll'ad to the incorporation of plagioclase grains floating in a melt and possibly 
forming nucleation centers for other mineral phases. 
13. The younger suite ultramafic-mafic lithologie:; exhibit the same fractional 
crystallization sequence as the older suite layered gabbros and textural features 
sugg<'st ing simultaneous crystallization of the clino- ant:! orth( pyroxene phases in 
the )·oungN suite isotropic gabbro. 
1·t. El('ct ron mi<-roprobe analyses of the mineral phases from both the older and 
younger suites show little change in composition from grain to grain for each 
phase and no c.-hemical zonation within individual grains except ror normal core-
rim zonation in the plagioclase and hornblende grains of the coarse grair:.ed, 
younger suite pyroxene-hornblende gabbro. 
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15. Fractionation trends are evident within the mint>ral chemi~try of both tht> 
older and younger suites. Fe-enrichment O<'curs within the pyroxene <'ompositions 
of the younger s•!ite chnopyroxenite-websterite to pyroxene-hornbl.:-nde gabbro. 
Likewise, a general fractionation trend oc<'urs towards structurally higher level~ of 
the younger suite intrusion as marked by Fe-enri<-hment of the pyroxen<' and 
olivine compositions in the ZONE 2 and 3 pods relative to the ZO!'JE 1 plutons. A 
progressive differentiation trend in the older suite is t>Vident, on the basis of the 
orthopyroxene and plagioclase compositions, for the transition zone 
orthopyroxenite to layered abbro as well as within the layered gabbro from 
olivine to hypersthene gabbro. The clinopyroxene ;md olivine compositions t'xhibit 
overlapping mineral compositions within the vlder suite gabbros. 
16. The younger and older suites cannot be distinguished from each other on the 
basis of their respective min~ral chemistry. The Na/Mg*, Ti/Mg*, Ti/Cr and 
Cr 20 3/l\fg* ratios or the clinopyroxene phase and NiO versus Fe(rnol ~· ) of 
olivine in both suites show that lithologies or equivalent fractionation lcv<'ls plot 
within the same range for the various chemical parameters. However, the 
distinctly higil<'r Cr and lower Ti content of the young<'r suitr. ultramafic from 
ZOi\'E I is noted. These results clearly contradict the conclusions or Benn and 
Laurent ( 1987} who reported a minerai chemistry distinct.ion bdwecn early 
cumulate and late cumulate snites in the Troodos plutonic comp!ex. The 
plagioclase and olivine mineral chemistry show the same absence or a chemical 
distinction between the suites although a more Mg-rich olivine composition of the 
younger suite ultramafic rocks relative to that or the older suite layered olivine 
gabbro is noted. Thus, the anomalously high Cr, low Ti content and Mg-rich 
olivine contents or the younger suite ultramafic rocks may be or help for 
distinguishing between the ultramafic component or the suites when the relations 
are not exposed in outcrop. 
17. The mineral chemistry through a 20 m section of the rhythmically layered 
older suite olivine gabbro shows no significant. chemical zonation within tbe grains 
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of ('adt phase and an absence or cryptic chemical variation with consistent 
plagioclase (An), olivine (Fo), clinopyroxene (Mg*, Cr*, Na20, Ti02, MgO) and 
orthopyroxene (Mg•) compositions It is noted that chemical trends may, howeYer, 
exist on a broader scale within the plutonic complex. 
IR Majc'r and trace element study or tbe mafic dikes revealed the following 
<'ht·mi<'al <'haractcristics: (a) a typical tholeiitic affinity or the dikes on AFM and 
alkali Vl'rsus silica plots; (b) an island-arc tholeiitic melt composition on the basis 
of Cr Vl:'rsus Y, Ti versus Cr and Ti versus Zr variation diagrams; (c) the Ti 
\'Nsus Mg diagram shows that the sheeted dike samples from the study area plot 
along a transition from upper to lower pillow lavas (Robinson et !L lQ83); and (d) 
t h<' MgO Vl'rsus FcO and Ti02 vt>rsus Mg diagrams show that the mafic-dike 
samples or the plutonic complex plot along a Mg-rich, Ti-depleted, primitive 
composition tr<'nd that directly correlates with the composition or the rocks from 
I h<' upp<'r pillow lava suite (as reported by Malpas and Langdon, 1Q84). This 
anomalous Mg-rich and Ti depleted chemistry of the mafic dikes indicates an 
<'X t r<'tn<'ly primitive parent a) melt composition derived from a residual mantle 
sour<·<· that had und!'rgone previous partial melting and melt extraction event(s). 
The mafic dihs :tr<' interpreted to represE-nt the feeder dike conduits to the 
st rudurally OV<'rlying upper pillow lavas or similar depleted chemistry. Additional 
H EE !lnd isotopic data are required to model the source region of thE>se depleted 
clyh suit<'(s). 
Hl. Within fh<' NW Troodos plutonic complex, the geometrical relation between: 
(I) til(' )oWN ('fUstal-upper mantle now induced penetrative sl foliation; (2) the 
infolding along t.h<> pai~Moho (dunite- harzburgite contact) in which the axial 
surfaC<' of th<' nt('SQ- :tlld ffi<'gascopic folds Jie~ parallel to the 5 1 foliation; and (3) 
t h<> ori<'nt at ion or the E-nveloping surface or the major petrological boundary at a 
high :mgl<' to the foliation ~uggests that this section or ~he upper mantle/lower 
crust may rt'PT<'S('nt a diapirically-Oowing asthenospheric segment of an oceanic 
(or marginal sea) spreading regime. A direct analogy can be drawn with the 
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Acoje-type diapirically-spreading asthenosphere modE.'! proposed by :'\icoJa.o; and 
Violette (1982). These authors also suggE.'sted correlation of the Cyprus ophiolite 
with the Acoje-type sE.'tting, howe\'N, thE.'y reported a post-flow D2 en•nt within 
the Troodos massif which rE.'sulted in \'ariation of structural fabrics on•r short 
distances and large-scale F 2 folds, the axis of which were reported to not lie 
parallel to the penetrative 5 1 fabric. The present author's work shows no evidl'OCI' 
of a D 2 folding event within the present study area. ThE.' t'ffe<'l of latt'r uplifting 
of the hanburgite core of the Troodos plutonic complex would only bl' to n•nder 
more shallow the few (three in total) south phmging lineations to Ht~•ir present 
plunges with no effect on the overall geometri~al configuration of the planar 
structural elE'ments in the plutonic complex of the NW quadrant of the Troodl'S 
ophiolite. 
In conclusion, on the basis of fiE.'ld relations, deformation features and 
geochemistry, a dynamic crustal accrE.'tionary history of multiple intrusion and 
ductile-brittle deformation is establish('d for the Troodos plutonic complt>x. A 
schematic r<'presentation of the younger and older magmatic suites, multipl(' 
intrusive relations between the various post-kinematic plutons, di~trihution of 
high-temperature ductile dE'formation within this section of the plutonic complex 
(highest position of the deformation front) and geometry of foliation, lap•ring and 
major lithological contacts is presented in Figure 5-1. The main ff'aturrs to 
t'mphasize in this schrmatic st'ction through the plutonic complex (Figurf' 5-l) arc: 
( l) Magma entE'ring the lower crustal domain (above a diapiric ally- nowing 
asthenospheric upper mantle) bas cooledfcrystalliz('d/ deform€'d under the 
influence of upper mantle-low('r crustal flow- related stress conditions. 
(2) A penetrative 81 fabric develops in response to the upper mantle-lower 
crustal flow in an orientation concordant from the harzburgite through dunitc, 
transition zone orthopyroxenite and into the layered gabbro (older suite), (Figure 
5.1). This 5 1 fabric lies parallel to the axial planes along the infolded harzhurgite-
dunite boundary (Figure 5.1). Evidence of probable infolding of the dunite, 
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Older Suite: 
Oeplltld mantle tectonite 
1 ( llarzburgite) 
2 Ounitl 
3 Traneition Zone Ortllopyro•niN 
4o Layered QObbro (minor foliation) 
4b Foliated /layered 90bbro 
Younger undlfonned intruaivea : 
D W.hr1ite and Clinopyrodllite 
e2J Pyroaene Gabbro 
~Mafie Oyk11 
.·~Deformation front 
t Mantle flow line 
Figure 6-1: Schematic section demonstrating the complex accretionary 
history of the northwestern Troodos plutonic complex. 
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transition zone and layt>red gabbro is thought to ban> bct'n oblitt'ratt'd (at. le:\..~t 
within the present study !uea) by later intrusions and largl'-s<'ale faulting ( A , 
Figure 5.1). Also, note that any intrusive relations whi<'h may ha,·c existed within 
the older suite would have bee01 obliterated by the penetratin,• plasti<.' dt•formation 
with transposition oi contact margins towards the rE'gional structural tr<'nds. 
(3) The deformation front, marking the gradual transition from dominantly 
ductile to brittle deformation mechanisms, occurs within the Jayt'rt'd gabbro ( B , 
Figure 5.1) and marks tne highest level of ductile deformation within the plutonic 
complex. 
(4) Above the deformation front (the highest lev€'1 of ductile deformation), the 
orientation of developing igneous layeringilaminations is controlled (to some 
extent) by the orientation or the principal stresses in the flowing magma (str€'ss 
related to upper mantle-lower crustal now), thus resulting in the parallelism 
between planer fabrics (primary and secondary) above and below the deformation 
front. For further discussion refer to Char•-:-r 3, Section 3.R3 and Chapt€'r 5, 
Conclusion #11. The relation betwee:-. the orientation of accrt'ting planes (e.g.: 
layering) within cooling/crystallizing lithologies and now-related slrt'ss ha.'l not 
previously been reported within 'lny existing models for the Troodos plutonic 
complex. 
(5) With continued cooling (and possible uplifting of the crustal section), the 
resultant lowering or the deformation front allowed for the development of brittb 
deformation structures (e.g.: large-scale faults - grabcnsn at det'per levels (e.g.: 
within the transition zone, dunite and barzburgite), ( Figur<> 5.1, A ) which may 
have provided zones of structural wt'akness to act as conduits for intrusion/ 
emplacement of the younger plutons (above the now lowered deformation front). 
(6) The younger suite(s) plutons, or various shapes and siz(>S, intruded/ascended 
through all levels of the deformed older suite and crystallized as ~tropic bodies 
wit bin the brittle clef ormation domain (i.e.: above the deformation front, 
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cs~<'ntially post-kinematic). The intrusive contacts between the plutons and the 
older suite are marked by truncated layering/foliation, xenoliths and abrupt 
lithological contrasts. Below the deformation front, the suites can be separated in 
time due to the penetrative deformation of the older suite. However, above the 
cl!'formation front, it is not always possible to distinguish between the younger 
and older suite lithologies. This is particularly true for the older suite isotropic 
gabbro zones within the layered gabbro and zones o( younger intrusiYe isotropic 
gabbro intruding the older suite layered gabbro (refer to Chapter 3, Section 3.4 
for further discussion). 
(7) Multiple intrusion within/between the younger plutons occurs with large 
bodies of isotropic gabbro intruding/truncating the wehrlite- clinopyroxenite-
minor gabbro plutons (refer to Figure 5.1 ). These gabbroic intrusions may be 
fct'ding from deeper-seated evolving magma chambers (plutons), (refer to Map 1, 
Cross-~cdion A-A'). 
(8) Th£' highly drpl('tcd mafic dikes (Figure 5.1, C ) •feed• from the intrusive 
plutons to the sheeted dike complex and act as conduits to the overlying upper 
pillow )a\'a suite (rrfer to Chapter 4, Section 4.3 and Chapter 5, Conclusion #18). 
(Q) Not£': The Troodos ophiolite appears to represent a section of oceanic crust 
• caught • within the diapirically-fiowing domain prior to lateral spreading. This is 
has<'d upon the corr('lation with the Acoje-type setting (Nicolas and Violette, 
19~2) and the fact that no evidence exists to suggest reorientation of existing 
st rudural fabri<'s or overprinting by secondary structural fabrics in the older 
suite. Such f£'atur<'s would be expected to occur in crustal sect.ions that 
<'Xpt'ri('nct'd !ateral spr£'ading. The essentially post-kinematic intrusions within the 
brittle domain could have occurred at any time; being related to magma infiuxes 
within a diffuse spr('ading regime, intruding at. some distance from the initial 
formation of the older suite lithologies (i .e.: off-axis) or above a subduction zone. 
Additional geo~hemic!ll and structural studies are required to unravel the answers 
to t ht'se qu('st ions. 
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APPENDIX F 
ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT 
Major element analyses were obtained by atomic absorption spectrometry 
(AA) using a Perkin-Elmer digitized spectrometer. The analyses were-
performed by G. Andrews, Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial 
University. Sample sets of 24 were run including duplicate samples. l 
sample weight of 0.1000 g was analyzed. The samples were dissolved ir 
a sol•Jtion of 5 ml HF, ~0 ml saturated H3so3 and 145 ml H 2o heated or 
a steam bath for approximately 12 hours prior to analysis. P20s wa~ determined by colourimetry and loss on ignition (LOI) was determinec 
after heating approximately 1 .S g of sample at 10000c for 3 hours in a 
muffle furnace. 
Trace element analyse~ \le~e performed using a Phillips 1450 X-ray 
fluorescence spectrometer autocalibrated against international rock 
standards C-2 and PCC-1. Powdered rock samples weighing 10 g were 
mixed with 1.3 g of phenol formaldehyde binder, pressed into pellets 
under 50 MPa for 1 minute and fused for 10-12 minutes at 200Dc. 
Mineral analyses were obtained using a fully automated JEOL JXA-SOP 
wavelength dispersive electron microprobe with Krisel control, 
equipped with three spectrometers ~nd a Digital Equipment Corporatior 
PDP-11 computer with a teleprinter. The microprobe was operated with a 
beam current of 22 nanoamps and an accelerating voltage of 15 kV . 
Counts were made every 30 seconds or a maximum of 60,000. A beam 
diameter of 1-2 micrometers was used for all minerals. Bence-Albee 
corrections were used in data reduction and analyses were preformed 
using a variety of calibrations based upon the appropriate standards. 
Values of the homogeneity index calculated with each set of analyses 
provided a qualitative means of determining whether analytical 
differences recorded between and within grains (e.g: zoning of 
crystals) were valid in comparison with the analytical capability of 
the equipment. 
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